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Steampunkopedia (est. December 2006) was an international section of Polish steampunk website Retrostacja, combining three major projects:

- **Steampunk Chronology** - a list of nearly 3,000 works set in the chronological order (online since August 2003),
- **Steampunk Links** - a database of over 1,000 links in 12 categories (online since August 2005),
- **Steampunk TV** - a collection of more than 200 music videos, short films, trailers and contemporary silent films (online since November 2006).

Steampunk Chronology, the core element of Steampunkopedia, was probably the first attempt to reconstruct a history and an evolution of the genre. My goal was to assemble everything that came within contemporary definition of steampunk (or within many coexisting definitions - see p.72): from modern sf, fantasy & horror set in the 19th century and retrofuturistic alternate history, to mad crossovers, pastiches and mash-ups. Being a work in permanent progress, the list has quickly multiplied its initial number of 500 titles, reaching a critical mass after 100 bi-weekly update reports in July 2007. At that time Dieselpunk came into prominence, which gave a chance to split the Chronology into two separate files (see p.57). After another 100 reports (weekly, due to the peaking popularity of the genre – see p.56) the project was cancelled and removed in May 2010.

The material presented here is a copy of the last online version, supplemented with no longer active links from previous editions (see p.74). However unfinished (e.g. lack of Cthulhu tabletop games and Karel Zeman movies) this bibliography may still be helpful in both collecting and further research.

Krzysztof Janicz

READERS ON THE CHRONOLOGY

**Angry Thoat**

An excellent Steampunk Chronology. Extra points for including some things that don't usually make any lists (Sherlock Holmes's War of the Worlds, Avram Davidson's overlooked Eszterhazy stories, and Schuiten and Peeters' Obscure Cities series, especially) and for providing sources at the bottom!

**Bruce Sterling**

I didn't even know there WAS a 'dieselpunk chronology,' but I'm glad that these Polish steampunks have revived their site so as to relieve my ignorance in these matters.

**Steampunk Resources**

You'll find a great resource and a very European take on steampunk material. This includes foreign language material which you wouldn't otherwise encounter. Highly recommended.

**Strange Attractors**

Somewhere in a darkened office in Poland is a server dedicated to the gothic vision of 'steampunk' - a vision of the past stirred by the future, of a pseudo-Victorian world dominated by machines that might have been. The server lists every major steampunk work produced since the mid-60s. Here can be found, book-ended by the Hollywood blockbusters, The League of Extraordinary Gentlemen and Shanghai Knights, those lesser-known but just as highly influential steampunks from Bacchus Marsh, The Lycette Bros.

**Greywood**

Möglichwerise ein Anreiz, die polnische Sprache zu lernen. Allein die Grafiken treiben Steampunk-Fans die Tränen der Begeisterung in die Augen.
About Steampunkopedia

READERS ON STEAMPUNKOPEDIA

Terra Incognita
This is the mother of all online steampunk references.

Steampunk Word
Possibly the vastest steampunk site on the net. It has been running for seven years. [...] Great site, great content, great links.

Artists Who Inspire Creativity
Why did I not know about this site earlier? For all things Steampunk, this is your one stop shop! [...] Have fun!

The Steampunk Physician
Speaking of fonts of wisdom regarding Steampunk, this has to be the starting point for any research into the genre! To drink at the well, please visit...

Brass Goggles
From the quite unique and very well researched chronology, to the surfeit of Steampunk related links, to a collection of Steampunk music videos (as well as a section for appropriate press releases), Retrostacja has a great deal of Steampunk goodness for us all to enjoy.

Erwelyn.com
Sans contexte le meilleur site existant, offrant une chronologie des publications internationales mise à jour au moins une fois par mois. Des articles des liens, bref l'incontournable!

Clockworker.de
Neben dem Aether Emporium ist die polnische Steampunkopedia (pol: RETROSTACJA) die umfangreichste Sammlung an Wissen über das Genre. Bis 2007 wurde das Projekt zweisprachig gepflegt und alleine dort kann man schon Stunden verbringen. Das polnische Projekt läuft weiter und auch ohne Sprachkenntnisse lohnt sich ein Blick.

When Gravity Filas
Do you like a bit of Steampunk action? If so, then bow down to Steampunkopedia. Everything about the sub-genre you could wish for.

The Heliograph
Retrostacja / Steampunkopedia is a Polish language site which, to my view, is one of the best sources of Steampunk references I've encountered online.

THE KEY

MEDIA:
- films, literature, comics, tabletop games, video games / interactive, audio, stage

ORIGINAL LANGUAGES:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chinese</td>
<td>CN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catalan</td>
<td>CT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Czech</td>
<td>CZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>German</td>
<td>GE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungarian</td>
<td>HU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italian</td>
<td>IT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japanese</td>
<td>JP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Korean</td>
<td>KO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dutch</td>
<td>NL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norwegian</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polish</td>
<td>PL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russian</td>
<td>RU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serbian</td>
<td>SR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swedish</td>
<td>SE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thai</td>
<td>TH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finnish</td>
<td>FI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French</td>
<td>FR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>German</td>
<td>DE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungarian</td>
<td>HU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italian</td>
<td>IT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japanese</td>
<td>JP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portuguese</td>
<td>PT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Romanian</td>
<td>RO</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If not stated otherwise – English.
1962

- **Imperium** - series [Keith Laumer], volumes: *Worlds of the Imperium* [1962], *The Other Side of Time* [1965], *Assignment in Nowhere* [1968], *Zone Yellow* [1990]

1965

- **The Great Race** [Blake Edwards, Arthur A. Ross]
- **Those Magnificent Men in Their Flying Machines** [Ken Annakin, Jack Davies], sequel: *Monte Carlo or Bust* a.k.a. *Those Daring Young Men in Their Jaunty Jalopies* [Ken Annakin, Jack Davies, 1969]

1966

- **Billy the Kid versus Dracula** [William Beaudine, Carl K. Hittleman]

1967

- **The Fearless Vampire Killers** [Roman Polański, Gerard Brach]
- **Rocket to the Moon** a.k.a. *Blast Off* [Don Sharp, Dave Freeman, Harry Alan Towers]
- **Queen Victoria's Bomb** [Ronald Clark]

1968

- **Chitty Chitty Bang Bang** [Ken Hughes, Roald Dahl, based on the novel by Ian Fleming]
- **Pavane** [Keith Roberts, 7 short stories 1966-1968]
- **Chitty Chitty Bang Bang** [Gold Key, anonym., based on the movie]
- **The Wild Wild West** [Gold Key, anonym., based on the TV series, 7 issues 1968-1969]
- **Chitty Chitty Bang Bang** - board game [Milton Bradley, based on the movie]

1969

- **The Assassination Bureau** [Basil Dearden, Michael Relph, based on the novel by Robert L. Fish & Jack London]
- **Captain Nemo and the Underwater City** [James Hill, Pip & Jane Baker, R. Wright Campbell]
- **Janus Stark** [Jack Legrand, Tom Tully, Angus Peter Allen, Marcus Scott Goodall, Francisco Solano López, Francesco Gamba, Guido Zamperoni, 90 ep. in *Smash!* and *Valiant* 1969-1971]

1970

- **The Private Life of Sherlock Holmes** [Billy Wilder]
- **Time and Again** [Jack Finney], sequel: *From Time to Time* [1995]
1971

- The Abominable Dr. Phibes [Robert Fuest, James Whiton, William Goldstein], sequel: Dr. Phibes Rises Again [Robert Fuest, Robert Bless, 1972]
- The Wind Whales of Ishmael [Philip Jose Farmer]

1972

- Drácula contra Frankenstein [Jesus Franco, Paul D'Ales] ES
- Tarzan Alive [Philip Jose Farmer]
- A Transatlantic Tunnel, Hurrah! [Harry Harrison]

1973

- The Asphyx [Peter Newbrook, Christina & Laurence Beers]
- Doc Savage: His Apocalyptic Life [Philip Jose Farmer]
- Frankenstein Unbound [Brian Aldiss]
- The Other Log of Phileas Fogg [Philip Jose Farmer]
- Ironwolf [Howard Chaykin, 3 ep. in Weird Worlds 1973-1974], sequel: Ironwolf: Fires of the Revolution [Howard Chaykin, John Francis Moore, Mike Mignola, 1992]

1974

- The Island at the Top of the World [Robert Stevenson, John Whedon, based on the novel The Lost Ones by Ian Cameron]
- The Adventures of the Peerless Peer [Philip Jose Farmer]
- The Hawkline Monster: A Gothic Western [Richard Brautigan]
- Into the Aether [Richard A. Lupoff]
- A Midsummer Tempest [Poul Anderson]
- Le Demon des Glaces [Jacques Tardi] FR

1975

- Sherlock Holmes' War of the Worlds [Manly Wade & Wade Wellman]
1976

- **Custer's Last Jump** [Howard Waldrop, Steven Utley]
- **God of the Naked Unicorn** [Richard A. Lupoff]
- **The Second War of the Worlds** [George H. Smith], sequel: **The Island Snatchers** [1978]
- **The Space Machine** [Christopher Priest]
- **Les Aventures Extraordinaires d'Adele Blanc-Sec** - series [Jacques Tardi, more ep. →D-1985], volumes: **Adele et la Bete** [1976], **Le Demon de la Tour Eiffel** [1976], **Le Savant Fou** [1977], **Momies en Folie** [1978], **Le Secret de la Salamandre** [1981]
- **Gideon Faust** - series [Len Wein, Howard Chaykin], episodes: **Warlock At Large** [1976], **Lotus** [1979], **Urchin!** [1982]

1977

- **Adéla ještě nevečerela** [Oldrich Lipský, Jiri Brdečka] [CZ]
- **Black as the Pit, from Pole to Pole** [Howard Waldrop, Steven Utley]
- **Doctor Who** - series [various, based on the TV series], volumes: **Doctor Who and the Talons of Weng-Chiang** [Terrance Dicks, novelisation 1977], **Doctor Who and the Horror of Fang Rock** [Terrance Dicks, novelisation 1978], **The Mark of the Rani** [Pip & Jane Baker, novelisation 1986], **All-Consuming Fire** [Andy Lane, **The New Adventures 1994**], **Human Nature** [Paul Cornell, **The New Adventures 1995**], **Imperial Moon** [Christopher Bulis, 2000]
- **Fata Morgana** [William Kotzwinkle]

1978

- **The Return of Captain Nemo** a.k.a. **The Amazing Captain Nemo** [Alex March, Preston Wood, Robert Bloch]
- **And Having Writ...** [Donald R. Bensen]
- **The Incredible Umbrella** [Marvin Kaye], sequel: **The Amorous Umbrella** [1981]
- **Langdon St. Ives** - series [James P. Blaylock], volumes: **The Ape-Box Affair** [1978], **The Idol's Eye** [1984], **The Views of Cave Painting** [1988, all foregoing stories collected in 13 Phantasm and Other Stories, 2000], **Homunculus** [1986], **Lord Kelvin's Machine** [1991], **The Hole in the Space** [2002], **The Ebb Tide** [2009]. Spin-off: **The Digging Leviathan** [1984]
- **Selenium Ghosts of the Eighteen Seventies** [R.A. Lafferty]
- **Sherlock Holmes vs. Dracula** [Loren D. Estleman], sequel: **Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Holmes** [1979]
The Adventures of Professor Thintwhistle and His Incredible Aether Flyer [Richard A. Lupoff, Steve Stiles, based on the novel Into the Aether, 10 ep. in Heavy Metal]

Nathaniel Krill at the Time Node [Richard Glyn Jones, Robert Meadley, w New Worlds #213]


1979

Time After Time [Nicholas Meyer, Karl Alexander, Steve Hayes]

An den Feuern der Leyermark [Christian Anton Mayer, ps. Carl Amery] GE

Enter the Lion [Michael P. Hodel, Sean M. Wright]

Morlock Night [K.W. Jeter]

The Secret Sea [Thomas F. Monteleone]

1980

Les trois inventeurs - animation [Michel Ocelot] FR

Moreau's Other Island [Brian Aldiss]

Master of the World [Budd Lewis, 3 ep. in The Rook #4-6]

1981

Tajemství hradu v Karpatech [Oldrich Lipský, Jiří Brdečka] CZ

The Man Who Loved Morlocks [David J. Lake]

Time Machine II [George Pal, Joe Morhaim]


Sherlock Holmes: The Singular Case of the Anemic Heir [Will Richardson, Kevin Duane, in The Rook #10]


Vampyre - board game [Philip A. Shreffler]

1982

Q.E.D. a.k.a. Mastermind - TV series [John Hawkesworth, 6 ep.]


Fevre Dream [George R.R. Martin]

...The World, as We Know’t [Howard Waldrop]


1983

The Anubis Gates [Tim Powers]

Time for Sherlock Holmes [David Dvorkin]

W.G. Grace's Last Case or The War of the Worlds, Part Two [William Rushton]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Authors/Contributors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1984</td>
<td>Der Hexer</td>
<td>Wolfgang Hohlbein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sherlock Holmes Through Time and Space</td>
<td>Isaac Asimov, Martin H. Greenberg, Charles G. Waugh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ten Years Beyond Baker Street</td>
<td>Cay van Ash</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Twin Planets</td>
<td>Richard A. Lupoff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>W.G. Grace's Last Case or The War of the Worlds Part Two</td>
<td>William Rushton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The Fire Opal of Set</td>
<td>James Brunton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1985</td>
<td>The Adventures of Mark Twain</td>
<td>Will Vinton, Susan Shadburne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Young Sherlock Holmes and the Pyramid of Fear</td>
<td>Barry Levinson, Chris Columbus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ludzie-Skorpiony</td>
<td>Stefan Chwin as Max Lars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Time Wars: The Nautilus Sanction</td>
<td>Simon Hawke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Young Sherlock Holmes</td>
<td>Alan Arnold, based on the screenplay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Alceister Crowley</td>
<td>Antonio Cossu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The Bozz Chronicles</td>
<td>David Michelinie, Bret Blevins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1986</td>
<td>Biggles: Adventures in Time</td>
<td>W.E. Johns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sky Bandits a.k.a. Gunbus</td>
<td>Zoran Perisic, Thom Keyes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tenkuu no Shiro Rapyuta (Laputa: Castle in the Sky)</td>
<td>Hayao Miyazaki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dead in the West</td>
<td>Joe R. Lansdale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Land and Overland</td>
<td>Bob Shaw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yellow Fog</td>
<td>Les Daniels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Les Eaux de Mortelune</td>
<td>Patrick Cothias, Philippe Adamov</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Spirit of Wonder</td>
<td>Kenji Tsuruta, ongoing series</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1986-1995</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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1987

Robot Carnival - animation [Katsuhiro Otomo], including: Franken no Haguruma (Franken’s Gear) [Hiroyuki Kitakubo], Meiji Karakuri Bumei Kitan (A Tale of Two Robots) [Kouji Miramoto] JP

Infernal Devices: A Mad Victorian Fantasy [K.W. Jeter]


The Fury of Dracula - board game [Stephen Hand], 2nd ed.: Fury of Dracula [Stephen Hand, Kevin Wilson, 2006]

1988

Young Einstein [Yahoo Serious, David Roach]

Der Magier - series [Wolfgang Hohlbein], volumes: Der Erbe der Nacht [1988], Das Tor ins Nichts [1988], Der Sand der Zeit [1988] GE


Cecelia and Kate - series [Patricia C. Wrede, Caroline Stevermer], volumes: Sorcery and Cecelia or The Enchanted Chocolate Pot [1988], The Grand Tour or The Purloined Coronation Regalia [2004], The Misled Magician or Ten Years After [2006]

Those Who Hunt the Night [Barbara Hambly], sequel: Travelling With the Dead [1995]

From Hell [Alan Moore, Eddie Campbell, 10 issues 1988-1996]

Curse of the Mummy’s Tomb - board game [Stephen Hand]


Space: 1889 - series of miniatures games [Frank Chadwick, based on the RPG], boxed sets & supplements: Sky Galleons of Mars [1988], Cloudships & Gunboats [1989], Soldier’s Companion [1989], Ironclads and Ether Flyers [1990]

20.000 Lieues sous les Mers [Marianne Rougeulle, Pascal Arnaud, Coktel Vision] FR

Dracula in London [SDJ Enterprises]

1989

Edge of Sanity [Gerard Kikoine, J.P. Felix, Ron Raley, Edward Simons]

Great Work of Time [John Crowley]

The Mummy or Ramses the Damned [Anne Rice]

The Stress of Her Regard [Tim Powers]

Captain Hard - series [Walter Fahrer], volumes: L’Empire Gilgamesh [1989] FR
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**Fates** [Dan Abnett, Andy Lanning, Anthony Williams, 1998] + sequel **The Superman Monster** [1999], **The Batman of Arkham** [Alan Grant, Alcaten, 2000], **Superman/Tarzan: Sons of the Jungle** [Chuck Dixon, Carlos Meglia, 3 issues 2001], **Green Lantern: Evil's Might** [Howard Chaykin, David Tischman, Marshall Rogers, 3 issues 2002], **JLA: The Island of Dr. Moreau** [Roy Thomas, Steve Pugh, 2002], **Batman: The Golden Streets of Gotham** [Jan Van Meter, Cliff Chiang, Tommy Lee Edwards, 2003], **JLA: Age of Wonder** [Adisakd Tantimedh, P. Craig Russell, Galen Showman, 2 issues 2003], **Batman: Nevermore** [Len Wein, Guy Davis, 5 issues 2003]

- GURPS Riverworld - RPG [J.M. Caparula, based on the novel]
- Private Eye - RPG [Thilo Bayer, Frank Beznr], supplements: **Eine toedliche Wette** [1989], **Der Schrecken von Randall Castle** [Thilo Bayer, Frank Beznr, Jan Christoph Steines, 1990], **Der Millionencoup** [1991], **Der doppelter Biber** [Jan Christoph Steines, 1993], **Auge um Auge** [Jan Christoph Steines, 1994]. Collections incl. new material: **Abenteuer 1 - Eine todlieche Wette** [Thilo Bayer, 2004], **Abenteuer 2 - Der Schrecken von Randall Castle** [Jan Christoph Steines, Reinhard Kotz, 2005].

- **Temple of the Beastmen** - board game [Lester W. Smith, based on the RPG **Space: 1889**]
- **Viajar al Centro de la Tierra** [Topo Soft] ES

### 1990

- **Back to the Future Part III** [Robert Zemeckis, Bob Gale]
- **Frankenstein Unbound** [Roger Corman, F.X. Feeney, based on the novel]
- **Grim Prairie Tales** [Wayne Coe]
- **Back to the Future Part III** [Michael J. Fox, based on the screenplay]
- **The Difference Engine** [William Gibson, Bruce Sterling]
- **L’Epave** [Serge Brussolo], expanded from the short story **Les Ecorcheurs** [1988] FR
- **The Hollow Earth** [Rudy Rucker]
- **In the Country of the Blind** [Michael Flynn]
- **The Jekyll Legacy** [Robert Bloch, Andre Norton]
- **A Journey to the King Planet** [Stephen Baxter]
- **The Lost Regiment** - series [William R. Forstchen], volumes: **Rally Cry** [1990], **The Union Forever** [1991], **Terrible Swift Sword** [1992], **Fateful Lightning** [1993], **Battle Hymn** [1997], **Never Sound Retreat** [1998], **A Band of Brothers** [1999], **Men of War** [1999], **Down to the Sea** [2000]
- **Mules in Horses’ Harness** [Michael Cassutt]
- **White Crow** - series [Mary Gentle], volumes: **Rats and Gargoyles** [1990], **The Architecture of Desire** [1991], **Left To His Own Devices** [1994], **White Crow** [2003, collected ed. + 3 short stories 1989-1990]
- **Anne Rice’s The Mummy or Ramses the Damned** [Faye Perozich, John Hebert, Melissa Martin, Jim Mooney, Mark Menendez, Richard Pace, 12 issues + special 1990-1991]
- **Gotcha** - series [Jean Dufaux, Jean-Louis Umblet], volumes: **Valse sur une nuit d’orage** [1990], **L’Or de Salomon** [1991] FR
- **Professeur Stratus** - series [Guy Counhay], volumes: **Le tombeau des neiges** [1990], **Le forteresse amphibie** [1993], **Les demons de Roquебrou** [1996], **Le monstre des mers** [2003] FR
- **Sherlock Holmes in the Case of the Missing Martian** [Doug Murray, Topper Helmers, 4 issues]
- **The Wild Wild West** [Mark Ellis, Paul Davis, Darryl Banks, Robert Lewis, 4 issues]
- **Space: 1889** [F. J. Lennon, Don Wunschell, Paragon Software, based on the RPG]

### 1991

- **Bronwyn** - series [Ron Miller], volumes: **Palaces & Prisons** [1991], **Silk & Steel** [1992], **Hearts & Armor** [1992], **Mermaids & Meteors** [2001]. Sourcebook: **The Encyclopaedia Bronwyniana** [2003]
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- *Dracula Unbound* [Brian Aldiss]
- *Goblin Moon* [Teresa Edgerton], sequel: *Gnome's Engine* [1991]
- *Red Alert* [Jerry Oltion]
- *Ghosts of Dracula* [Martin Powell, Seppo Makinen, 5 issues]
- *Back to the Future Part III* [Image Works, Mirrorsoft, Probe Software, based on the movie] JP
- *Fushigi no Umi no Nadia* (Nadia: The Secret of Blue Water) [Namco, based on the movie] JP
- *Ultima Worlds of Adventure 2: Martian Dreams* [Richard Garriott, Origin Systems]

**1992**

- *Anno Dracula* [Kim Newman], sequel: *The Bloody Red Baron* [1992]
- *Dinotopia* - series [James Gourney], volumes: *A Land Apart From Time* [1992], *The World Beneath* [1995], *First Flight* [1999], *Dinotopia Lost* [Alan Dean Foster, 1996], *Hand of Dinotopia* [Alan Dean Foster, 1999]. Digest Novels: *Windchaser* [Scott Ciencin, 1995], *River Quest* [John Vornholt, 1995], *Hatchling* [Midori Snyder, 1995], *Lost City* [Scott Ciencin, 1996], *Sabertooth Mountain* [John Vornholt, 1996], *Thunder Falls* [Scott Ciencin, 1996], *Firestorm* [Gene De Weese, 1997], *The Maze* [Peter David, 1998], *Rescue Party* [Mark A. Garland, 2000], *Sky Dance* [Scott Ciencin, 1999], *Chomper* [Don Glut, 2000], *Return to Lost City* [Scott Ciencin, 2000], *Survive!* [Brad Strickland, 2001], *The Explorers* [Scott Ciencin, 2001], *Dolphin Watch* [John Vornholt, 2002], *Oasis* [Cathy Hapka, 2002], *Journey to Chandara* [James Gourney, 2007]
- *Photographing Fairies* [Steve Szilagyi]
- *The Adventures of Captain Nemo* [Michael Vance, Rob Davis]
- *Dracula: The Suicide Club* [Steven Philip Jones, John Ross, 4 issues]
- *Gear Antique* [Sono Masaya, based on the RPG], sequel: *Gear Antique 2* [1992] JP
- *Predator: The Bloody Sands of Time* [Dan Barry, Chris Warner, 2 issues]
- *Sherlock Holmes: Return of the Devil* [Martin Powell, Seppo Makinen, 2 issues]
- *Bram Stoker's Dracula* - board game [Barry Nakazono, David McKenzie, based on the movie]
- *The Great Ragtime Show* a.k.a. *Boogie Wings* [Data East] JP
- *Koutetsu Teikoku* (Steel Empire) [Hot-B, Sega]. GameBoy Advance remake: *Koutetsu Teikoku* (Steel Empire) [Starfish, 2004] JP
### 1993

- **The Adventures of Brisco County, Jr.** - TV series [Carlton Cuse, Jefrey Boam, 27 ep. 1993-1994]
- **Drame dans les glaces** - animation [Alban Guillemois] FR
- **The Killing Box** a.k.a. **Ghost Brigade** a.k.a. **Grey Knight** [George Hickenlooper, Matt Greenberg]
- **Uninvited** [Michael Derek Bohusz]
- **Anti-Ice** [Stephen Baxter], spin-offs: **The Ice War** [short story, 2008], **The Ice Line** [short story, 2010]
- **Harm's Way** [Colin Greenland]
- **Kapitan Nemos Kinder** a.k.a. **Operation Nautilus** - series [Wolfgang Hohlbein], volumes: **Die vergessene Insel** [1993], **Das Madchen von Atlantis** [1993], **Die Herren der Tiefe** [1994], **Im Tal der Giganten** [1994], **Das Meeresfeuer** [1995], **Die schwarze Bruderschaft** [1995], **Die steinerne Pest** [1996], **Die grauen Wachter** [1997], **Die Stadt der Verlorenen** [1998], **Die Insel der Vulkane** [1999], **Die Stadt unter dem Eis** [2000], **Die Ruckkehr der Nautilus** [2002] GE
- **The List of 7** [Mark Frost], sequel: **The 6 Messiahs** [1995]
- **Monsieur Verne and the Martian Invasion** [Josepha Sherman]
- **A Night in the Lonesome October** [Roger Zelazny]
- **A Verdadeira Invasio dos Marcianos** [Joao Barreiros] PT
- **Dead in the West** [Neal Barrett Jr., Jack Jackson, based on the novel, 2 issues 1993-1994]
- **Le Pont dans la vasce** - series [Sylvain Chomet, Hubert Chevillard], volumes: **L'Anguille** [1993], **Orlandus** [1995], **Malocchio** [1998], **Barthélemy** [2003] FR
- **Sebastian O** [Grant Morrison, Steve Yeowell, 3 issues]
- **Sherlock Holmes in the Curious Case of the Vanishing Villain** [Gordon Rennie, Woodrow Phoenix]
- **Amazing Engine: For Faerie, Queen & Country** - RPG [David Cook, Carl Sargent, Karen S. Boomgarden]
- **Wooden Suits & Iron Men** - RPG, system Duel [Sam Witt]
- **Call of Cthulhu: Shadow of the Comet** [Chaosium, Infogrames]
- **The Chaos Engine** a.k.a. **Soldiers of Fortune** [The Bitmap Brothers, Renegade Software], sequel: **The Chaos Engine 2** [1996]
- **Dracula Unleashed** [ICOM Simulations]
- **Transarctica** a.k.a. **Arctic Baron** [Silmarils] FR

### 1994

- **Closer: Director's Cut** - music video, song by **Nine Inch Nails** [Mark Romanek]
- **Oblivion** [Sam Irvin, Charles Band, Peter David], sequel: **Oblivion 2: Backlash** [Sam Irvin, Peter David, 1996]
- **Steam Trek: The Moving Picture** [Dennis Sisterson, Ashley Levy]
- **Taxandria** [Raoul Servais] FR
- **U & Me** - music video, song by **Cappella** [anonym.]
- **A College of Magics** [Caroline Stevermer], sequel: **A Scholar of Magics** [2004]
- **The Flight of Michael McBride** [Midori Snyder]
- **The Judas Cross** [David Bischoff, Charles Sheffield]
- **Magics** - series [Caroline Stevermer], volumes: **A College of Magics** [1994], **A Scholar of Magics** [2004]
- **Mina** [Elaine Bergstrom], sequel: **Blood to Blood** [2000]
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- **The Werewolves of London** [Brian Stableford], sequels: *The Angel of Pain* [1995], *The Carnival of Destruction* [1996]
- **The Woman Between the Worlds** [F. Gwynplaine MacIntyre]
- **The Eighth Wonder** [Peter Janes, Kilian Plunkett]
- **Horologiom** - series [Fabrice Lebeault], volumes: *L'homme sans clef* [1994], *L'istant du Damokle* [1995], *Nahedig* [1997], *La nuit du requinqueur* [1999], *Le grand rouage* [2000]
- **Shadowman #0** [Bob Hall], spin-off: *Shadowman Yearbook #1* [Mike Baron, Val Mayerik, 1994]
- **Steampunk** - series [Alessandro Manitto, Riccardo Croasa], volumes: *Una Nuova Divinita* [1994] IT
- **Midgard-Abenteuer 1880** - RPG [Heinrich Glumpler], supplements: *Wenn das Tier erwacht* [Heinrich Glumpler, Rainer Nagel, 1994], *Aus der Erde dunklem Schosz* [Steffen Schutte, Gerd Hupperich, 1995], *Zwischen den Welten* [Heinrich Glumpler, Sven Gorts, Gerd Hupperich, 1997], *Doctor Nagelius' Enzyklopädisches Compendium* [Rainer Nagel, 2002] FR
- **Steampunk: War Baloon** - board game [Alessandro Manitto, Massimo Torriani, based on the comics] IT
- **Final Fantasy** - series [Square, Square Enix], volumes: *Final Fantasy VI* a.k.a. *Final Fantasy III* (U.S.A) [1994], *Final Fantasy IX* [2000], *Final Fantasy X* [2001] JP

**1995**

- **Chelsea** - music video, song by *Stiffs, Inc.* [Anthony Chase]
- **Legend** - TV series [Michael Piller, Bill Dial, 12 ep.]
- **PirANHa** - music video, song by *Tripping Daisy* [Gavin Bowden]
- **The Quick and the Dead** [Sam Raimi, Simon Moore]
- **Taiho no Machi (Cannon Fodder)** - animation [Katsuhiro Otomo, part of the *Memories* movie] JP
- **Brigantia's Angels** [Stephen Baxter]
- **Clockwork** [Philip Pullman]
- **The Diamond Age** [Neal Stephenson]
- **Les grandes profondeurs** [Rene Reouven] FR
- **Moonfest Destiny** [Peter Gelman]
The Prestige [Christopher Priest]
The Steampunk Trilogy [Paul Di Filippo]
The Time Ships [Stephen Baxter]
Walking Wolf: A Weird Western [Nancy A. Collins]
Le Mur de Pan - series [Philippe Mouchel], volumes: Mavel coeur d’alure [1995], La guerre de l’Aura [1997], Le fils du reveure [1998]
Star Wars: Dark Empire II #4-5 [Rick Veitch, Cam Kennedy, 2 issues 1995]
Chrono Trigger [Squaresoft, Super Nintendo]. PlayStation conversion: Chrono Trigger [Squaresoft, 1999]
Dinotopia [Turner, The Dreamer’s Guild, based on the novel]

1996
Tonight, Tonight - music video, song by The Smashing Pumpkins [Jonathan Dayton, Valerie Faris]
Castle Falkenstein - series [John DeChancie, based on the RPG], volumes: From Prussia with Love [1996], Masterminds of Falkenstein [1996]
Celestial Matters [Richard Garfinkle]
Columbiad [Stephen Baxter]
Devil’s Tower [Mark Summer], sequel: Devil’s Engine [1997]
The Heliograph [anthology, ed. Mike Grant, 5 volumes 1996-1998]
The Hunger and Ecstasy of Vampires [Brian Stableford]
Mad Amos [Alan Dean Foster, collection of short stories 1982-1996]
Resurrected Holmes [anthology, ed. Marvin Kaye]
La sabiduría de los muertos [Rodolfo Martínez], expanded version: Sherlock Holmes y la sabiduría de los muertos [2004], sequels: Sherlock Holmes y las huellas del poeta [2005], Sherlock Holmes y la boca del Infierno [2007], Sherlock Holmes y el heredero de nadie [2008]
War of the Worlds: Global Dispatches [anthology, ed. Kevin J. Anderson]
World of Aden: Thunderscape - series [based on the computer games], volumes: The Sentinel [Dixie Lee McKeone, 1996], Darkfall [Shane Lacy Hensley, 1996], Indomitable Thunder [Mark Acres, 1996]


#512: The Origins of the Species [Matt Fraction, Yanick Paquette, 2009]

Age of Empire - RPG [Gareth-Michael Skarka]


GURPS Goblins - RPG [Malcolm Dale, Klaude Thomas]

Iron Empire - RPG [James Desborough, Stephen Mortimer]

Jouki Bakuhaatsu Yarou! (Steampunk Guy) - RPG [Yasunari Sasaki] [JP]

The World of Aden - RPG, system MasterBook/D6 [Shane Lacy Hensley, based on the computer games], supplement: Campaign Chronicles [Stephen Crane, 1996]

Chitty Chitty Bang Bang's Adventure in Tinker Town [Moving Pixels, MGM Interactive, based on the movie Chitty Chitty Bang Bang]

The Gene Machine [Divide By Zero, Vic Tokai]

Lighthouse: The Dark Being [Sierra]

1997

- **Back On Earth** - music video, by **Ozzy Osbourne** [Nigel Dick]
- **Dead Man's Gun** - TV series [David Winning, Alison Wells et al., 44 ep. 1997-1999]
- **The Outer Limits** - TV series [Leslie Stevens, Mario Azzopardi, Sam Egan et al.], episodes: **Heart's Desire** [Mario Azzopardi, Alan Brennert, 1997], **Ripper** [Mario Azzopardi, Chris Ruppenthal, 1999]
- **The Perfect Drug** - music video, by **Nine Inch Nails** [Mark Romanek]
- **Pervirella** [Josh Collins, Alex Chandon], prequel: **The Perv Parlor** [Josh Collins, John Grover, 2003]
- **Photographing Fairies** [Nick Willing, Chris Harrald, based on the novel]
- **Boheme** - series [Mathieu Gaborit, based on the RPG **Ecryme**], volumes: **Les Rives d'Antipolie** [1997], **Revolutysa** [1997]
- **Les cantiques de Mercure** [Fabrice Colin] [FR]
- **Delius, une chanson d'ete** [David Calvo] [FR]
- **Freedom & Necessity** [Steven Brust, Emma Bull]
- **Jack Faust** [Michael Swanwick]
- **Mars 1910** [Zoltán Galántai as "W. Hamilton Green"] [HU]
- **The Moon and the Sun** [Vonda N. McIntyre]
- **La Porte des limbes** [Erik Wietzel] [FR]
- **Sakura Taisen** - series of novels [Satoru Akahori, Hiroyuki Kawasaki, based on the computer games], volumes: **Sakura Taisen Zenya** [Satoru Akahori, 3 ep. 1997], **Sakura Taisen** [Satoru Akahori, 4 ep. 1997], **Sakura Taisen: Gouka Kenran** [Hiroyuki Kawasaki, 2001], **Sakura Taisen Taishou Renka** [Hiroyuki Kawasaki, 2 ep. 2001], **Sakura Taisen Katsudou Shanshin** [Hiroyuki Kawasaki, 2002], **Sakura Taisen Pari Zenya** [Satoru Akahori, 2 ep. 2004] [JP]
- **Scientific Romance** [Ronald Wright]
- **Stardust** [Neil Gaiman, Charles Vess, 4 ep. ], prequel: **A Fall of Stardust**[Neil Gaiman, Charles Vess, Susanna Clarke et al., 1999]
- **To Say Nothing of the Dog** [Connie Willis]
- **Desperadoes** - series [Jeff Mariotte], volumes: **A Moment's Sunlight** [Jeff Mariotte, John Cassaday, 5 issues 1997-1998], **Epidemic** [Jeff Mariotte, John Cassaday, 1 issue 1999], **Quiet of the Grave** [Jeff Mariotte, John Severin, 5 issues 2001], **Banners of Gold** [Jeff Mariotte, Jeremy Haun, 5 issues 2005], **Buffalo Dreams** [Jeff Mariotte, Alberto Dose, 4 issues 2007]
- **Edward John Trelawny** - series [Eric Herenguel, Dieter], volumes: **Le voyage du Starkos** [1997], **Princesse Zela** [1998], **L'ultime combat** [1999] [FR]
- **Predator: Nemesis** [Gordon Rennie, Colin MacNeil, 2 issues]
- **Changeling: The Dreaming** - RPG [Mark Rein-Hagen, Sam Chupp, Ian Lemke, Joshua Gabriel Timbrook, 1995], supplements: **Kithbook: Nockers** [Christopher Howard, Ethan Skemp, 1997]
- **Deadlands: The Great Rail Wars** - miniatures game [Shane Lacy Hensley, based on the RPG], supplements: **Derailed!** [Shane Lacy Hensley, 1998], **A Fist Full o' Ghost Rock** [Shane Lacy Hensley, 1998], **Cry Havoc!** [John Goff, 1998], **Dogs o' War: All's Fair** [2001], **Raid on Roswell** [2002]
- **LEGO System: Time Twisters** a.k.a. **Time Cruisers** - blocks [LEGO Group]
- **Napoleon at Chattanooga** - board game [David L. Ferris]
### Steampunk Chronology

**N’Ferra** - GURPS campaign & PBEM [Jefferson A. Wilson]


**Grandia** [Game Arts], sequels: *Grandia II* [2000], *Grandia Xtreme* [2002], *Grandia III* [2005]. Spin-off: *Grandia: Parallel Trippers* [2000]

**Nightmare Creatures** [Activation, Kalisto], sequel: *Nightmare Creatures II* [Konami, Kalisto, 2000]

**Tanz Der Vampire** - musical [Michael Kunze, Jim Steinman, based on the movie *The Fearless Vampire Killers*] [GE]

### 1998

- **Ich bin wieder hier** - music video, song by Blümchen [anonym.] [GE]
- **Kaioketsu Jouki Tanteidan** (Steam Detectives) - animated TV series [Kia Asamiya, based on the manga, 26 ep. 1998-1999] [JP]
- **Living Dead Girl** - music video, song by Rob Zombie [Joseph Kahn, Rob Zombie]
- **Sibirskij tsirjulnik** (The Barber of Siberia) [Nikita Mikhalkov, Rustam Ibragimbekov] [RU]
- **The Age of Unreason** - series [J. Gregory Keyes], volumes: *Newton’s Cannon* [1998], *A Calculus of Angels* [1999], *Empire of Unreason* [2000], *The Shadows of God* [2001]
- **Arcadia** - series [Fabrice Colin], volumes: *Vestiges d’Arcadia* [1998], *La musique du sommeil* [1998] [FR]
- **La bibliotheque noire** - series [Herve Jubert], volumes: *Le Roi sans visage* [1998], *La fete electrique* [1999] [FR]
- **Darwinia** [Robert Charles Wilson]
- **The Death of the Necromancer** [Martha Wells]. Sequel - *The Fall of Ile-Rien* trilogy, volumes: *The Wizard Hunters* [2003], *The Ships of Air* [2004], *The Gate of Gods* [2005]
- **La face Claire des Tenebres** [Thomas Day], expanded version: *L’Instinct de l’equarisisseur* [2002] [FR]
- **Scientific Romance** [Kevin J. Anderson]
- **Western Lights** - series [Jeffrey E. Barlough], volumes: *Dark Sleeper* [1998], *The House in the High Wood* [2001], *Strange Cargo* [2004]
- **9 Tetes** - series [Tiburse Oger, Igor David], volumes: *La Malle ecarlate* [1998], *Neige sur le lac* [1999], *L’Esprit des etoiles* [2000] [FR]
- **The Big Book of the Weird Wild West: How the West was Really Won!** [anthology, ed. John Whalen]
- **The Loch Ness Horror** [Martin Powell, Seppo Makinen, 4 issues in *Sherlock Holmes Reader* #1-4, 1998-2000]
- **Martin Mystere** - series [Alfredo Castelli]. *Docteur Mystere* - spin-off series [Alfredo Castelli, Lucio Filippucci, in *Almanacco del Mistero* annual], volumes: *Docteur Mystere et le Popolo delle Tenebre* [1998], *Docteur Mystere e gli scorritori del Selvaggio West* [1999], *Docteur Mystere e la guerra dei mondi* [2000], *Docteur Mystere e gli orrori della Giungla Nera* [2001], *I misteri di Milano* [2002], *Docteur Mystere e gli orrori del castello maledetto* [2004]. *Storie da Altrove* - spin-off series [various], volumes: *Colui che dimora nelle tenebre* [Alfredo Castelli, Vincenzo Beretta, Dante Spada, 1998], *La cosa che attende nella nebbia* [Carlo Recagno, Colombi, 1999], *L’ombra che sfido Sherlock Holmes* [Carlo Recagno, Giuseppe Palumbo, 2000], *L’uomo che raccontava storie* [Alfredo Castelli, Dante Erasmo Spada, 2001], *La donna che visse in due mondi* [Carlo Recagno, Cesare Colombi, Dante Erasmo Spada, 2002], *L’artiglio che si stringe sull’America* [Alfredo Castelli, Stefano Vietti, Dante Erasmo Spada, Nando & Denisio Esposito, 2003], *La creatura che venne dall’inferno* [Carlo Recagno, Nando & Denisio Esposito, 2004], *L’isola che giaceva in fondo al mare* [Carlo Recagno, Sergio Giardo, 2005], *Il principe che tornò dalle tenebre* [Carlo Recagno, Sergio Giardo, 2006], *Il terrore che venne dallo schermo* [Carlo Recagno, Sergio Giardo, 2007], *L’uomo che inseguiva le...*
ombre [Carlo Recagno, Sergio Giardo, 2008], La donna che rapì Albert Einstein [Carlo Recagno, Sergio Giardo, 2009]

 Priest [Min-Woo Hyung, ongoing series 1998-...]

Sherlock Holmes: Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Holmes [Steven Philip Jones, Seppo Makinen]

Texas Steampunk - series [Lea Hernandez], volumes: Cathedral Child [1998], Clockwork Angels [1999], Ironclad Petal [online strip 2005-...]

Darkest Africa - miniatures game [Chris Peers], supplements: In the Heart of Africa [2000], Army Lists for "In the Heart of Africa" [2002]


Edison & Co. - board game [Günter Burkhardt]


Narth 2000 - PBEM, kampania GURPS [Robert M. Schroock]


Victoria Eternal - RPG, system Shadow Bindings [Joseph Teller]

Zeppelin Battles of the Great War - board game [Lloyd Krassner]

Baroque [Sting]

Jeff Wayne's The War of the Worlds - Rage Software, GT Interactive

The Ocean Hunter [Sega]

Thief: The Dark Project [Eidos, Looking Glass Studios], sequels: Thief II: The Metal Age [Eidos, Looking Glass Studios, 2000], Thief: Deadly Shadows [Eidos, Ion Storm, 2004]

Wachen Roder [Sega]

1999

Ravenous [Antonia Bird, Ted Griffin]

Retro Puppet Master a.k.a. Puppet Master 7 [David DeCoteau, Joseph Tennent, Charles Bend, Benjamin Carr]

Sherlock Holmes in the 22nd Century - animated TV series [Scott Heming, Paul Quinn, Robert Askin, 26 ep. 1999-2001]


Sleepy Hollow [Tim Burton, Kevin Yagher, Andrew Kevin Walker]


The Time Machine - music video, song by Alan Parsons [Ben Liebrand]

Wild Wild West - feature movie [Barry Sonnenfeld, Jim Thomas, John Thomas, based on the TV series]

Wild Wild West - music video, song by Will Smith with Dru Hill & Kool Moe Dee, movie soundtrack [Paul Hunter]

Zoetrope [Charlie Deaux, based on the short story In der Straksolonie by Franz Kafka]

Angel Down, Sussex [Kim Newman]

Confessions d'une automate mangeur d'opium [Fabrice Colin, Mathieu Gaborit]

Deadlands - series [anthologies, ed. Shane Lacy Hensley, based on the RPG], volumes: A Fistful o' Dead Guys [1999], For a Few Dead Guys More [1999], The Good, the Bad, and the Dead [1999]
L'Equilibre des paradoxes [Michel Pagel]  FR
Fantastic, Mysterious, and Adventurous Victoriana [Jess Nevins, online monography 1999-2004], reprinted in The Encyclopedia of Fantastic Victoriana [2005]
Frontier Earth [Bruce Boxleitner], sequel: Frontier Earth: Searchers [2001]
Futurs Auteurs [anthology, ed. Daniel Riche]  FR
La perla alla fine del mondo [Luca Masali]  IT
The Secret History of the Ornithopter [Jan Lars Jensen]
Seven Stars [Kim Newman]
Young Wizards - series [Diane Duane], volumes: To Visit the Queen [1999]
Warhammer: Gotrek and Felix - series [William King], volumes: Daemonslayer [1999], Dragonslayer [2000], Beastslayer [2001]
Wild Wild West [Bruce Bethke, based on the screenplay]
The Authority [Warren Ellis, Bryan Hitch], volumes: Shiftships [#5-#8, 4 issues 1999]
Deadlands: One Shot [Matt Forbeck, Kevin Sharpe, Richard Pollard, based on the RPG]
Koblinz - series [Thierry Robin], volumes: Le desespoir d'une ombre [1999], Marcher dans Carthage une nuit sans lune [2000], Dernier hiver a Ishiyama [2002], M pour Anarchie [2005]  FR
Recits d'un siecle oublié - series [Chric, Philippe Castaza], volumes: Ab Oculis [1999]  FR
Tom Strong - series [Alan Moore, Chris Sprouse], volumes: How Tom Strong Got Started [#1, 1999], Tom Strong and His Phantom Autogyro [Alan Moore, Gary Gianni, #10, 2000], How Tom Stone Got Started [Alan Moore, Jerry Ordway, #20, 2003], The Day Tom Strong Renegotiated the Friendly Skies [Mark Schultz, Pascal Ferry, #26, 2004], A Fire in His Belly [Brian K. Vaughan, Peter Snejbjerg, #28, 2004]. Spin-off series: Tom Strong's Terrific Tales, volumes: Millennium Memories [Alan Moore, Michael Kaluta, #9, 2004]
Aeronef - minatures game [Matthew Hartley, Steve Blease], supplement: The Aeronef Captain's Handbook [Matthew Hartley, Steve Blease, Michael Baumann, 2002]
Bog-A-Ten - minatures game [Richard Kemp, Malcolm Randle, Alan Thompson, Mark Jones]
A Fistful of Tripods - minatures game, system Fistful of TOWs [Ty Beard]
GURPS Victorian Superheroes - RPG campaign [Mark A. Brinkman, 1999-2000]
Tripods and Hussars - minatures game [Ty Beard]
The War of the Worlds - RPG [Steve Dismukes]
The Wraith: The Great War - RPG [Bruce Brugh, E. Jonathan Bennett, Mark Cenczyk]
L'Amerzone: Le testament de l'explorateur [Benoit Sokal, Microids, Casterman, based on the comic book L'Amerzone by Benoît Sokal - Une Enquête de l'Inspecteur Canardo series] FR


Pro Pinball: Fantastic Journey [Cunning, Empire]


2000

Cartoon Heroes - music video, song by Aqua [Tomas Masin]

Dia ciebie - music video, song by Mysołtiz [Krzysztof Pawłowski] PL

Forrest - commercial of Metz [Enda McCalion]

The Shadowland - animation, commercials of SBS [Anthony Lucas, 15 ep.]

Shanghai Noon [Tom Dey, Alfred Gough, Miles Millar], sequel: Shanghai Knights [David Dobkin, Alfred Gough, Miles Millar, 2003]

Tonight's Performance - animation [REZN8, part of Cyberworld 3D IMAX movie]

2586 kroków [Andrzej Plipiuk], sequel: Wieczorne zwony [2004] PL

A vos Souhaitais [Fabrice Colin] FR

Bilac Ve Estrelas [Ruy Castro] PT

Boilerplate - illustrated online dossier [Paul Guinan, based on the cancelled graphic novel], reprint: Boilerplate: History's Mechanical Marvel [Paul Guinan, Anina Bennett, 2009]

Bouvard, Pecuchet et les Savants fous [Rene Reouven] FR

La cite entre les mondes [Francis Valery] FR

Falkenstein. Les douze cahiers de Enzo Cellini 1870-1886 [Tristan Ranx] FR

From the South Pole to the Somme [Joseph T. Major, online]

Gnemo - illustrated online setting [Tom Kidd]

The Grand Ellipse [Paula Volsky]

L'Inventeur de la vaponique [Bernard Majour] FR

Koudelka: The Mansion's Scream [Nahoko Korekata, based on the Shadow Hearts computer game] JP

La Lune seule le sait [Johan Heliot], sequels: La Lune n'est pas pour nous [2004], La Lune vous salue bien [2007], Spin-off: Trouver son coeur et tuer la bete [2002] FR

Mag w zakone [Dmitrij Gromov, Oleg Ladyzhenskij as "Henry Lion Oldi", 2 volumes 2000] RU

Une Porte sur l'ether [Laurent Genefort] FR

The Prophecy Machine [Neal Barrett, Jr., based on the short story The Lizard Shoppe, 1998], sequel: The Treachery of Kings [2001]

Seventy-Two Letters [Ted Chiang]

Silverheart (A Novel of the Multiverse) [Michael Moorcock, Storm Constantine]

Vladychica more [Sergej Sinjakin] RU

Would That It Were - e-zine [ed. Don F. Muchow]

Zagadka Kuby Rozpruwacza [Andrzej Plipiuk] PL

The Accumulator [Emil J. Novak, Jason Yungbluth]

Aria/Angela: Heavenly Creatures [Brian Holguin, Jay Anacleto, 2 issues]

The Astonishing Excursions of Helen Narbon & Co. [Shaenon K. Garrity, online strip, 26 issues 2000-2006]

Brave Old World [William Messner-Loebs, Guy Davis, Phil Hester, 4 issues]

The Gear Station [Janak Alford, Dan Fraga, 5 issues]
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**Martin Holmes** - series [Carlos Trillo, Juan Bobillo, 2000-2001], reprinted as Zachary Holmes, volumes: *The Monster* [2001], *The Sorcerer* [2002] **ES**

**The Remarkable Worlds of Phineas B. Fudd** [Boaz Yakin, Erez Yakin, 4 issues]

**Sleepy Hollow** [Stephen T. Seagle, Kelley Jones, based on the screenplay]

**Le strabilianti vicende di Giulio Maraviglia inventore** - series [Alessandro Bilotta, Carmine di Giandomenico], volumes: *L’esperimento del dottor Maraviglia* [2000], *La donna che leggeva le menti* [2000], *Il mostrouso uomo di San Gregorio* [2001] **IT**

**Sillage** - series [Jean-David Morvan, Philippe Buchet, more ep. »D-2003], volumes: *Engrenages* [2000], *L’esperimento del dottor Maraviglia* [2001], *La donna che leggeva le menti* [2000], *Il mostrouso uomo di San Gregorio* [2001] **IT**

**Steampunk** [Joe Kelly, Chris Bachalo, 2 previews & 12 issues 2000-2002]

**Artifact** - board & card game, system Warp Quest [Lloyd Krassner], scenarios: *Depths of the Earth* [2000], *Lost Continent of Atlantis* [2001], *Mummy’s Tomb* [2001], *The Shadow of the Dark God* [Zak, 2001]

**Deadlands: Range Wars** - collectible disk game [Christian T. Petersen, Darrell Hardy, based on Deadlands: Doomtown CCG, 8 sets], expansion: *Ghost Creek* [8 sets, 2001]

**Deadlands: The Epitaph** - RPG supplements [anthology, material for Deadlands, Deadlands d20 and Great Rail Wars, 4 volumes 2000-2003]

**England Invaded** - miniatures game [Over The Wire], supplement: *Shadows Over the Nile* [2000]

**Frankenstein Faktoria** - RPG [Joe Abrakadabra, Ignacy Trzewiczek] **PL**

**GURPS Castle Falkenstein** - RPG [James Cambias, Phil Masters, conversion], supplements: *The Ottoman Empire* [Phil Masters, 2002]


**Helden der Lüfte** - board game [Thomas Waßmann, Ann-Dorothee Schluter, based on the RPG Thyria Steampantasy] **GE**

**Kraken** - miniatures game [Matthew Hartley]

**Mage Knight: Black Powder Rebels** - miniatures game [WizKicks]

**Vampir** - card game [Reiner Knizia] **GE**

**Voyages Extraordinaires** - miniatures game [Steve Blease, Matthew Hartley, Mike Baumann]

**Codename Eagle** [Refraction Games, TalonSoft]

**Dark Cloud** [Level 5, SCEA], sequel: *Dark Chronicle* a.k.a. *Dark Cloud 2* [2002] **JP**

**Eternal Arcadia (Skies of Arcadia)** [Sega, Overworks]. GameCube conversion: *Eternal Arcadia: Legends* [2002] **JP**

**Flying Heroes** [Illusion Softworks, TalonSoft]

**La Machine A Voyager Dans Le Temps** [Cryo] **FR**

**Wild Wild West: The Steel Assassin** [SouthPeak, Ubi Soft, based on the movie]

**Aella** [Fred Nachbaur, soundtrack for unfinished Steampunk Saga cRPG by Ricky Ip & Kevin Chu]


---

**2001**


**La Chute de la maison Helsing** - animation [Alban Guillemois] **FR**

**Le Deserter** - animation [Aude Danset, Olivier Coulon, Paolo De Lucia, Ludovic Savonnier] **FR**

**From Hell** [Albert & Allen Hughes, Terry Hayes, Rafael Yglesias, based on the comics]

**Holding Your Breath** - animation [Anthony Lucas]

**Hope Vol.2** - music video, song by Apocalyptica feat. Matthias Sayer, Vidocq movie soundtrack [Mathias Vielsacker, Christoph Mangler]

**The Infinite Worlds of H.G. Wells** - TV series [Robert Young, Nick Willing, 3 ep.]

**Moulin Rouge** [Baz Luhrmann, Craig Pearce]
Le Pacte des Loups [Christophe Gans, Stephane Cabot] FR
Perestroika - animation [Alexandrovich Friderici, Eviley Animation]
The Secret Adventures of Jules Verne - TV series [Gavin Scott, 22 ep.]
She Creature [Sebastian Gutierrez]
Vidoca [Pilot] FR
Fallen Cloud - series [Kurt R.A. Giambastiani], volumes: The Year the Cloud Fell [2001], The Spirit of Thunder [2002], The Shadow of the Storm [2003], From the Heart of the Storm [2004]
The Haunting of Alaizabel Cray [Chris Wooding]
Intrigues of the Reflected Realm - series [Robin Jarvis], volumes: Deathscent [2001]
Libera me - series [Thomas Hervet], volumes: Jours de colere [2001] FR.
The Music of Razors [Cameron W. Rogers, expanded from the short story Artifacts From the Cathedral 1999, revised version 2007]
Le Pacte des Loups [Pierre Pelot, based on the screenplay] FR
Perdido Street Station [China Mieville], spin-offs: The Scar [2002], Iron Council [2004]
Sundowners - series [James Swallow], volumes: Ghost Town [2001], Underworld [2001], Iron Dragon [2001], Showdown [2001]
The World of Daethl - [J. van Ipenburg, online]
Zeppelins West [Joe R. Lansdale], sequel: Flaming London [2006]
The Adventurers Club [Shannon Denton, G. Willow Wilson, Steven James Taylor]
Atlantis: The Lost Empire [Francesco Artibani, Maro Bosco, Allesandro Sisti, Giulia Conti, based on the movie]
Gabrielle [Kara] FR
Kaarib [David Calvo, Jean-Paul Krassinsky], volumes: La Derniere vague [2001], Les Palmiers noirs [2003], Pieces de huit [2004] FR
La Mandiguerre - series [Jean David Morvan, Stefano Tamiazzo], volumes: De vrais boy-scouts [2001], Cas de force majeure [2003], Le revers de la medaille [2005], Au nom du père [2007] FR
Planetary - series [Warren Ellis, John Cassaday], volumes: Century [#13, 2001], The Gun Club [#18, 2004]
Relayer - series [Eric Liberge, Vincent Grave], volumes: Relayer [2001], Le chasseur de papillons [2004], La bonne etoile [2005], Le labyrinthe [2006] FR
Robot and Me [Shannon Denton, Travis Moore]
Thomas Edson: Time Traveler [Shannon Denton, Travis Moore]
Where the Mammoth Roamed [Cory Gross, online strip]
1889: The Iron Frontier a.k.a. Landcruiser: 1889 - miniatures game [Steve Johnson]
Deadlands: d20 - RPG [John Goff, Shane Lacy Hensley, John R. Hople, conversion], supplements: Horrors o’ the Weird West [ed. Christopher McGlothlin, Shane Lacy Hensley,
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- Dracula's Castle - board game [Lloyd Krassner]
- Erector: Crazy Inventors - models [BRIO, Meccano], sets: Helicopter, Airship, Steam Boat, Time Machine, Rattletrap, Bat
- The Game of Extraordinary Gentlemen - board game [Alan Moore, Kevin O'Neill, in ABC Special]
- Girl Genius: The Works - card game [James Ernest, based on the comics]
- Gothic Horror: Vampire Wars - miniatures game [Stephen L. Lawrence, West Wind], supplements: Realms of Terror [2002], The Antagonists [2003]
- Le Grande Cirque - miniatures game [Walter O'Hara]
- Heroes of Mars - RPG, system Fudge [Jeffrey A. Kazmierski, based on the John Carter novels by Edgar Rice Burroughs]
- The Magnificent NetBook of Steam - RPG, system D&D [Greg Mount, Andrew Troman]
- Parroom Station - miniatures game setting [Robert N. Charrette], gry: Valor & Steel & Flesh [Robert N. Charrette, 2005]
- Pax Limpopo - miniatures game setting [Dave McCartney, Eureka], games: Pig Tickler [Dave McCartney, 2001], Wagers of Sin [Dave McCartney, Greg Hallam, 2002]
- Sakura Wars Dramatic Card Game - CCG [Media Factory, based on the computer games, 3 sets] JP
- Steampunk, aventures fantastiques a l'age de la vapeur - RPG, system BaSiC [JeePee] FR
- Terra Incognita - RPG, system Fudge [Scott Larson], expanded from The NAGS Society Worldbook [1999], supplement: Dead Sea Murder [Amanda Dickerson, 2002]
- Vis Imperia Victoria - RPG [Colin D. Speirs]
- Arcanum: Of Steamworks & Magick Obscura [Troika, Sierra]
- Disney's Atlantis: The Lost Empire - series [Disney Interactive, Zombie, based on the movie], volumes: Search for the Journal [2001], Trial by Fire [2001], The Lost Games [2001]. PlayStation & GameBoy conversion: Disney's Atlantis: The Lost Empire [Sony, Eurocom, THQ, 3ds Games, 2001]
- Jekyll & Hyde [Cryo, In Utero] FR
- WarDoves: Secret Weapon of World War I [RedFire Software]

2002

- Kuso no Sora Tobu Kikai-tachi (Imaginary Flying Machines) - animation [Hayao Miyazaki] JP
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- **Patapata Hikousen no Bouken (Secret of Cerulean Sand)** - animated TV series [Yuichiro Yano, 26 ep.] JP
- **Saint Sinner** [Joshua Butler, Clive Barker]
- **Time Kid** - animation [Will Meugniot, Mark Edward Edens, Michael Edens]
- **The Time Machine** [Simon Wells, John Logan]
- **Treasure Planet** - animation [John Musker, Ron Clements, Ted Elliot, Ken Harsha]
- **Captain Nemo: The Fantastic History of a Dark Genius** [Kevin J. Anderson]
- **Chekhov's Journey** [Ian Watson]
- **Le cycle de Kraven** - series [Xavier Mauméjean], volumes: *La Ligue des héroïs* [2002], *L'Ere du Dragon* [2003] FR
- **A Drug on the Market** [Kim Newman]
- **L'Empire couleur de sang** [Denis Cote] FR
- **Monsieur Mouche et la grande demoiselle** [Johan Heliot] FR
- **Pandemonium** [Johan Héliot] FR
- **The Peshawar Lancers** [S.M. Stirling], spin-off: *Shikari in Galveston* [2002]
- **The Portrait of Mrs. Charbuque** [Jeffrey Ford]
- **Swiftly** [Adam Roberts], sequel: *Eleanor* [2004]
- **Technomagia i smoki** [Marek Utkin] PL
- **La trilogie Morgenstern** - series [Hervé Jubert], volumes: *Le Quadrille des assassins* [2002], *Un Tango du diable* [2003], *Sabat Samba* [2004] FR
- **La verite sur la rue Morgue** [Rene Reouven] FR
- **Victorian Age Trilogy** - series [Philippe Boulle, based on the RPG *Victorian Age: Vampire*], volumes: *A Morbid Initiation* [2002], *The Madness of Priests* [2003], *The Wounded King* [2003]
- **Viktoria 91** [Pierre Pevel] FR
- **The Amazing Screw-On Head** [Mike Mignola]
- **Bluehope** - series [Serge Meirinho, Thibaud de Rochebrune], volumes: *April* [2002], *Couleur Charbon* [2003], *A Mats Et a Cordes* [2004] FR
- **Fort: Prophet of the Unexplained** [Peter M. Lenkov, Frazer Irving, 4 issues]
- **Le Leg's de l'Alchimiste** - series [Jean-Louis Hubert, Tanquerelle], volumes: *Joachim Overbeck* [2002], *Leonora von Stock* [2003], *Monsieur de St-Loup* [2004], *La Loge Noire* [Jean-Louis Hubert, Benjamin Bacheller, 2006] FR
- **Le Regulateur** - series [Eric Corbeyran, Marc Moreno], volumes: *Ambrosia* [2002], *Hestia* [2004], *Ophidia* [Eric Corbeyran, Marc Moreno, Eric Moreno, 2006], *666 I.A.* [Eric Corbeyran, Eric Moreno, Marc Moreno, 2009] FR
- **Le Soleil eucharistique** [Alexandro Jodorowsky, J.H. Williams III] FR
- **Scarlet Traces** [Ian Edginton, Matt "D'Israeli" Brooker, 3 issues], sequel: *Scarlet Traces: The Great Game* [4 issues 2006]
- **Terre Mecanique** - series [Jean Baptiste Andreae], volumes: *Oceania* [Jean Baptiste Andreae, Patrick Fitou, 2002], *Antartica* [2004], *Urbanica* [2006] FR
- **Ubu** - series [Emmanuel Reuze], volumes: *Ubu Roi* [2002], *Ubu Amiral* [2004], *Ubopolis* [2007] FR
- **La Voleuse du Pere-Fauteuil** - series [Eric Omond, Yoann], volumes: *L'Homme Mystere* [2002], *Les Heures noires* [2003], *La Maison de Penitence* [2005] FR

The Black Amazons In King Solomon’s Lost City Of The Diamond Mines In The Elephant’s Graveyard At The Source Of The Nile - miniatures game [Chris Ferree]

Construct Mechanus - RPG, system d20 [Philip J. Reed], supplements: The Clockwork Heart [James Kosub, 2003], The Mechanical Woodman and Other Stories [James Kosub, 2004]

Encyclopaedia Arcane: Constructs - RPG, system d20 [Alejandro Melchor]

Forbidden Kingdoms - RPG, system d20 [R. Hyrum Savage, Dave Webb], supplements: Paris, the Spectral City [2003], Master Codex [2003], Modern [2006]

Imperial Mars - miniatures game [Tony Cullen]

Intrigue & Illusions - RPG [J. van Ipenburg, based on the website The World of Daleth]

Lighter Than Air Warfare - PBEM [Dale Poole, based on the board game Zeppelin Battles of the Great War]

Mammalian Mayhem - miniatures game [Chris Peers]

Martian Cloudships - board & card game [Lloyd Krassner]

Nautilus - board game [Brigitte & Wolfgang Ditt]

Rabbidgerbal's Victorians vs Martians Landship Game - miniatures game [Alan D. Jones]

Saurian Safari - miniatures game [Chris Peers]

Steam Trek - PBEM [Stephen Vossler]

Steel & Steam - RPG [Mickael Vermont]

Tanzania - miniatures game [Brett Abbott, based on the game Darkest Africa]

Uchronia 1890 - RPG [Zaidin Amiot, Olivier Legrand, Mathieu Tortuyaux]

Vaporoare - RPG [anonym.]

Victorian Age: Vampire - RPG [Justin Achilli], supplements: London by Night [Brian Campbell, Adam Tinworth, Chris Hartford, 2002], Victorian Age Companion [Anne Sullivan Braidwood, Mark Rein-Hagen, William Van Meter, 2003]


Dinotopia - series [TDK Mediactive, based on the novels], volumes: Game Land Activity Center [Activision, 2002], The Timestone Pirates [RFX, 2002], The Sunstone Odyssey [Vicious Cycle, 2003]


Dracula Unleashed [Infinite Ventures, based on the game from ICOM Simulations]

Gunvalkyrie [Sega, Smilebit]

Kidou Shinsengumi Moeyo Ken (Mobile Shinsengumi Burning Sword) [Oji Hiroi, Enterbrain, Red Entertainment]

Project Nomads [Radon Labs, CDV]

Le Secret du Nautilus: D’apres 20.000 Lieues sous les Mers [Cryo, Wanadoo]

Final Fantasy Online a.k.a. Final Fantasy XI - MMOG [Square Enix, based on the Final Fantasy series], expansions: Jirato no Gen’ei (Rise of the Zilart) [2003], Puromashia no Jubaku (Chains of Promathia) [2004], Atorugan no Hiho (Treasures of Aht Urhgan) [2006]

L’Echappée Belle - radio play [Fabrice Colin, Michel Sidoroff]

Chitty Chitty Bang Bang - stage musical [Jeremy Sams, based on the movie]

2003

Bullet - music video, song by Covenant [Jorn Heitmann]

Flowers - music video, song by Emilie Simon [No Brain]

Ghosts of Albion - online animated series [Christopher Golden, Amber Benson], volumes: Legacy [7 ep. 2003], Embers [Christopher Golden, Amber Benson, John Ainsworth, 5 ep. 2004]
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- **Kidou Shinsengumi Moeyo Ken (Mobile Shinsengumi Burning Sword)** - OAV [Ouji Hiroi, based on the computer game, 4 ep.]

- **The League of Extraordinary Gentlemen** [Stephen Norrington, James Dale Robinson, based on the comics]

- **The Modern Compendium of Miniature Automata** - animation [Lycette Bros., Stephen Joyce, Transience]

- **Riverworld** [Kari Skogland, Stuart Hazeldine, based on the novels]

- **Velvet and Rat Skins** - animation [Evan Clarke James]

- **Negras aguillas** [Eduardo Vaquerizo, short story], spin-offs: *Danza de Tinieblas* [novel, 2005], *Victima y verdugo* [short story, 2006]

- **The Baroque Cycle** - series [Neal Stephenson], volumes: *Quicksilver* [2003], *The Confusion* [2004], *The System of the World* [2004]

- **Celestial Empire** - series [Chris Roberson], volumes: *O One* [2003], *Red Hands, Black Hands* [2004], *Gold Mountain* [2005], *The Voyage of Night Shining White* [2006], *Metal Dragon Year* [short story, 2007], *The Line of Dichotomy* [short story, 2007], *The Sky is Large and the Earth Small* [short story, 2007], *Three Unbroken* [short story, 2007], *The Dragon's Nine Sons* [2008], *The Saffron Wings* [short story, 2008], *Iron Jaw and Hummingbird* [2008], *Dragon King of the Eastern Sea* [short story, 2009], *All Under Heaven* [short story, 2009]

- **Les Chants de Mars** [Jean-Jacques Girardot]

- **Dreamicana** [Fabrice Collin]

- **Les Enchantements d'Ambrémer** [Pierre Pevel], sequel: *L'Elixir d'oubli* [2004]

- **The Ethed City** [K.J. Bishop]


- **Ghosts of Albion** - series [Christopher Golden, Amber Benson, based on the animated series], volumes: *Astray* [2003], *Illusions* [2004], *Accursed* [novel, 2005], *Initiation* [scripts for the animations, 2006], *Witchery* [novel, 2006]

- **The Hungry City Chronicles** [Philip Reeve], volumes: *Mortal Engines* [2003, expanded from the short story *Urbivore* 1996], *Predator's Gold* [2004], *Infernal Devices* [2005], *A Darkling Plain* [2006], *Fever Crumb* [2009]

- **Laminas Cruzadas** [Octavio Aragao]

- **The League of Extraordinary Gentlemen** [Kevin J. Anderson, based on the screenplay]

- **The Legend of Springheeled Jack** [Kevin L. Olson]

- **The Light Ages** [Ian R. MacLeod], sequels: *The House of Storms* [2005], *The Bonny Boy* [short story, 2006], *The Master Miller's Tale* [short story, 2007]

- **Mars 1899** [Andrzej Plipicki]

- **The Martian Agent, a Planetary Romance** [Michael Chabon]

- **Les Mysteres de Saint-Petersbourg** [Christian Vila]

- **Polystorm** [Adam Roberts]

- **Renversons la vapeur!** [Georges Foveau]

- **Le Robot du devoir** [Johan Heliot]

- **Shadows Over Baker Street** [anthology, ed. Michael Reaves & John Pelan]

- **Shanghai Knights** [Ellen Miles, Inc. Scholastic, based on the screenplay]

- **Le siecle des Lumieres** [Karim Berrouka]

- **La Venus anatomique** [Xavier Mauméjean]

- **The Witches of Chiswick** [Robert Rankin]

- **Alpha-Shade** [Joseph & Christopher Brudlos, online strip], volumes: *Chapter One* [90 ep. 2003-2005], *Chapter Three* [2007-...]

- **Arrowsmith** [Kurt Busiek, Carlos Pacheco, preview & 6 issues 2003-2004]

- **Barnum! In Secret Service to the USA** [Howard Chaykin, David Tischman, Niko Henrichon]

- **The Clock Maker** [Jim Krueger, Matt Smith, Zach Howard], volumes: *Act I* [4 issues 2003], *Act II* [Jim Krueger, Jason Baroody, 2004]

- **Hellboy** - series [Mike Mignola, more ep. >D-1993], volumes: *Dr. Carp's Experiment* [Mike Mignola, 1 issue 2003]. Spin-offs: *B.P.R.D.: Garden of Souls* [Mike Mignola, John Arcudi, Guy Davis, 5 issues 2007], *Abe Sapien: The Drowning* [Mike Mignola, Jason Shawn Alexander,
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5 issues 2008), Witchfinder: In the Service of Angels [Mike Mignola, Ben Stenbeck, 5 issues 2009-...]

Janus - series [Virginie Cady, Regis Van Wissen], volumes: La compagnie des ombres [2003]

Kastor Krieg - series [Tobiasz Piątkowski, Ztio Skupniewicz], volumes: Diabelskie pudełko [2003], Nadane w piekle [2004]

Le Meridien des brumes - series [Erik Juszezak, Antonio Parras], volumes: Aubes pourpres [2003], Saba [2007]

Mythstalkers [Douglas Barre, Jiro, 8 issues 2003-2004]

The Nefarious Mr. Glee - series [Adam Bealby, Richard Sampson], volumes: Between the Devil and the Deep Blue Sea [2003], The Underworld Express [Adam Bealby, Ed Traquino, 2005]


Le Neptune - series [Jean-Yves Delitte], volumes: A la conquête d'un reve [2003], Vers un autre monde [2004], Iceberg [2004], Cauchemar [2005]


The Phototaker [Guy Davis, based on the Metal Hurlant cover by Jacques Tardi]


Sakura Taisen [Ouji Hiro, Masa Ikku, based on the computer games, ongoing series 2003-...]

Shimmy - series [Janusz Wyrzykowski], episodes: Amulet [2003], Śmieci [2004], Winda [2004]

The Shunned Pastor [Marc Olivent]

Springheeled Jack [David Hitchcock, 3 issues 2003-2005], sequel: The Last Chapter [2005]

Steam Kofman Noir [Denis Galanin, online strip, 3 ep. 2003-2004]

Voyage Sous les Eaux - series [Francois Riviere, Serge Micheli], volumes: La genese de 20.000 lieues sous les mers [2003], L'ile mysterieuse [2004]


The Wondereverse: Nexus [Jona & Jason Kottler, Chayne Avery, 4 issues 2003-2004]

Action! Classics: The War of the Worlds - RPG, system d20 [Christopher McClothlin]

Adventures and Expeditiions by G.A.S.L.I.G.H.T. - RPG [Chris Johnston, based on the miniatures game]

Airships - RPG, system d20 [Sam Witte], supplement: e-Ships [2003]

Around the World in Eighty Days - card game [Lloyd Krassner]

Cards of Mars - card game [Lloyd Krassner, based on the John Carter novels by Edgar Rice Burroughs]

Construct Companion - RPG, system Rolemaster [Nicholas Caldwell]

Dracula - board game [Michael Rieneck]

Exil - RPG [Emmanuel Garbi, Antoine Bauza]

Fistful o'Zombies - supplement for All Flesh Must Be Eaten RPG [Shane Lacy Hensley]

In 80 Karten um die Welt - board game [Ralf Sandfuchs]

Legends & Lairs: Sorcery & Steam - RPG, system d20 [Fantasy Flight Games]

LEGO: Orient Expedition - blocks & card game [LEGO Group]

Mind's Eye Theatre: Vampire by Gaslight - LARP rules [Peter Woodworth, based on the RPG Victorian Age: Vampire]

One False Step for Mankind - board game [James Ernest], supplement: One False Step Home [2004]

Republique Universelle - RPG [Decker]
SPIROSBLAACK - RPG, system d20 [Steven Trustrum, Christina Stiles], supplements: SPIROSBLAACK ARSENAL [Steven Trustrum, Christina Stiles, Spike Y Jones, Robert J Schwalb, 2005], CREATURES OF THE ARCHDUCHY [Steven Trustrum, 2005], THE GUNMAN [Steven Trustrum, 2005]

STEAMPUNK A.D. 1900 - PBEM [Toho] PL

SWEET CHARIOT - RPG, system StarCluster [Clash Bowley, Albert Bailey, Klax on Bowley]


CURSE: LA MALEDICTION D'ISIS (CURSE: THE EYE OF ISIS) [Wanadoo, Asylum] FR

DOROGA NA CHON-KA-DU (STEAMLAND) [Gromada, Buka] RU

GOLEM [Leryx Longsoft] PL

JOURNEY TO THE CENTER OF THE EARTH [Frogwares, Micro Application]

SLOUCHING TOWARDS BEDLAM [Daniel Ravipinto, Star C. Foster]

VICTORIA: AN EMPIRE UNDER THE SUN [Paradox Entertainment], expansions: VICTORIA: REVOLUTIONS [2006]


2004

AROUND THE WORLD IN 80 DAYS [Frank Coraci, Michael Weiss]

ARSENE LUPIN [Jean-Paul Salome, Laurent Vachaud] FR

BRENNENDE LIEBE - music video, song by OOMPH! [Jorn Heltmann] GE

CASSHERN [Kazuaki Kiriya, Dai Sato, Shotaro Suga] JP

DEAD BIRDS [Alex Turner, Simon Barrett]

EDGAR AND THE VOYAGERS - animation [J.G. Orrantia, 2 ep.]

GINGER SNAPS BACK: THE BEGINNING [Grant Harvey, Stephen Massicotte, Christina Ray]

HAURU NO UGOKU SHIRO (HOWL'S MOVING CASTLE) - animation [Hayao Miyazaki, based on the novel by Diana Wynne Jones] JP

THE MYSTERIOUS GEOGRAPHIC EXPLORATIONS OF JASPER MORELLO - animation [Anthony Lucas, Marc Shirrefs]

OCÉADIA - animation [David Uyspruyst, Sylvain Potel] FR

THE POWERPUFF GIRLS - animated TV series, episodes: WEST IN PIECES [Genndy Tartakovsky, Craig McCracken, season 6 ep. 6, 2004]

SAMAURAI7 - animated TV series [Toshifumi Takizawa, 26 ep.] JP

STEAMBOY - animation [Katsushiho Otomo] JP

TAKE ME OUT - music video, song by FRANZ FERDINAND [Jonas Odell]

TAKORASU STEAM WORLD - online animations [Takorasu, 2004-2005] JP

TOWERS OF MARS - animation [Kurt Metz, based on the JOHN CARTER novels by Edgar Rice Burroughs]

TREMORS 4: THE LEGEND BEGINS [S.S. Wilson, Brent Maddock, Nancy Roberts, Scott Buck]

VAN HELSING [Stephen Sommers], prequel: VAN HELSING: THE LONDON ASSIGNMENT - OAV [Sharon Bridgeman, 2004]

AIRBORN [Kenneth Oppel], sequels: SKYBREAKER [2005], STARClimber [2009]

THE APPARITION TRAIL [Lisa Smedman]

THE BURIED PYRAMID [Jane Lindskold]

CYCLE DES STATISTIQUES - series [Luc Dutout], volumes: CA GAZER! [2004], DU COTE DE CHEZ SWONN [2005], IVoire equarri [2007] FR

THE DRAGONS OF SUMMER GULCH [Robert Reed]

FITZPATRICK'S WAR [Theodore Judson]
Ichiabod Hart - series [James Roy], volumes: *Ichiabod Hart and the Lighthouse Mystery* [2004]

Jigsaw Men [Gary Greenwood]

The Looking Glass Wars - series [Frank Beddor], volumes: *The Looking Glass Wars* [2004], *Seeing Red* [2007], *Arch Enemy* [2009], *Princess Alyss of Wonderland* [supplement, 2007]

New Promise - series [Lon Prater], volumes: *Midnight in New Promise* [2004]

La Nuit des Labyrinthes [David Calvo] FR

Odnazhdy na Dikom Zapade - series [Andrej Ulanov], volumes: *Na vseh hvatit!* [2004], *Kolduny i kapusta* [2005], *I vsja federal'naja konnica*... [2006] RU

Paris avant l'orage [Johan Heliot] FR

The Pirates! - series [Gideon Defoe], volumes: *In an Adventure with Scientists* [2004], *In an Adventure with Whaling* a.k.a. *In an Adventure with Ahab* [2005], *In an Adventure with Communists* [2006], *In an Adventure with Napoleon* [2008]

ReVisions [anthology, ed. Julie E. Czerneda, Isaac Szipendel], includes short stories: *The Resonance of Light* [Geoffrey A. Landis], *Silent Leonardo* [Kage Baker], *The Terminal Solution* [Robin Wayne Bailey]

Shooting the Sun [Max Byrd]

That Darn Squid God [Nick Pollotta, James Clay]

Utopies #1 - e-zine [ed. Le Korrigan] FR

Van Helsing [Kevin Ryan, based on the screenplay], youth version: *Van Helsing: The Junior Novel* [Carla Jablonski, 2004]


Alistter Kayne: Chasseur de Fantasmes - series [Stephane Betbeder, Eric Henninot], volumes: *De memoire d'homme* [2004], *Dans ce monde comme dans l'autre*... [2006] FR

Alternation [Francisco G. Haghpenbeck, Carlo Barberi, Daniel Perez, 4 issues]

L'Au-Dessus [Krum] FR

The Black Forest [Todd Livingston, Robert Tinnell, Neil Vokes], sequel: *The Black Forest 2: Castle of Shadows* [2005]


Les Chasseurs de Reves - series [Ferry, Arnaud Leterrier], volumes: *Emilie et Liam* [2004], *Les Chats* [2005] FR


Les Citadelles Excentriques - series [Francis Sapin], volumes: *L'Ennemi Cybernetique Numero 1* [2004] FR

Cluster Edge [Wan Komatsuda, ongoing series 2004-... ] JP

Les Corsaires d'Alcibidae - series [Denis-Pierre Filippi, Eric Liberge], volumes: *Elites secrets* [2004], *Le rival* [2006], *Le Francais* [2007], *Le projet secret* [2009] FR

Le Croquemitaine - series [Denis-Pierre Filippi, Fabrice Lebeault], volumes: *Tome 1* [2004], *Tome 2* [2006] FR

Daffodil - series [Frederic Brrémaud, Giovanni Rigano], volumes: *Addio-colonello* [2004], *Nosferatu* [2005], *Le monstre* [2007] FR

Daisy Kutter [Kazu Kibuishi], volumes: *The Last Train* [4 issues 2004]


Doc Frankenstein [Wachowski Brothers, Geof Darrow, Steve Skroce, ongoing series 2004-... ]

Dracula's Revenge [Matt Forbeck, Szymon Kudranski, based on the board game, 2 issues]

Ethan Ringler agent federal - series [Denis-Pierre Filippi, Gilles Mezzomo], volumes: *Tecumska* [2004], *Les Hommes-brume* [2005] FR


Harrison & Holmes - series [Arnu West], volumes: *L'Oeil de fer* [2004], *Pieces Detachees* [2005] FR

Hauteville House - series [Fred Duval, Thierry Gioux], volumes: *Zelda* [2004], *Destination Tulum* [2005], *Le Steamer Fantome* [2006], *Atlanta* [2007], *USS Kearsgarge* [2008], *Le Diable de Tasmanie* [2010] FR
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**Judge Dredd: Tempus Fugitive** [Ian Edginton, Matt "D'Israeli" Brooker, 1 ep. in 2000 AD], sequels: **Judge Dredd: Time and Again** [1 ep. 2005], **Judge Dredd: Time's Squared** [1 ep. 2007]

**No Man's Land** [Jason DeAngelis, Jennyson Rosero], volumes: **Vol.1** [online strip 2004-2005], **Vol.2** [2006]

**Pattern** [Piotr Kowalski, Rafał Gosieniecki] PL

**PEST** - series [Eric Corbeyran, Amaury Bouillez], volumes: **Le Defosseur** [2004] FR

**Racines** - series [Vincent Dutreuil], volumes: **Daniel** [2004], **Sarah** [2006] FR

**Regula Średnich** [Piotr Kraśnicki, Łukasz Rylko] PL

**Steam Park** [Piero Ruggeri, Filippo Neri] FR

**Tales from the Bully Pulpit** [Benito Cerenó, Graeme MacDonald]

**Toshiro** - series [Janusz Pawlak as "Clarence Weatherspoon"], volumes: **Szalony porywacz z Nowego Orleanu** [2004], **Głosy w mojej głowie** [2005], **Czerwone Dlonie** [2010], **Szerszeń** [2010] PL

**Uchronia** - series [Jerome Felix, Alex "Kramp" Crampon-Tourcoing], volumes: **Le Duel** [2004] FR

**Van Helsing: From Beneath the Rue Morgue** [Joshua Dysart, Jason Alexander, based on the movie]

**Western Tales of Terror** [anthology, ed. Joshua Hale Fialkov, 4 issues 2004-2005]

**The Wicked West** [Todd Livingston, Robert Tinnell, Neil Vokes], sequels: **The Wicked West: Return to Javers** [2005], **The Wicked West II: Abomination & Other Tales** [Todd Livingston, Robert Tinnell, Neil Vokes et al., 2006]

**Brassy's Men** - LARP rules [Mike Young]

**Cloak of Steel** - RPG, system OGL [James Desborough, Steve Mortimer, Raven Morrison]

**Deadlands Territory Guide** – series of RPG supplements [material for Deadlands, Deadlands d20 and Savage Worlds], volumes: **Newfoundland: Rock of Ages** [Andrew Hind, 2004]

**Doom Striders** - RPG, system d20 [Sam Witt]

**Dracula's Revange** - board game, system Gothica [Matt Forbeck]

**DragonMech** - RPG, syste d20m [Joseph Goodman], supplements: **The Shardsfall Quest** [Joseph Goodman, 2004], **Rumors & Lies** [Michael Hammers, Philip Reed, 2005], **Mech Manual** [F. Wesley Schneider, Matt Sprengeler, 2005], **Second Age of Walkers** [Neal Gamache, F. Wesley Schneider, Andrew N. Smith, Matt Sprengeler, Christina Stiles, 2005], **Steam Warriors** [Joseph Goodman, Matt Sprengeler et al., 2005], **The Last City** [Lee Haddock, Matt Sprengeler, Christina Stiles, Patrick Younts, 2005], **Almanac of the Endless Traders** [Matt Sprengeler et al., 2006]

**Dungeon Twister** - board game [Christophe Boelinger], supplements: **Paladins & Dragons** [2004], **3-4 Joueurs** [2005], **L'Eau et le Feu** [2005], **Puissances des Ténèbres** [2005], **Mercenaires** [2006], **À Feu et à Sang** [2006], **Der Minotaurus** [2006], **Créatures Sylvestres** [2007] FR


**In 80 Tagen um die Welt** - board game [Michael Rieneck, Kosmos] GE
Iron Stars - miniatures game [Daniel Kast], supplements: The Merchant War [Daniel Kast, Matt Curtis, 2005], Southern Front [Daniel Kast, Matt Curtis, Todd Pote, 2006]

Lux Labis - RPG [Ilew, Utopia, Urtissia] FR


OGL Steampunk - RPG [Alejandro Melchor, Scott Clark]

Rippers: The Horror Wars - miniatures game [Pinnacle]

Shadows in the Fog - RPG [Christopher I. Lehrich]

Space 1889 Empires - board & card game, system Warp Empires [Lloyd Krassner, based on the RPG]

Spellslinger - RPG, system d20, Horizon line [Kevin Wilson]


Thyria: OSIRIS Adaptation - RPG [Thomas Waszmann, Ann-Dorothee Schluter, Thomas E. Muller, conversion] GE

Victorian Villains - card game [Lloyd Krassner]

Worlds of Ether - LARP rules [Raymond R. Roberge]

AirBuccaneers - Unreal Tournament 2004 mod [LudoCraf]

Around the World in 80 Days - GBA game [Saffire, Hip Games, based on the movie]


Damnation: Hell Breaks Loose - Unreal Tournament 2004 mod [Blue Omega]

Flyff: Fly For Fun - MMOG [Aeonsoft] KO

Nemo’s Revenge: The Quest for the Lost Pearl [Nick Crocco]

Retour sur l’Île Mysterieuse (Return to Mysterious Island) [Kheops Studio, The Adventure Company] FR

Rush Online - MMOG [JC Entertainment] KO

Van Helsing [Vivendi Universal, Saffire Studios, based on the movie]

The Black Forest Radio Show - online drama [Todd Livingston, Robert Tinnell, Neil Vokes, based on the comic book], episodes: Mystery in the Trenches [2004]

La Nouvelle Eve ou les infortunes du progres - radio play [Tristan Baille, Xavier Mauméjean] FR


2005


Cailler Création - series of commercials [JWT+H+F], volumes: Casanova [2005], Beethoven [2005], Queen [2005]


Docteur Trifulgas - animation [Jerome Charton] FR

En 1900, Monsieur Verne - animation [Noredine Allam] FR

Freewheel - music video, song by Duke Special [Marco Alessi, John Hollingsworth]

H.G. Wells’ The War of the Worlds [Timothy Hines]

I Got Used To It - music video, song by Coppelius [Ina Göring]

I Predict a Riot - music video, song by Kaiser Chiefs [StyleWar]

Les Humains - music video, song by aKido [Félix Lajeunesse, Paul Raphaël] FR

Justice League Unlimited - animated TV series [various], episodes: The One and Future Thing, Part One: Weird Western Tales [Dan Riba, Dwayne McDuffie, season 3 ep. 12, 2005]

Kolejka dlo syćkích - animation, commercial of Harnáš beer [Tomasz Karelus, Studio Barkuda]

Neighborhood #3 (Power Out) - music video, song by Arcade Fire [Plates Animation, Inc.]
The Ressurection Apprentice [Glenn McQuaid]
Us - music video, song by Regina Spektor [Adria Petty]
Walking Shade - music video, song by Billy Corgan [P.R. Brown]
Age of Miracles [Richard Mueller]
Audubon in Atlantis [Harry Turtledove], spin-off: The Scarlet Band [2006]
Blanche Paichain - series [Herve Jurbert], volumes: Blanche ou la triple contrainte de l'Enfer [2005], Le Mystere de la femme sans bras [bonus online story, 2005], Blanche et l'Oeil du grand khan [2006], Blanche et le vampire de Paris [2007] [FR]
Bloodline [Kate Cary]
Le Chemin des Fees [Fabrice Anfosso] [FR]
Chernovik [Sergey Lukjanenko], sequel: Chistovik [2007] [RU]
Chronique litteraire: le steampunk culinaire [Philippe Heurtel] [FR]
The Drink Tank Presents - e-zine [ed. Christopher J. Garcia], issues: The Steampunk Issue [2005]
The Extraordinary Voyage of Jules Verne [Eric Brown]
Haeckel's Tale [Clive Barker]
La Machine a remonter les reves. Les enfants de Jules Verne [anthology, ed. Richard Comballot, Johan Heliot] [FR]
The Mammoth Book of New Jules Verne Adventures [anthology, ed. Mike Ashley, Eric Brown]
The Martian War [Kevin J. Anderson, Rebecca Moesta as "Gabriel Mesta"]
The Merchant Princess - series [Charles Stross], volumes: The Hidden Family [2005]
Monsieur Nemo et l'Eternite - series [Jean-Marc Ligny, Patrick Cothias], volumes: L'Aiglon a deux tetes [2005], La Dame blanche [2005], Les Trois Glorieuses [2005] [FR]
Pais da Aviacao [Gerson Lodi-Ribeiro] [PT]
Panacea [Jason Stoddard]
Pandora en el Congo [Albert Sánchez Piñol] [CT]
Rio Diablo [Christophe Lambert] [FR]
The Ratbridge Chronicles - series [Alan Snow], volumes: Here Be Monsters! [2005], reprinted as trilogy: Pants Ahoy!; The Man in the Iron Socks; Cheese Galore! [2008]
A Rocket for the Republic [Lou Antonelll]
Steampunk Sci-Fi - online story [Screem, 2005-2006] [HU]
Tenebres & Cie - series [Philippe Gindre, Christian Hibon et al.], volumes: La Spirale de Lug [Jonas Lenn, 2005] [FR]
Treshold of Perception [Scott MacKay]
Wonder of the Worlds [Sesh Heri]
Aether Tales [Barbara Ward Manui, John Christopher Adams, online strip]
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- **The Aggressive Adventures of Fearless Griggs** - series [Andy Helms], volumes: *Victory at Sea* [2005], *Vol.1* [2006]

- **Agnes Quill** - [Dave Roman, Jason Ho, Jen Wang, Jeff Zornow, Raina Telgemeier, online strip 2005-...]

- **American Gothic** [Ian Edginton, Mike Collins, 9 ep. in *2000 AD*]

- **Billy the Kid's Old Timey Oddities** [Eric Powell, Kyle Hotz, 4 issues]


- **Bone, Sharps, Cowboys, and Thunder Lizards** [Jim Ottaviani]

- **Bulldog: Empire** [Jason Cobleby, Neill Cameron, 2 issues 2005-2006]

- **Captain Nemo** - series [Jason DeAngelis, Aldin Viray], volumes: *Vol.1* [2006, expanded from the online strip 2005]


- **Darkwatch: Innocence** [Chris Ulm, Paul O’Connor, Brian Haberlin, based on the computer game]

- **Dead** [Gary SIMpsoN, Lee O’Connor, 3 issues 2005-2006]

- **Dead West** [Rick Spears, Rob G]

- **Dwa maga pihapata ili Kravavaja Bojnja F Pustyne** [KasChei, Aleksej "Vamp1r0" Strahov]

- **Dwudziesty roczdziel** [Kamil Bachmiński] PL

- **Expresso! - [Alexandre Soares as "Alexander Lancaster", online strip]** PT

- **Hatter M** - series [Frank Beddor, Liz Cavalier, based on the novels], volumes: *The Looking Glass Wars* [Frank Beddor, Liz Cavalier, Ben Templesmith, 4 issues 2005-2006], *Hatter M #2.5: The Looking Glass Wars Deep Travel Symposium* [sourcebook, 2006], *Vol.2: Mad with Wonder* [Frank Beddor, Liz Cavalier, Sami Makkonen, 2009]

- **Houdini: The Man from Beyond** [Brian Haberlin, Jeff Philips, Gilbert Monsanto]

- **The Irregulars** [Steven-Elliot Altman, Michael Reaves, Bong Dazo]

- **Kurochka Rjaba** [Denis Galanin, online strip] RU

- **The Living and the Dead** [Todd Livingston, Robert Tinnell, Micah Farritor]

- **London** - series [Rodolphe, Isaac Wens], volumes: *La fenêtre fantôme* [2005], *Le Carnet Volé* [2005] FR

- **Monster Mayhem: Frankenstein** [R.D. Hall, Jerry Beck]

- **Monster War** - series [Christopher Golden, Tom Snegoski, Joyce Chin], volumes: #1 *Magdalena vs. Dracula* [2005], #2 *Tomb Raider vs. the Wolf-Men* [2005], #3 *Witchblade vs. Frankenstein’s Monster* [2005], #4 *Darkness vs. Mr. Hyde* [2005]

- **Nil: A Land Beyond Belief** [James Turner]

- **Ordinary Basil** - series [Wiley Miller], volumes: *Ordinary Basil* [online strip, 22 ep. 2005], *The Return of Ordinary Basil* [online strip, 19 ep. 2007-2008]


- **Pepper’s Ghost** [Clive Nolan, David Wyatt, a booklet for music LP by Arena]


- **Sex Bomba** [Wojciech Nawrot] PL

- **Steampunk Faeries** [Jeffery Stevenson, Seth Damoise]

- **Sundown: Arizona** [Jay Busbee, Ryan Bodenheim, 3 issues 2005]

- **La Tombelle** - series [Jean-Blaise Djian, Olivier Legrand, Julien Famchon], volumes: *L’aerole* [2005] FR

- **La Voix des Tenebres** - series [Jean-Louis Le Hir], volumes: *Le Cylindre* [2005] FR

- **The War of the Worlds** [Ian Edginton, Matt "D’Israeli" Brooker, online strip 2005]

- **Beneath the Waves** - board game [Nicklas Ackerman, Jorgen Bengtsson, Staffan Raupach]

- **Broken Gears** - RPG [Cambridge University Roleplaying Society]

- **Crystalicum: Kryształowa Gra Karciana** - CCG [Małgorzata Majkowska, Tomasz Z. Majkowski, Marcin Podsiadlo], expansions: *Pod pełnymi żagłami* [2005], *Silniejsze od miecza* [2006] PL
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- The Fantastic Science: A Technologist Sourcebook - RPG, system d20 [juliet R. Kelsey]
- Fantom Empires - series of gamebooks [Jon Sutherland, Gary Chalk], volumes: The Golem of Brick Lane [2005]
- Frankenstein's Children - board game, system Gothica [Jason L. Blair, Matt Forbeck]
- Mars or Die - miniatures game [Steve Carroll]
- Mechamancy: The Clockwork Magic - RPG, system d20 [Robert Sullivan]
- Mission Planete Rouge - board game [Bruno Faidutti, Bruno Cathala]
- PBEM przygodowy - PBEM [Pan Jan] PL
- Schauermärchen - RPG [John Wick]
- Socrates Club - RPG, system Fudge [Jorge Arredondo]
- 80 Days [Frogwares, Tri Synergy]
- Darkwatch [High Moon Studios]
- Dungeons & Dragons: Dragonshard [Liquid, Atari, based on the RPG Eberron]
- Second Life - MMOG [Linden Lab], sim estates: The Independent State of Caledon [Desmond Shaw, 2005], New Babbage [Shaunathan Sprocket, 2007]
- Mor: Utopija (Pathologic) [Ice-Pick Lodge, Buka] RU
- Oddworld: Stranger's Wrath [Oddworld Inhabitants, Electronic Arts]
- Ponkotsu Roman Daikatsugeki Bumpy Trot (Bumpy Trot a.k.a. Steambot Chronicles) [Irem, Atlus], spin-off: Poncotsu Roman Daikatsugeki Bumpy Trot: Vehicle Battle Tournament (Steambot Chronicles: Battle Tournament) [2008] JP
- Samurai Western [Acquire, Spike] JP
- Steamband [Courtney Campbell, 2005-...]
- Steamboy [Bandai, based on the movie] JP
- Virtual Magic Kingdom: The Tomorrowland - MMOG [Walt Disney Parks and Resorts, Sulake]
- Vivisector: Zver vnutri (Vivisector: Beast Within) [1C] RU
- The Adventures of Luther Arkwright - audio drama [Jason Haigh-Ellery, Mark Wright, based on the comics]
- Abney Park - band [Robert Brown, Finn Von Claret, Kristina Erickson, Nathaniel Johnstone], records: The Death of Tragedy [LP, 2005], Lost Horizons [LP, 2008], Aether Shanties [LP, 2009]
- Crystalicum - LP [Pawel Góralczyk, Piotr Foryś, soundtrack for the CCG] PL
- Doctor Who Unbound - series of audio dramas [various, based on the TV series], volumes: A Storm of Angels [Marc Platt, John Ainsworth, 2005]
- Jules Verne: Imagine Ton Invention - LP [various artists] FR
- La visite du sultan des Indes sur son elephant a voyager dans le temps - outdoor event [Royal de Luxe, Jean Luc Courcoult] FR
2006

- The Aeronaut - animation [Nicholas Lombardo]
- The Amazing Screw-On Head - animation [Chris Prynoski, Bryan Fuller, based on the comic book]
- The Animate Experiment - animation [Pawin Supatwanit]
- Canyon Flight - animation [Furemark]
- Carnival Of Rust - music video, song by Poets of the Fall [Tuomas "Stobe" Harju]
- D.Gray-Man - animated TV series [Nabeshima Osamu, based on the manga, ongoing series 2006-...]
- A Gentlemen's Duel - animation [Francisco Valasco, Sean McNally, Jeff Fowler]
- Guardian Angel - music video, song by LoveX [Tuomas "Stobe" Harju]
- Haeckel's Tale [John McNaughton, Mick Garris, based on the short story]
- Ideality [Ian Hubert, Nick Lafleur, Nathan Oquist]
- Khon fai bin (Dynamite Warrior) [Chalerm Wongpin]
- Krowland's Republik - animation [Alban Guillemois]
- The Magnificent Machine - animation [Gavin McCarthy]
- La Marche des Sans-Nom - animation [Jean Constantial, Nicolas Laverdure, Lucas Vigroux]
- The Prestige [Christopher Nolan, Jonathan Nolan, based on the novel]
- The Sally Lockhart Trilogy - series [based on the novel], volumes: The Ruby in the Smoke [Brian Percival, Adrian Hodges, 2006], The Shadow in the North [John Alexander, Adrian Hodges, 2007]
- Send In The Clones - music video, song by Battle Circus [Mark Summerville]
- The Steam Tank - animation [Chris Paul]
- Stilt Walkers - animation [Alexis Van der Haeghe]
- Sundown - music video, song by Daedalus [Clay Lipsky]
- Wasted West - [André Albrecht]
- Welcome to the Black Parade - music video, song by My Chemical Romance [Samuel Bayer]
- Against the Day - [Thomas Pynchon]
- Agente A5 - series [Régis Rocha], volumes: Segredos e Justiça [online, 3 ep. 2006-2009]
- Bloodsilver [Johan Heliot, Xavier Mauméjean as "Wayne Barrow"]
- Blogosławiony wiek [Tomasz Piątek]
- Cloud World [David Cunningham]
- Copperbolt - online story [Jason Reilly, 2006-...]
- Crystalicum: Znany Wszechświat [Tomasz Z. Majkowski, based on the CCG]
- Crystal Rain [Tobias S. Buckell]
- The Death Collector [Justin Richards], sequel: The Parliament of Blood [2008]
- Deepgate Codex - series [Alan Campbell], volumes: Scar Night [2006], Iron Angel [2008], God of Clocks [2009], Prequel: Lyce Street [2008]
- Dracula: Asylum [Paul Witcover]
- Entropia [Christian Lorenz Scheurer]
- Imć Hortmanag Wokulski [Dr Muto]
- In the Lair of the Moonmen [Jon Hansen]
- Islandskaja karta [Aleksandr Gromov], sequel: Russkij arkan [2007]
- Larklight [Philip Reeve], sequels: Starcross [2007], Mothstorm [2008]
- The Mad Misadventures of Emmaline and Rubberbones - series [Howard Whitehouse], volumes: The Strictest School in the World: Being the Tale of a Clever Girl, a Rubber Boy And a Collection of Flying Machines, Mostly Broken [2006], Faceless Fiend: Being the Tale of a Criminal Mastermind, His Masked Minions and a Princess with a Butter Knife, Involving Explosives and a Certain Amount of Pushing and Shoving [2007], The Island of Mad Scientists: Being an Excursion to the Wilds of Scotland, Involving Many Marvels of Experimental Invention, Pirates, a Heroic Cat, a Mechanical Man and a Monkey [2008]
A Mão que Cria - [Octavio Aragão] [PT]


Monster Blood Tattoo - series [D.M. Cornish], volumes: Foundling [2006], Lamplighter [2008]

New Multiverse - series [Dave Weber, Linda Evans], volumes: Hell's Gate [2006], Hell Hath No Fury [2007]

Operacja Dzień Wskrzeszenia - [Andrzej Pilipiuk] [PL]


The Plurality of Worlds - [Brian Stableford], sequel: The Philosopher's Stone [2008]

Punkt Omega - [Michał Protasiuk] [PL]

Le reveil des dieux - [Fabrice Colin] [FR]

Rok podróżnika - illustrated online story [anonym., Adam Pękalski] [PL]

Starší chrámy - [David Zbíral] [CZ]

Temeraire - series [Naomi Novik], volumes: His Majesty's Dragon [2006], Feast or Famine [short story, 2006], Throne of Jade [2006], Black Powder War [2006], Empire of Ivory [2007], Victory of Eagles [2008]

Time Rovers - series [Jana G. Oliver], volumes: Sojourn [2006], Virtual Evil [2007], Madman's Dance [2008]

Albatros - series [Vincent], volumes: Shangai [2006], Mauvais oeuf [2007], Le Murrume des Ames [2008] [FR]

Belle, Book & Kandle - [Emperor, online strip, 67 ep. 2006-2007]

The Black Coat - series [Ben Lichius], volumes: A Call to Arms [Ben Lichius, Adam Cogan, Francesco Francavilla, 4 issues 2006], ...Or Give Me Death [Ben Lichius, Adam Cogan, Francesco Francavilla, Dean Kotz, 4 issues 2007-2009], First Blood [Ben Lichius, 2008], Heart of Ice [Ben Lichius, Gabriel Hardman, 2008], The Black Coat & Athena Voltaire [Ben Lichius, Steve Bryant, crossover, 2009]

Les Chemins d'Avalon - series [Nicolas Jarry, Thibaud "Achille" Lissonnet], volumes: Trafic de Fees [2006] [FR]

Cowboys & Aliens - [Fred Van Lente, Andrew Foley, Luciano Lima], sequel: Cowboys & Aliens II: Worlds at War [Alana Joli Abbott, Rick Hershey, online strip, ongoing series 2007-...]

Death Comes to Dillinger - [James Patrick, se7enhedd, 2 issues], sequel: Death and the Man Who Would Not Die [4 issues 2007-...]

Devil Water - [Steven Barr, Danny Grossman, Tielman Cheaney, ongoing series 2006-...]

Empire - series [Jean-Pierre Pecau, Igor Kordey], volumes: Le General fantome [2006], Lady Shelley [2007], Opération suzerain [2007] [FR]

Les Enfants du Crepuscule - series [Massimo Semerano, Marco Nizzoli], volumes: Peur sur la ville [2006], Vent de panique [2007] [FR]

Eberron - series [based on the RPG], volumes: Eye of the Wolf [Keith Baker, Chris Lie, 2006]

Fevre Dream - [George R.R. Martin, Rafa Lopez, based on the novel, preview & 10 issues 2006-...]

The Five Fists of Science - [Matt Fraction, Steven Anders]

Garrett: Uciderò ancora Billy the Kid - [Roberto Recchioni, Riccardo Burchielli, Cristiano Cucina, Werther Dell'Edera, 4 issues 2006-2007] [IT]

General Leonardo - series [Erik Svane, Dan Greenberg], volumes: Au service du Vatican [2006], Croisade vers la Terre Sainte [2007] [FR]


Hollow Fields - [Madeleine Rosca, online strip 2006-...]

L'Idole dans la bombe - series [Stephane Presle, Jerome Jouvray, 12 issues 2006-...]

The Immortal Iron Fist - series [various, more ep. »D-2007], volumes: The Last Iron Fist Story [Ed Brubaker, Matt Fraction, David Aja, #1-6, 2006-2007], Tales of the Iron Fist [Matt Fraction, Khari Evans, #15, 2008]
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Justice League Unlimited - series [various], volumes: The Justice Rangers Ride Again! [Adam Beechen, Gordon Purcell, #19, 2006]
La Lande des Aviateurs - series [Alessandro Bilotta, Carmine di Giandomenico], volumes: Ceux Qui Restent [2006] FR
Les Larmes de Fées - series [François Debois, Mika], volumes: La Mélopée des Abers [2006], La Complainte des Moriganes [François Debois, Aure Jimenez, 2008] FR
Louis la Lune [Alban Guillemois] FR
Mad Blade - online strip [Ohotnig, 2006-... ] RU
Mechanica [Denis Galanin, online strip] RU
Nefesis - series [Denis-Pierre Filippi, Silvio Camboni], volumes: Résurrections [2006], Néménès, roi maudit d'Aboucint [2007] FR
Revere [Ed Lavallee, Grant Bond, 4 issues 2006]
Rozgrzeszenie - series [Maciej "Empor" Prożalski], episodes: Pierwszy [2006] PL
Shadowless - online strip [Alexandru Bucur, 2006-...]
Songs - series [Denis-Pierre Filippi, Terry Dodson], volumes: Coraline FR
Tales of Colossus [Mark Andrews]
Tir Nan Og - series [Fabrice Colin, Elvire de Cock], volumes: L'exode [2006], L'héritage [2008] FR
The Transformers: Evolutions - series [various], volumes: Hearts of Steel [Chuck Dixon, Guido Guidi, 4 issues 2006]
What If: Captain America [Tony Bedard, Carmine DiGiandomenico]
Wildcats: Nemesis - series [Robbie Morrison, Horacio Domingues], volumes: Unforgiven - Past [#5, 2006], The Nemesis Affair - Past [#6, 2006]
Avatar: The Last Airbender - CCG [Upper Deck, based on the TV series]
Ave’Molech - RPG, system d20 [Michael G. Hurston]
Crystalicum: Krzyżtałowa Gra Fabularna - RPG [Małgorzata Majkowska, Tomasz Z. Majkowski, Marcin Podsiadło, based on the CCG] PL
Diamond Gulch - RPG, system d20 [David Garrett]
Elyron: Erbe der Titanen - RPG [Christian Loewenthal, Marcel Hill] GE
Full Light, Full Steam - RPG [Josh Roby], supplements: Situation Report! [2009]
Gandara - PBEM [Marlon Teske, based on the RPG Inferno: Movido a Vapor] PT
Hordes - miniatures game [Privateer Press, na podst RPG Iron Kingdoms, compatible with WarMachine], supplements: Evolution [2007]
The Imperial Age - RPG sourcebooks series, system d20 [Adaman...
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Inferno: Movid a Vapor - RPG, system Daemon [Marlon Teske, Mateus Nogueira et al.] PT

Khranos - board game [Ludovic Vialla, Arnaud Urbon] FR

Die Kutschfahrt zur Teufelsburg - card game [Lukas Zach, Michael Palm] GE


Monastyr: Nordia - RPG supplement [Ignacy Trzewiczek, Daniel Grzeszkiewicz, Michał Oracz, Marcin Blacha] PL


Perfect - RPG [Joe McDonald]

Pirates of the Mysterious Islands - miniatures game [WizKids, supplement for Pirates: Constructible Strategy Game]

RunePunk: Steam & Shadow - RPG, system Savage Worlds [Sean Preston]

Steampunk Musha - RPG, system Iron Gauntlets [Rick Hershey], supplements: Tori-Onnanoko [Rick Hershey, Scott Colby, 2006]

SteamWorks: Empire in Ashes - RPG, system Omni [Ed Dorner Jr., K. Scott Agnew]

The Victorious - PBEM [TatterHood]

When Dreadnaughts Ruled the Sky - miniatures game [Dave Bennett]

Avatar: The Last Airbender - THQ Studio Oz, TOSE, based on the TV series

20,000 Light Years Into Space - [Jack Whitham]

Airship Combat - [Sergey Levine]

Bang! Howdy - online game [Three Rings Design]

Daemon Summoner a.k.a. Chronicles of a Vampire Hunter - [Atomic Planet]

Le Defi: Une affaire d'honneur - online game, commercial of Stella Artois [Lowe Roche] FR

The Glass Books of the Dream Eaters: Online Adventure - [Gordon Dahlquist, based on the novel]

The Looking Glass Wars - online card game [Automatic Pictures, based on the comics Hatter M]

Reksio i Kapitan Nemo - [Aidem Media] PL

Rise of Nations: Rise of Legends - [Microsoft, Gig Huge Games]

Rule of Rose - [Punchline, Atlus, Sony] JP

Silverfall - [Monte Cristo] FR

Steam Brigade - [Pedestrian Entertainment]

Steam Warfare - Unreal Tournament 2004 mod [Lobster Studios, Guildhall at SMU]


The Looking Glass Wars Soundtrack - [LP, various artists, inspired by the novels]

Heroes of the Empire - storytelling show [Tyburn Jig Theatre Co]

Steampunk - cabaret [Bill Bailey]

Violet Fire - multimedia opera [Jon Gibson, Miriam Seidel, Terry O'Reilly]

2007

The Animal Book - animation [Natalie Ann Hinchley, Chris Randall]

BloodRayne 2: Deliverance - [Uwe Boll, Christopher Donaldson, Neil Every, based on the computer game]

The Book Dealers - animation [Andrew W. Jones, Alan Steadman]

Daedalus and Icarus - animation [David Brunell-Brutman]

Dr Plonk - [Rolf de Heer]

Eyes of the Sun - [Oliver Price]

The Fall - [Tarsem Singh, Dan Gilroy, Nico Soulmanakis]
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- Fiction Clemens - commercial [Brad Wilson, Josh Wagner, based on the comics]
- Helpless Corpses Enactment - music video, song by Sleepytine Gorilla Museum [Adam Feinstein]
- His Dark Materials - series [based on the novels], volumes: The Golden Compass [Chris Weitz, Tom Stoppard]
- In The Countryside - music video, song by Benjy Ferree [Nick & Ben, Seaworthy Films]
- It Came From The West - animation [Tor Fruegaard, Sissel Dalsgaard]
- Je suis jalouse - music video, song by Emily Loizeau [Leo Bridle] FR
- Latchkey's Lament [Troy Nixey]
- Left for Dead [Albert Pyun, Chad Leslie]
- La maquina del mundo - animation [Likuid]
- Monsieur COK - animation [Franck Dion] FR
- The Museum of Lost Interactions - multimedia project [University of Dundee]
- Pedro Steckecilo: Mexican Fugitive - animation [Chelsea Anderson, Cil Cheung, based on the comics]
- Poetico Mecano - animation [Julien Ferry, Antoine Demongeot, Gregory Weiss] FR
- Professor Aloitus Croiden's Patented Steam Walker - animation [Michael Heagle]
- Rayguns Promotional Transmission - commercial [Weta Workshops, Greg Broadmore]
- Roswell 1847 [Ian Paterson]
- Steampunk Dalek - animation [Mechmaster, Peter Tulay]
- Sukiyaki Western Django [Takashi Miike, Masa Nakamura] JP
- Tais-toi mon Coeur - music video, song by Dionysos [Stephane Berla, based on the novel La Mécanique du Coeur] FR
- Theme Planet - animation [Michael Sormann]
- Les Tribulations de Karl Blanchard - series [Thomas Lesourd, Benjamin Salley], volumes: Le Mystere de la Technopole 73 [2007] FR
- Utopium - music video, song by Battle Circus [Matt Wilson, Simon Smith]
- Baltimore, or The Steadfast Tin Soldier and the Vampire [Mike Mignola, Christopher Golden]
- Creature Catchers [Lisa Smedman]
- Detektiv Dek Ruan - series [Roman Papsuev, based on the comics], volumes: Chudovishhe [2007], Sokrovishhe [2007], Pustjakovyj sluchaj [2008] RU
- Dispatches from Wondermark Manor - series [David Malki, short stories based on the comics Wondermark], volumes: Vol.1 [2007]
- Dr. Julius T. Roundbottom: Scientist & Philosopher - illustrated online story [Jeremiah Tolbert, 2007-...]
- Edgar Allan Poe on Mars: The Further Memoirs of Gullivars Jones [Jean-Marc & Randy Officer]
- Emma - illustrated online story [David Brunell-Brutman], volumes: The Boy [18 ep. 2007], The Pirates [2007-...]
- The Invention of Hugo Cabret [Brian Selznick]
- Jack And Ellis: A Steampunk Fantasia - online novel [Sam Starbuck, 2007-...]
- The Journal of Captain M.W. Maelstrome - online stories [C.S. McElveen, 2007-...]
- Karnawał [Jakub Nowak] PL
- Kiss of the Wolf [Morgan Hawke]
- Łód [Jacek Dukaj] PL
- Mariah Mundi - series [G.P. Taylor], volumes: The Midas Box [2007]
- La Mécanique du Coeur [Mathias Malzieu] FR
- Mrok nad Warszawą [Adam Przechrzta] PL
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Series</th>
<th>Year(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Les memoires d'Elisabeth Frankenstein</td>
<td>Theodore Roszak</td>
<td>FR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nebesnaja imperija</td>
<td>- series [Maksim Sabajtis]</td>
<td>RU</td>
<td>Bítva za nebo [2007]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pan Samochodzik i... &quot;Lalka&quot;</td>
<td>- series [Jakub Czarny]</td>
<td>PL</td>
<td>PL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sadeian Laboratories</td>
<td>- online stories [James Richardson-Brown, Paul Taylor], collected ed.: The Sydnean Coalition: A Steampunk Adventure</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secret Files of the Diogenes Club</td>
<td>[Kim Newman]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>La Segunda Enciclopedia de Tiön</td>
<td>[Sergio Meier Frei]</td>
<td>ES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Somnambulist</td>
<td>[Jonathan Barnes]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steampunk Magazine</td>
<td>- magazine [ed. Kate Khatib, Margaret P. Killjoy, 2007-...]]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steampunk</td>
<td>- online anthology [Margaret Killjoy, Dimitri Markotin]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Table of Shadows</td>
<td>[A.J. Parker]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Terror</td>
<td>[Dan Simmons]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theodosia Throckmorton</td>
<td>- series [R.L. LaFevers], volumes: Theodosia and the Serpents of Chaos [2007], Theodosia and the Staff of Osiris [2008], Theodosia and the Eyes of Horus [2010]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thunderer</td>
<td>[Felix Gilman], sequel: Gears of the City</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wicked Gentlemen</td>
<td>[Ginn Hale]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wielka Wojna</td>
<td>- series [Anna Brzezińska, Grzegorz Wiśniewski], volumes: Za króla, ojczyznę i garść złota [2007], Na ziemi niczyjej [2008]</td>
<td>PL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Willows</td>
<td>- magazine [ed. Ben Thomas, 10 issues 2007-2008]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zoloul Kingdom</td>
<td>[Christophe Lambert]</td>
<td>FR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Booster Gold #3</td>
<td>[Keith Giffen, Pat Oliffe, John Stanisci]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bruised Oranges</td>
<td>[Keaton, online strip, 23 ep. 2007-2008]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Los Cabezones (Os Cabezóns)</td>
<td>- series [Miguel Robledo], volumes: El cerra de musga (O outeiro de musgo) [ongoing series 2007-...]]</td>
<td>ES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chester 5000 XYV</td>
<td>- online strip [Jessica Fink, 2007-...]]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clockwork Creature</td>
<td>- online strip [Kyle Strahm, 2007-...]]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Countdown Presents</td>
<td>- series [various], volumes: The Search For Ray Palmer: Gotham by Gaslight [Brian Augustyn, Greg Tocchini]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Creature from The Depths</td>
<td>[Mark Kidwell, Jay Fotos]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Deadlander a.k.a. The Dead Rider</td>
<td>[Kevin Ferrara, 4 issues 2007-...]]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detektiv Dek Ruan</td>
<td>- series [Roman Papsuev], volumes: Hozjain i sluga [online strip, 2007]. Spin-off: Sid i Dek [online strip, 2008-...]]</td>
<td>RU</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ghost Rider: Trail of Tears</td>
<td>[Garth Ennis, Clayton Crain, 6 issues]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gnomon</td>
<td>- online strip [Joshua Marsh]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graveslinger</td>
<td>[Shannon Eric Denton, Jeff Mariotte, John Cboins], 4 issues 2007-2008]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gutsville</td>
<td>[Simon Spurrier, Frazer Irving, 6 issues]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highlander #8</td>
<td>[Brandon Jerwa, Fabio Laguna]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High Moon</td>
<td>- online strip [David Gallerah, Steve Ellis]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In The Service Of The Queen</td>
<td>[Jerry Holkins, Mike Krahulik, online strip, 2 ep.]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jonah Hex #22</td>
<td>[Jimmy Palmiotti, Justin Gray, Phil Noto]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marvel Adventures</td>
<td>- series [various], volumes: Iron Man #8 [Fred van Lente, James Cordeiro, 2007], Fantastic Four #32 [Joe Lansdale, Ronan Cliquet, 2008]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miss Endicot</td>
<td>- series [Jean-Christophe Derrien, Xavier Fourquemin], volumes: Tome 1 [2007], Tome 2 [2007]</td>
<td>FR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Omega Chase [Keith Dallas, Julio Molina-Muscarca, ongoing series 2007-...]

Penny Copper - online strip [Dari Russo, 32 ep.]

The Phoenix Requiem - online strip [Sarah Ellerton, ongoing series 2007-...]


La Promesse [Eddy Vaccaro, Guillaume Pervieux] FR


Runaways - series [Joss Whedon, Michael Ryan], volumes: Dead End Kids [#27-30, 2007-2008]


The Surreal Adventures of Edgar Allan Poo - online strip [Dwight L. MacPherson, Thomas Boatwright, 2007-...]

Tanatos - series [Didier Convard, Jean-Yves Delitte], volumes: L'Année Sanglante [2007], Le jour du chaos [2008], Le mystère du Lusitania [2008] FR

Texas Strangers - series [Antony Johnston, Dan Evans III, Mario Boon, ongoing series 2007-...]

Thicker than Blood - series [Simon Reed, Mike Ploog, Simon Bisley, 3 issues 2007-2009]


Une Nuit chez Kipling - series [Jean-Louis Le Hir] FR

Vengeance of the Vapor - series [Sal Cipriano, Jok, 4 issues 2007-...]

Weird West - online strip [Noah Hill, Don Thomas]

Witchblade: Shades of Grey - series [Leah Moore, John Reppion, Stephen Segovia, 4 issues 2007-...]

Wolverine - series [various], volumes: Logan Dies [Marc Guggenheim, Howard Chaykin, #57, 2007]

Aventures dans le Monde Intérieur - RPG [Mikael "Pyromago" Cheyrias] FR

Chaos in Carpathia - miniatures game [Scott Pyle]

The Circle - board game [Folker Jung] GE

Clockwork Mustangs - PBEM [Lukas, Lance, Nathaniel]

Colonial Gothic - RPG [Richard Iorio II, Monica Valentinelli], supplement: Secrets [Richard Iorio II, James Maliszewski, 2008]

The Committee for the Exploration of Mysteries - RPG [Eric J. Boyd]

Conspiração Dumont - gamebook [Renato Silvestrini, Marcos Ferreira] PT

Glorantha: The Second Age - The Clanking City - RPG, system RuneQuest [Matthew Sprang, Aaron Dembski-Bowden]

Hell Dorado - miniatures game [Croc, Geoffrey Picard] FR


Steam & Iron - board game [Eric Sprague, Lloyd Krassner]

Wizards and Wiseguys - RPG, system D20 Modern [Mike Lafferty], supplements: Airborne Legionnaire [2007], Soldiers and Spellfighters 20 [2008]

The Wormweird Tarot - card game [George Higham]

Automaton - online game [Littlenorwegians]

Covert Front - series of online games [Karol Konwerski, Mateusz Skutnik], episodes: All Quiet on the Covert Front [2007], Station on the Horizon [2007], Night in Zurich [2009]

The Golden Compass - Sega, Shiny Ent., based on the movie

Iron Dukes - online game [Tynan Wales, Darren Koepf]

Kaptain Brawe - Naphtalite Productions

Manic Mundi - online game [Phenotype, based on the novel Mariah Mundi]

Naphtaline - interactive musical project, EZ3kiel band [EZ3kiel, CD+DVD]

Orphan Feast - online game [Robox Studios, Adult Swim]

SteamGunners [Billy Frisell, Högskolan i Skövde] SE
**STEAMPUNK CHRONOLOGY**

- **StormWinds** - online game [Jared Riley, Hero Interactive]
- **Stanisław Wyspiański** - multimedia presentation [Jan Rusiński] PL
- **Switchball** - Atomic Elbow, Sierra
- **Time Ace** - Trainwreck Studios, Konami
- **TimeShift** - Saber Interactive, Sierra
- **À Rebours** - band [Ian Stone, Ryan Holmes], records: **Vanish** [LP, 2007]
- **Bleak Expectations** - radio show [Mark Evans, ongoing series 2007-...]
- **Clockers** - online drama [Holly Gramazio, Brendan Adkins]
- **Ellysia** - musical project [Xavier Regent], records: **Victoria** [2xLP, 2007] FR
- **La Mécanique du Coeur** - LP [Dionysos, based on the novel] FR
- **The Mustache Rangers** - online drama [anonym., 2007-...]
- **Unextraordinary Gentlemen** - band [Richard Pilawski, Eric Schreeck, Jennifer Pomerantz], records: **5 Tales from God-Only-Knows** [EP, 2007]
- **Vera Mesmer** - band [Vera Mesmer, Alix Patch, Finn West, Gabriel Weiss], records: **The Gypsy Magician** [EP, 2007]
- **All Tomorrow's Condensations** - puppet show [Johannes Grenzfurthner, Monochrom]
- **Steampunk Folktronica** - multimedia performance [Dave Edwards]
- **Steampunk Tree House** - installation [Sean Orlando]

**2008**

- **The Burrowers** [J.T. Petty], prequel: **Blood Red Earth** [2008]
- **Cup of Brown Joy** - music video, song by **Elemental** [Moog]
- **Don't Stop** - music video, song by **Patrick & Eugene** [Jan Urbanowski]
- **Franklyn** [Gerald McMorrow]
- **Help Me** - music video, song by **Alkaline Trio** [Josh Forbes]
- **Igor** - animation [Tony Leondis, Chris McKenna]
- **The Islander** - music video, song by **Nightwish** [Stobe Harju]
- **I Sell the Dead** [Glenn McQuaid, expanded from **The Resurrection Apprentice**]
- **La Main des Maîtres** - animation [Looky, Clément Delatere, Adrien "CaYuS" Toupet] FR
- **Mutant Chronicles** [Simon Hunter, Philip Eisner]
- **Professor Dantes and the Severin Conundrum** [Ryan Kightlinger, Dustin Fletcher]
- **Venture Bros.** - animated TV series [Christopher McCulloch, Doc Hammer], episodes: **ORB** [Jackson Publick, Doc Hammer, 2008]
- **Wormtooth Nation** - online series [Geoff Boothby, Cullen Thomas, 9 ep. 2008]
- **Airmen** [Eoin Colfer]
- **Albertopolis Disparu** [Tony White]
- **The Alchemy of Stone** [Ekaterina Sedia]
- **Aljumen** - series [Dmitrij Gromov, Oleg Ladyzhenskij as "Henry Lion Oldi", Andrej Valentino], volumes: **Mehanizm Vremeni** [2008], **Mehanizm prostranstva** [2009], **Mehanizm zhizni** [2009] RU
- **L'Automate de Nuremburg** [Thomas Day] FR
- **Barnaby Grimes** - series [Paul Stewart, Chris Riddell], volumes: **Curse of the Night Wolf** [2008], **Return of the Emerald Skull** [2008], **Legion of the Dead** [2009], **Phantom of Blood Alley** [2010]
- **The Casebook of Victor Frankenstein** [Peter Ackroyd]
- **Ceux qui sauront** [Pierre Bordage], sequel: **Ceux qui rêvent** [2010] FR
- **Chronicles of Isambard Smith** - series [Toby Frost], volumes: **Space Captain Smith** [2008], **God Emperor of Didcot** [2008], **Wrath of the Lemmings Men** [2009], **When Slay Bells Ring** [short story, 2008], **The Celery and the Ivy** [short story, 2009]
- **Clockwork Heart** [Dru Pagliassotti]
- **Darkness into Stars** [Mark Rossmore]
- **Dead or Alive** [William Harms]
- **Decathexis** - series [Łukasz Śmigiel], volumes: **DEkATHExis** [short story, 2008], **W służbie Jej Królewskiej Złości** [short story, 2008], **Decathexis** [novel, 2009] PL
- **Dragons et chimères: Carnets d'expédition** [Pierre Dubois, Camille Renversade] FR
- **The Empire of the Necromancers** - series [Brian Stableford], volumes: **The Shadow of Frankenstein** [2008]
- **Extraordinary Engines: The Definitive Steampunk Anthology** [anthology, ed. Nick Gevers]
**England**

*The Kronos Chronicles* - series [Marie Rutkoski], volumes: *The Cabinet of Wonders* [2008] | **RU**

*Nathaniel Wolfe* - series [Brian Keaney], volumes: *The Haunting of Nathaniel Wolfe* [2008], *Nathaniel Wolfe and the Bodysnatchers* [2009]

*Newbury and Hobbes Mysteries* - series [George Mann], volumes: *The Affinity Bridge* [novel, 2008], *The Shattered Teacup* [short story, 2008], *The Osiris Ritual* [novel, 2009]

*Pride and Prometheus* - [John Kessel]


*The Resident Member* - [Paul Marlowe]

*Saint Antony's Fire* - [Steve White]

*Steampunk* [anthology, ed. Ann & Jeff VanderMeer]

*Steampunk Erotica* - series [anthologies, ed. Cecilia Tan, J. Blackmore], volumes: *Like A Wisp of Steam* [2008], *Like Clockwork* [2009], *Like a Corset Undone* [2009]

*Tales of the Brass Griffin* - online series [Christopher B. Ash], volumes: *Red Lightning* [9 ep. 2008], *A Children's Tale* [2009-]

*Whitechapel Gods* - [S.M. Peters]

*Vrazhda* [Ljudmila & Aleksandr Belash] | **RU**

*Weird Western Tales* [anthology, ed. Ron Hanna]

*Zadra* [Krzysztof Piskorski, 2 volumes 2008-2009] | **PL**

*12* - online strip [Agnieszka "Lancast" Włoszczyńska, 2008-] | **PL**

*13 Chambers* [Christopher "mink" Morrison, Denis Medri]


*Aetheric Mechanic* [Warren Ellis, Gianluca Pagliarani]

*Anima* [Dany & Dany]

*L’autre Terre* - series [Serge Perrotin, Beno], volumes: *Elijah* [2008] | **FR**

*Avengers Fairy Tales* [C.B. Cebulski, Joao M.P. Lemos, Nuno Plati, Takeshi Myazawa, Ricardo Tercio, 4 issues 2008-]

*Blackwood* - series [Nicolas Jarry, Kan-J], volumes: *Tome 1* [2008] | **FR**

*Caliber* [Sam Sarkar, Garrie Gastonny, 5 issues]

*Le Capitaine Nemo* [Pascal Davoz, Richard Ortiz] | **FR**

*The Chronicles of Wyrdan* - online strip [Gillian & Darren Pearce, 2008-]

*Clockwerx* - series [Jason Henderson, Tony Salvaggio, Jean-Baptiste Hostache], volumes: *Génèse* [2008], *Déluge* [2009] | **FR**

*Empires of Steam* - online strip [Chris Downey, 2008-]

*Fiction Clemens* [Josh Wagner, Joan "Joiton" Medina, 3 issues]

*Frank Frazetta's Creatures* [Rick Remender, Peter Bergting]

*Frank Frazetta's Dracula Meets the Wolf-Man* [Steve Niles, Francesco Francavilla]

*Igor* [various, based on the movie], volumes: *Movie Prequel* [Dara Naraghi, Grant Bond, 4 issues 2008], *Movie Adaptation* [Barbara Randall Kesel, Grant Bond, 4 issues 2008]

*Kid Houdini and the Silver Dollar Misfits* [Dwight L. MacPherson, Worth Gowell]

*La Macchina Bellica* - online strip [Deanna Echanique, 2008-]

*Mathema* - online strip [Amy Pearson, 2008-]

*The Misadventures of Clark & Jefferson* [Jay Carvajal, Marc Borstel, 4 issues 2008], sequel: *Hairy Things* [Jay Carvajal, Marc Borstel, 3 issues 2010-]

*Miserere homine* [István Lakatos] | **HU**


*Monster Commute* - online strip [Daniel M. Davis, 2008-]
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Najważniejsze odkrycie Eryka Claymore [Karol Jesiolkiewicz] PL
Ray Harryhausen Presents: Back to Mysterious Island [Max Landis, Kevin Gentilcore, 4 odc 2008-...]
Reanimator [Florent Calvez] FR
Spawn - series [various, more ep. xD-1994], volumes: Gunslinger Spawn [David Hine, Bing Cansino, Geirrod Van Dyke, #174-175, 2008], War Spawn [David Hine, Mike Mayhew, #179, 2008]
Steam Pirates - online strip [Rob Powell, 2008-...]
Stephenson’s Robot - series [Dave West, Jon H. Ayre, Indio], volumes: Kingdom [2008]
Strangeways - series [Matt Maxwell, Luis Guaragña], volumes: Murder Moon [2008], The Thirsty [Matt Maxwell, Gervasio and Jok, online strip, 2008-...]
Stroboscopa [Iván Kemenes and Péter Varga] HU
Tezcatlipoca - series [Laurent Moënard, Nicolas Otero], volumes: Le sixième soleil [2008] FR
Vidocq: The Steampunk Adventure - online series [Emmanuel Di Ceglie, 7 ep. 2008] FR
War of the Elementals [Scott Davis, Sebastian Piriz, 4 issues]
Waterloo 1911 - series [Thierry Gloris, Emiliano Zarcone], volumes: Un rouquin de trop [2008] FR
BlackMoor: Clock & Steam - RPG, system d20 [Rodney Thompson]
Cogs - online RPG episodes [anonymous, 2008-...]
Gangi Starego Lublina - LARP [Squirel] PL
Gearcraft: Amazing Machines and Their Construction - RPG sourcebook, system True20 [Erica Balsley, Sean Preston]
Ghosts of Albion - RPG [C.J. Carella, Timothy S. Brannan, based on the animation]
Khaos 1795 - RPG, system dK [Frank Plasse], supplements: Nantes, Seconde Terreur [2009] FR
Land Ironclads - miniatures game [Matthew Hartley, Steve Blease]
Planet Steam - board game [Heinz-Georg Thiemann] GE
Red November - board game [Bruno Faidutti, Jef Gontier]
Die Reise zum Mittelpunkt der Erde - board game [Maja & Rüdiger Dorn] GE
Sons of Liberty - RPG [Josh Roby]
Steam & Cinders - LARP rules [Be Epic]
Steam Century - LARP [anonymous]
Steamwork Arena - miniatures game [Jonathan A. Leistiko]
Steamworks - RPG sourcebook, system d20 [Korey MacVittie]
Sundered Skies - RPG, system Savage Worlds [Dave Blewer], supplements: Players Guide [Dave Blewer, 2008], Fate of the Summoner [Dave Blewer, 2008], The Ice Tower [Kevin L. Anderson, 2008], Blade of Destiny [Kevin L. Anderson, 2008]
Tesla & Edison - card game [Lloyd Krasner]
Unhallowed Metropolis - RPG [Jason Soles, Nicole Vega], supplements: The Rogues Gallery [2008], Detective Calling [Jason Soles, 2008], Unhallowed Metropolis Companion [Colin Chapman, Simon Berman, 2009], Unhallowed Necropolis [Jason Soles, Nicole Vega, 2009], Up the River [Simon Berman, 2009]
Use the Spark! - PBEM [Denise, Lisa, Aaron]
The Watchmaker’s Lair - RPG, D&D adventure [Dan Voyce]
Air Battle - online game [Jewgenij Karatajew]
Bureau of Steam Engineering - online game [Zachtronics Industries]
Card Soldier Wars - MMOG [Automatic Pictures, based on The Looking Glass Wars novels]
Dirk Valentine and the Fortress of Steam - online game [Nitrome]
Dr Phlogiston Saves the Earth! - online game [Jagex]
Dracula: Origin [Frogwares, Focus]
Golemizer - MMOG [Dave Toulouse], expansions: Diluculo Island [2009]
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Monster Lab [Backbone, Eidos]

The Principality of Mars [Steven Mummerly], sequel: The Principality of Mars: Part 2 [2009]

A Vampyre Story [Autumn Moon, Crimson Cow]


Attack of the Steampunks - song [Guy Garrison]

The Deadeye Kid - series of online audio dramas [Julie Hoverson], episodes: The Deadeye Kid [2008], A Hanging At Pickens Rock [2009], Hostel Territory [2009]

Deadly Nightshade Botanical Society - band [Erica Roberts, Robert Hazelton, Shawn McGoldrick], records: Clockwork Dreams [LP, 2008]

Forays into Aethercasting of the Dramatic Arts of a Neo Victorian Persuasion - online drama [Dr Veleck Madlove and Company]


Imperial Vengeance - band [C. Edward Alexander, David Bryan], records: Death: August & Royal [EP, 2008], At the Going Down of the Sun [LP, 2009], Night Boat to Cairo [EP, 2009]

Lemming Malloy - band [Jay Cartwright, Wendy Spitzer, Joe Mazzitelli, Dylan Thurston], records: Avalauncher [EP, 2008], The Return of the Norfolk Regiment [LP, 2009]

The Penny Dreadfuls Present... - series of radio shows [Humphrey Ker, David Reed, Thom Tuck], volumes: The Brothers Faversham [4 ep. 2008], More Brothers Faversham [4 ep. 2009], Afternoon Play Special: Guy Fawkes [1 ep. 2009]

Silver Rocket - musical project [Mariusz Szypru], records: Tesla [LP, 2008] PL

St34mPunk - band [Icarus, Xyrus], records: Godspeed [EP, 2008]

SteamPod - podcast [ed. Chris Moody, Paul Campbell, 2008-...]

Steampunk Spectacular - podcast [ed. Chris Fisher, 2008-...]

La Machine - outdoor event [François Delarozière, Artichoke] FR

The Teleroscope - outdoor event [Paul St George, Artichoke]

The Journeys of Prof. Pleasant Pennywhistle and his Spatial Relocation Portal - cabaret [Sound & Fury, 2008-...]

Andrew O’Neill’s Totally Spot-On History Of British Industry - cabaret [Andrew O’Neill]

2009


AICP Minnesota Show sponsor reel [Scott Wenner, Sarah Jean Kruchkowski]

All The Right Moves - music video, song by OneRepublic [Wayne Isham]

The Anachronism [Matthew Gordon Long]

Backfire - music video, song by Mutemath [Brandon Goodwin]

Deadwalkers [Spencer Estabrooks]

Endlose Nacht: Pirates’ Goodnight - animation [Tristan Cobb]

Der Fluch des Dr. Ogoun [Christian & Stefan Zwittnin] GE

Gold - music video, song by Antoine Clamaran [Michael Tombeur, Olivier Solère]

Golden Eight [Team Zombie]

Heaven Benchmark 1.0 - animation [Andrey Kushner, Andrey Kolchin, Stanislav Zagnyi], follow-up: Heaven Benchmark 2.0 [2010]

High Plains Invaders [Kristoffer Tabori, Richard Beattie]


The Kraken - series of commercials [Charmaine Choi], episodes: The Anatomy of the Kraken [2009], An Inquiry Into the Cloud of Darkness [2009], An Investigation Into the Myth of The Kraken [2009]
**STEAMPUNK CHRONOLOGY**

- **Matrica** [Bolshaya Raznica] RU
- **Powerless** - animation [James Pavitt, Mathew Galley, Satwinder Dhariwal]
- **Princess of Mars** [Mark Atkins]
- **Riese** - online series [Ryan Copple, Kaleena Kiff, 2009-...]
- **Sense and Sensibility and Sea Monsters** [Ransom Riggs, book trailer]
- **Sherlock Holmes** [Guy Ritchie, Michael Robert Johnson, Simon Kinberg, Anthony Peckham]
- **Steampunk’d** [Matt Silva, Penny Dreadful Productions]
- **Steampunk Myths & Legends** - animations [various, CG Challenge XXIII contest], entries: *Emet* [Bonsaininja Studio, 2009], *Atlantis: An Inconvenient Truth* [Martin Koehler, Christian Stadach, Simon Prager, Christopher Hempel, 2009], *Hemlock* [Tyson Ibele, 2009], *Ulysses' Dreams* [Marc Morderlet, 2009], *The Steamork* [Andrei Brovchenko, Vasile Brovchenko, 2009], *Mirzoyan's Odysseus* [Arthur Mirzoyan, 2009], *Siege of Syracuse* [Thiago Pires, 2009], *Behind the Iron Dragon* [Adrian Baluta, Costin Barbulescu, 2009], *Charon* [Christopher Bischoff, 2009], *Sleeping Beauty* [Lue Grzesiak, Aymeric Favre, 2009], *Hermes* [Martijn van Heijst, 2009], *The True Story of Noah's Ark* [Laurent Antoine 'LeMog', 2009], *Puss and His Mechanical Boots* [Charles Reid, 2009], *Gerda* [Krzysztof Stefański, Steam Team Kizia, 2009]
- **To The Moon** - animation [Jacob Ospa]
- **Venus is Doomed** - animation [Greg Brodmore, based on the comics Lord Cockswain, 2 ep. 2009]
- **Water Brain** - animation [Zhou Jian-Rui, Anitime] CN
- **The WotWots** - TV series [Martin Baynton, Richard Taylor, 2009-...]
- **El adepto de la Reina** [Roldolfo Martinez] ES
- **Adventures of Huckleberry Finn and Zombie Jim** [Mark Twain, W. Bill Czolgosz]
- **Alice at R'lyeh** - poem [Murray Ewing]
- **All about the Nephilim** - series [Sara M. Harvey], volumes: *A Prelude to Penemue* [short story, 2009], *The Convent of the Pure* [novel, 2009]
- **Arcadia Snips and the Steamwork Consortium** - online novel [Robert C. Rodgers, 2009-...]
- **Az ostrum** [Mihály Kovács] HU
- **Blood Magic** - series [Gail Dayton], volumes: *New Blood* [2009], *Heart's Blood* [2010]
- **The Boulton-Watt-Frankenstein Company** [Fábio Fernandes]
- **A Canção do Silêncio** - online novel [José Roberto Vieira, prequel to O Baronato de Shoah, 12 ep. 2009-...] PT
- **Candle Man** - series [Glenn Dakin], volumes: *The Society of Unrelenting Vigilance*
- **Chenda and the Airship Brofman** [Emilie P. Bush]
- **The Clockwork Century** - series [Cherie Priest], volumes: *BoneShaker* [2009]
- **The Clockwork Dark** - series [John Claude Bemis], volumes: *The Nine Pound Hammer* a.k.a *The Mystifying Medicine Show* [2009]
- **The Clockwork Jungle Book** [anthology, ed. Beth Wodzinski, Shimmer #11]
- **Crimson City** - series [Liz Maverick], volumes: *Crimson & Steam* [2009]
- **The Danilov Quintet** - series [Jasper Kent], volumes: *Twelve: Russia, 1812* [2009], *Thirteen Years Later: Russia, 1825* [2010]
- **Deadlands Reloaded** - series [various, based on the RPG], novels: *Deluge: A Novel of the Flood* [John Goff, 2009]
- **Dracula the Un-Dead** [Dacre Stoker, Ian Holt, official sequel]
- **Emma and the Werewolves** [Jane Austen, Adam Rann]
- **Encyclopedia of Weird Westerns** [Paul Green]
- **Exhibition Hall** - e-zine [ed. Christopher J. Garcia, 2009-...]
- **Les fils de l'air** [Johan Heliot] FR
Flight of the Hercules [Richard Senate]
Flight of the Valkyrie - online novel [Sean Bonnar, 2009-...]
Fragments de HHD - online story [Alain Ottavi, 2009-...]
Frontier Magic - series [Patricia C. Wrede], volumes: Thirteenth Child [2009]
Gilbert and Edgar on Mars [Eric Brown]
Goggles and Flames [chopetov13]
The Hunchback Assignments [Arthur Slade]
Imperskij gorodovej [Aleksandr Suhov]
Incorrigable [chopetov13]
Julian Comstock: A Story of 22nd-Century America [Robert Charles Wilson]
K: The Fantastical Adventures of Lord Kelvin - online story [Clay Graham, Brent Martone, 2009-...]
The Kingdom of Ohio [Matthew Flaming]
Leviathan [Scott Westerfeld]
Lot na biegun południowy [Marek Żelkowski]
Mansfield Park and Mummies [Jane Austen, Vera Nazarian]
The Manual of Detection [Jedediah Berry]
Mars on the Rise [Bipolar Brit, online 2009-...]
The Mechanist [Joseph Conahan Rovner]
Mensagens na garrafa: Uma história de vapor, ferro e sangue - online story [Pablo Frazão, 2009-...]
Merkabah Rider: Tales of a High Planes Drifter [Edward M. Erdelac]
Mr. Darcy, Vampire [Amanda Grange]
Mrs Darcy vs The Aliens - online novel [Jonathan Pinnock, 2009-...]
Napoleon Concerto: A Novel in Three Movements [Mark Mellon]
Nulla pont [Zoltán László]
The Parasol Protectorate - series [Gail Carriger], volumes: Soulless [2009], Changeless [2010]
Parliament & Wake - online stories [James Schafer, Kate Franklin, 2009-...]
Peresmehnik [Aleksjez Pehov]
Pimp My Airship [Maurice Broaddus]
Queen Victoria: Demon Hunter [A.E. Moorat]
Really Angelic: Pride and Prejudice with a steamy paranormal twist [Enid Wilson]
Sense and Sensibility and Sea Monsters [Jane Austen, Ben H. Winters]
Serdce Chernogo Lda [Leonid Aljojin]
The Sixth Gun: Them What Ails Ya - online story [Cullen Bunn, Brian Hurtt, based on the comics, 4 ep. 2009]
The Spiral Briar [Sean McMullen]
Steampunk: Histórias de Um Passado Extraordinário [anthology, ed. Gianpaolo Celli]
Steampunk Tales - iPod e-zine [ed. Evelyn Kriete, 2009-...]
Steamtown - online series [Carsten Steenbergen, Stephan Orgel, Thomas Orgel], volumes: Die Fabrik [2009]
The Strange Case of Mr. Salad Monday [G.D. Falksen]
Strangely Beautiful - series [Leanna Renee Hieber], volumes: The Strangely Beautiful Tale of Miss Percy Parker [2009]
Tale of the Ketty Jay - series [Chris Wooding], volumes: Retribution Falls
TECHNO Muha TECHNO Cokotuha - poems [Sergej 3xyc]
Thomas Riley [Nick Valentino]
To Destroy a Symbol [Acid Varrakin]
The Translated Man [Chris Braak]
The Undead World of Oz [L. Frank Baum, Ryan C. Thomas]
Vampire Darcy’s Desire: A Pride and Prejudice Adaptation [Regina Jeffers]
Worldshaker [Richard Harland]
Zeppelin City [Michael Swanwick, Eileen Gunn]
À l’Ombre des murs [Arnaud Le Roux, Marion Laurent]
Agent Vladik i zolotoj globus [Vjacheslav Valevskij, Irina Chernova]
Angel - series [various], volumes: Blood and Trenches [John Byrne, 4 issues], Angel vs. Frankenstein [John Byrne, 1 issue], Barbary Coast [David Tischman, Franco Urru, 3 issues 2010-...]

Apparition Abolishers - online strip [Chris Lee, Adam Baker, Chris Harvey, Rachael Edge, 2009-...]

Las Aventuras Imaginarias del Joven Verne - series [Jorge García, Pedro Rodríguez], volumes: Puerta Entre los Mundos [2009] ES

Badirfilay - online strip [Nessa, 2009-...]

Captain Samuel T. Moosestash and the Incredible Flying Machine - online strip [Sean Friend, 2009-...]

Clockworks - online strip [Shawn Gaston, 2009-...]

The Continentals - online strip [Darryl Hughes, Monique MacNaughton, 2009-...]

The Corpse Carries A Gun - online strip [Matthew Petz]


Days Missing #2 [David Hine, Chris Burnham]

Dead Irons [James Kuhoric, Jason Shawn Alexander, 2009-...]

L'Épée de Feu - series [Sylvain Corduné, Kovacevic], volumes: La Malédiction de Garlath [2009] FR

Even Tomorrow - online strip [J.L. Jones, Marlon de Rivera, 2009-...]

Frankenstein's Womb [Warren Ellis, Marek Oleksicki]

Frontier: The Weird Wild West [Jason Cobley, Andrew Wildman, 9 issues]

Full Steam Ahead - online strip [Melody Moore, 2009-...]

Grandville [Bryan Talbot]


Gunbreed - series [Angel Fuentes, Alberto "ac_osorio" Cortes], volumes: Ghost Town Resurrected [2009]

Les Historiettes de Mr. Sandalette - online strip [Vincent Bénard, Annliz Bonin, 2009-...]

Hopeless, Maine - online strip [Tom Brown, Bryn ColvinBryn Colvin, 2009-...]

I Sell the Dead [Glenn McQuaid, Brahms Revel, based on the movie]

Last Bullets [Antoine Ozanam, Lelis] FR

Pinocchio: Vampire Slayer [Van Jensen, Dustin Higgins]


Proof - series [Alexander Grecian, Riley Rossmo], volumes: Julia [#18-23, 2009]

The Quest for the Golden Prim [Annechen Lowey, Saffia Widdershins, ongoing series 2009-...]

Raven Nevermore [Nuno Teixeira, Emmanuel Xer Xavier, 6 issues 2009-...]

Le Réveil du Zéphire - series [Karim Friha], volumes: D'écorce et de sève [2009] FR

Rotten [Mark Rahner, Robert Horton, Dan Dougerty, ongoing series 2009-...]

Salem's Daughter [Ralph Tedesco, Joe Brusa, Caio Menescal, Caio Reis, Andres Carranza, prelude + 5 issues 2009]

Sherlock Ninja - series [Fred Perry], volumes: The Curious Case of the Iron Monkey [2009]

Sidewise - online strip [Dwight L. MacPherson, Igor Noronha, ongoing series 2009-...]

The Thrilling Adventures of Lovelace and Babbage - online strip [Sydney Padua, 2009-...]

Timer - online strip [Konstantin "Archmage" Nechaev] RU

Victorian Undead [Ian Edginton, Davide Fabbi, 6 issues 2009-2010]

Vincent Price Presents #13: The Return of Dr. Phibes [Adriano, based on the movie The Abominable Dr. Phibes]
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- Adventures in Jimland - miniatures game [Jim Wright]
- Basic Roleplaying Monographs - series of RPG supplements, system BRP [various], volumes: Aces High [Stuart Godbolt, 2009], Agents of the Crown [Scott Pyle, 2009]
- Century's Edge - RPG [Louis Hoefler], supplements: Sepulcher of the Dread Pharaoh [2008], A Penny Dreadful for Your Thoughts [2009], Captives in the Court of the Skly Lord [2010]
- Deadlands: The Battle for Slaughter Gulch - board game [Kerry Breitenstein, Todd Breitenstein, based on the RPG]
- Demorion - PBEM [Double Ego] RU
- Eslin - PBEM [Charlie, Faris]
- Expeditionary Corps - PBEM [James Richardson-Brown]
- Fellowship of the White Star - RPG, d20 campaign [Victor Long, David Nadolny, Paul Dorothy et al.], volumes: Legacy of the Rose [2009]
- Lady Blackbird - RPG [John Harper]
- Malifaux - miniatures game [Nathan Caroland, Eric Johns]
- Monsters, Inc. - LARP [Mihail Prjanikov, Marija Sidehenova, Denis Ramazanov, Denis Zaharov] RU
- Příběhy Impérií - RPG, system FATE [Kryštof Ferenc, Jonáš Ferenc], supplements: Třetí království [2009] CZ
- Queensguard: A Steampunk Call of Cthulhu Campaign - RPG supplement [Jeffrey Rissman]
- Reise nach Tunguska - LARP [Calyx Team] GE
- Rise of Aester - LARP [Aestherlight Steampunk Studios], episodes: The Captain's Table [2010]
- Smog 1888 - miniatures game setting [Smart Max] FR
- Steam Powered Giraffe - card game [Steam Powered Giraffe, based on the band's image]
- Swashbucklers of the 7 Skies - RPG, system PDQ [Chad Underkoffler]
- Trójca - RPG [Tomasz Popielarczyk] PL
- Verge: A Fantasypunk Game - RPG [Nathan Russell]
- Wild Talents - RPG [Greg Stolze, Dennis Detwiller], supplements: This Favored Land [Allan Goodall, 2009], The Kerberos Club [Benjamin Baugh, 2009]
- Xádune - LARP [Jarrett Jenny]
- Airborn - Unreal Tournament 3 mod [Steffen Unger]
- AirBuccaneers - Unreal Tournament 2004 mod [LudoCraf]
- The Arrow of Time - online game [The Super Flash Bros.]
- Clockwords - online game [Gabob]
- The Clockwork Man [Total Eclipse]
- Cogs [Lazy 8 Studios]
- Damnation [Codemasters, based on the computer game Damnation: Hell Breaks Loose]
- The Dark Mod - Doom 3 mod [David Massey, Gerhard W. Gruber, Eric Pommer et al.]
- Dress Me Up: Clockwork Couture - online game [Annie Stegg]
- Drugo|Mir (Steam Slug) [Russobit-M, Openoko] RU
- Evgeniy Onegin [Dreamlore, Akella] RU
- Hammerfight [Konstantin Koshutin] RU
- Legends of Zork - MMOG [Activision]
- Neo Steam - MMOG [Hanbit, Studio Mars] KO
- Rippers - online Facebook game [Simon Lucas, Christian Clough, Matthew Klausmeier, based on the RPG]
### 2010

- **Abraham Lincoln: Vampire Hunter** [Adam Reid, book trailer]
- **Albion: 1849** - animation [Epithemia]
- **Heartless: The Story of the Tin Man** [Brandon McCormick, Charlie Wetzel, Nicholas Kirk, based on the novels by ~ L. Frank Baum]
- **Heart of Stone** - music video, song by The Ravonettes [Chris Do]
- **The Modifers** - animation [Chris Reccardi, Lynne Naylor, unaired Nickelodeon pilot, 2007]
- **Pride and Prejudice and Zombies: Dawn of the Dreadfuls** [Charles Haine, book trailer]
- **Sherlock Holmes** [Rachel Goldberg, Paul Bales]
- **Transformers** - series [Fachhochschule Kaiserslautern student projects], volumes: **1920s Transformer** [Dominic Platz], **Pocketwatch Transformer** [Martin Konietzny], **Steampunk Transformer** [Oliver Metz]
- **The Wolfman** [Joe Johnston, David Self, Andrew Kevin Walker]
- **Abraham Lincoln: Vampire Hunter** [Seth Grahame-Smith]
- **Avalon Revisited** [O.M. Grey]
- **Les Aventures Extraordinaires d'Adèle Blanc-Sec: Le roman du film** [Benjamin Legrand, based on the movie] **FR**
- **L'Ange Blond** [Laurent Poujois] **FR**
- **The Bookman** [Lavie Tidhar]
- **Clockworks and Corsets** [Regina Riley]
- **Distant Deeps or Skies** - online story [Silvia Moreno-Garcia]
- **The Dream of Perpetual Motion** [Dexter Palmer]
- **The Effluent Engine** - online story [N.K. Jemisin]
- **Hexslinger** - series [Gemma Files], volumes: **A Book of Tongues** [2010]
- **A Little More Steam** - online story [Kyle Reid, 2010-...]
- **The Mad Scientist's Daughter** - online story [Theodora Goss, 2 ep.]
- **A Serpent in the Gears** - online story [Margaret Ronald]
- **Steamed: A Steampunk Romance** [Katie MacAlister]
- **Steampunk! L'esthétique rétro-futur** - study [Étienne Barillier] **FR**
- **The Wolfman** [Jonathan Maberry, based on the movie]
- **The Airship Legacy** - online strip [Mad Annabelle Lace, 2010-...]
- **Aspic, Détectives de l'étrange** - series [Thierry Gloris, Jacques Lamontagne], volumes: **La naïve aux ectoplasmes** [2010] **FR**
- **The Becoming** - online strip [J. Alan Shelton, Douang Khamsitthisack, 2010-...]

---
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Captain Swing and the Electrical Pirates of Cindery Island [Warren Ellis, Raulo Caceres, 4 issues 2010—]
The Darkness: Shadows & Flame [Rob Levin, Jorge Lucas]
L’Île aux Mille Mystères [Alban Guillemois] FR
Mister Hyde contre Frankenstein - series [Clivier "Dobbs" Dobremel, Antonio Marinetti], volumes: La Dernière Nuit de Dieu [2010] FR
Le Mystère Nemo - series [Mathieu Gabella, Kenny], volumes: L'Île [2010] FR
S.H.I.E.L.D. [Jonathan Hickman, Dustin Weaver, ongoing series 2010—]
The Spirit and the Flesh [Josef Rother, Lee O’Connor, in Heavy Metal Magazine]
Time Lincoln [Fred Perry]
Weird Western Tales #71 [Dan DiDio, Renato Arlem]
XIX>XXI - PBEM [Łukasz Badowski, CNK] PL
Brass, Blood and Steam - RPG, system FATE [Richard Fannon]
Hallow’s Edge - LARP rules [Jedediah Walls, Eric Abarbanell]
Level Up: En Route vers la Lune - card game [Asmodee, Franck Dion] FR
Aeropack [Insurgent Games]
Blimp Wars - MMOG [Dave Toulouse, Brian Green]
Gamlet (Hamlet) [Alawar] RU
Graff Gunner - online game [Spil Games]
Legacies 1891 – Second Life MMOG [TriJin Bade, Legacies Beyond Darkness]
Loondon - online game [Flip-n-Tale Studio]
Remnants of Skystone - MMOG [Filipine Studios]
Shadow of the 13 - online Second Life game [Loki Eliot, based on the New Babbage sim estate]
Bride of the Minotaur - online audio drama [Julie Howard]
The Men That Will Not Be Blamed For Nothing - band [Andrew O'Neill, Gerhard Heintz, Ben Dawson, Marc Burrows], records: Now That’s What I Call Steampunk!, Volume 1 [LP, 2010]
Laila - stage musical [Wojciech Kościelniak, Piotr Dziubek] PL

UPCOMING

1884: Yesterday’s Future - animation [Tim Ollive, Dennis De Groot]
Abraham Lincoln: Vampire Hunter [Tim Burton, Timur Bekmambetov, based on the novel »2010]
Agnosia [Eugenio Mira, Antonio Trashorras] ES
Les Aventures Extraordinaires d’Adèle Blanc-Sec [Luc Besson, based on the comics »1976] FR
Airman - animation [Gil Kenan, Robert Zemeckis, based on the novel »2008]
Baltimore, or The Steadfast Tin Soldier and the Vampire [David Goyer, Mike Mignola, Christopher Golden, based on the novel]
Caliber [John Woo, Sam Sarkar, based on the comics »2008]
The Casebook of Victor Frankenstein [Timur Bekmambetov, based on the novel »2008]
Cowboys & Aliens [Jon Favreau, Alex Kurtzman, Roberto Orsi, Damon Lindelof, based on the comics]
Creature from the Black Lagoon [Breck Eisner, Gary Ross]
Dead West [Adam Green, Jacob Forman, based on the comics »2005]
Death Keeps Coming [Derek K. Milton]
The Diamond Age - TV series [George Cloone, Grant Heslov, Neal Stephenson, based on the novel »1995]
The First Men in the Moon 3-D [David Rosler]
GallowWalker [Andrew Goth]
Here Be Monsters! - animation [Antony Stacchi, Irena Brignell, based on the novel »2005]
High Midnight [Mary Lambert, Denis Faye]
His Dark Materials - series [based on the novels »2007], volume 2: The Subtle Knife [Hossein Amini]
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Series/Author(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Hungry City Chronicles</td>
<td>[based on the novels »2003], volume 1: Mortal Engines [Peter Jackson]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Invention of Hugo Cabret</td>
<td>[Martin Scorsese, John Logan, based on the novel »2007]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Invisible Man</td>
<td>[David S. Goye, based on the novel by ~H.G. Wells]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Carter of Mars</td>
<td>[Andrew Stanton, Michael Chabon], volume 1: A Princess of Mars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Killing on Carnival Row</td>
<td>[Guillermo Del Toro, Travis Beacham]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>La Mécanique du Coeur</td>
<td>[Mathias Malzieu, Stephane Berla, based on the novel »2007]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larklight</td>
<td>[Shekhar Kapur, Steven Knight, based on the novel »2006]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Last Airbender</td>
<td>[M. Night Shyamalan, based on the TV series Avatar: The Last Airbender »2005]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Last Voyage of the Demeter</td>
<td>[Stefan Ruzowitzky, Bragi Schut Jr, James V. Hart]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leonardo da Vinci and the Soldiers of Forever</td>
<td>[Adrian Askarieh]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Marionette Unit</td>
<td>[Azhurst Saleem, Paul Adams]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Le Monde truqué - animation</td>
<td>[Jacques Tardi, Christian Desmares]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neuro TV</td>
<td>[Marek &quot;Zalibarek&quot; Zalibowski]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nickel Children</td>
<td>[Kevin Eslinger]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perpetual Steam Punk</td>
<td>[Mike Fatum, Kimber Rudo, Kristin Grenfell]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pirates of the Caribbean: On Stranger Tides</td>
<td>[Rob Marshall]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pride and Predator</td>
<td>[Will Clark, Andrew Kemble, John Pape]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pride and Prejudice and Zombies</td>
<td>[Deadline Productions, 6 ep., based on the novel »2009]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Priest</td>
<td>[Scott Stewart, Cary Goodman, based on the manga »1998]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russo Ruggine a.k.a. Rusty Red - animation</td>
<td>[Francesco Filippi]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Sadhu</td>
<td>[Shekhar Kapur, Deepak Chopra, based on the comics »2006]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shroud</td>
<td>[David Jetre]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SteamFilm: Bielyj Svet - animation</td>
<td>[Andrej Shuszkov]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steampunk - The Movie</td>
<td>[Billy Boyd]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steam Tales: Mr. Gear's Chronicles - animated series</td>
<td>[Oscar Alvarado]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>War of the Worlds: Goliath - animation</td>
<td>[Joe Pearson, David Abramowitz]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>War of the Worlds: The True Story</td>
<td>[Timothy Hines, Susan Goforth]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Warrior's Way</td>
<td>[Sngmoo Lee]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zombie Western - animated series</td>
<td>[Juanjo Ramirez, Tor Fruegaard, Alby Ojeda, based on the movie It Came From The West »2007], volumes: The Legend of the Dark Butcher, The Curse of the Silver Tongue, You Only Die Twice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1917</td>
<td>[Fabrice Colin]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Aldersgate Cycle</td>
<td>[Natania Barron], volume 1: The Aldersgate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Android Karenina</td>
<td>[Leo Tolstoy, Ben H. Winters]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arcadian Snips and the Steamwork Consortium</td>
<td>[Robert Rodgers]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O Baronato de Shoah</td>
<td>[José Roberto Vieira, sequel to A Canção do Silêncio »2009]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behemoth</td>
<td>[Scott Westerfield, sequel to Leviathan »2009]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Blades of The Rose - series</td>
<td>[Zoe Archer], volumes: Warrior, Scoundrel, Rebel, Stranger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Boneshaker</td>
<td>[Kate Milford]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brinquedos mortais</td>
<td>[anthology, ed. Tibor Moricz]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Bultline Special: A Weird West Tale</td>
<td>[Mike Resnick]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burton &amp; Swinburne in The Strange Affair of Spring Heeled Jack</td>
<td>[Mark Hodder]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camera Obscura</td>
<td>[Lavie Tidhar, sequel to The Bookman »2010]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Candle Man - series</td>
<td>[Glenn Dakin], volume 2: The Society of Dread</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Clockwork Century</td>
<td>[Cherie Priest »2009], new volumes: Clementine, Dreadnought</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Concordium - magazine</td>
<td>[ed. Steve Kimball]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Le cycle de Kraven</td>
<td>[Xavier Mauméjean »2002], new volume: La Bibliothèque de Kraven [collected ed. + 2 short stories]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deutsche Steampunk Anthologie</td>
<td>[untitled, anthology, ed. Stefan Cernohuby]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dobozváros</td>
<td>[illustrated novel] [István Lakatos]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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- Doctor Omega - series [various, sequel to the novel by Arnould Galopin], volumes: Doctor Omega and the Electromen [David A. McIntee], Doctor Omega and the Seeds of Cassiopeia [Samuel T. Payne], Doctor Omega and the Megiddo Factor [Steven A. Roman]
- Dracula vs Zombula [Bram Stoker, A.P. Fuchs]
- Emma and the Werewolves [Jane Austen, Adam Rann]
- The Empire of the Necromancers - series [Brian Stableford], volume 2: The Vampire in Paris
- For If It Prosper [Stephen Hunt]
- The Hungry City Chronicles [Philip Reeve »2003], prequel: Fever Crumb
- The Infernal Devices - series [Cassandra Clare], volumes: The Clockwork Angel, The Clockwork Prince, The Clockwork Princess
- Iron Codex - series [Caitlin Kittredge], volumes: The Witch's Alphabet, The Nightmare Clock, The Mirrored Shard
- The Iron Seas - series [Meljean Brook], volumes: Here There Be Monsters, The Iron Duke, The Invisible City
- Lord Foster's Devils [Ginn Hale, sequel to Wicked Gentlemen »2007]
- Metamorphosis and The Lost Pleiad [Sesh Heri, sequel to Wonder of the Worlds »2005]
- The Moone World [Howard Waldrop]
- New Amsterdam - series [Elizabeth Bear], new volume: The White City [novella]
- O Nocturlábio [Cândido Ruiz] PT
- Northanger Abbey and Angels and Dragons [Jane Austen, Vera Nazarian]
- The Onyx Court - series [Marie Brennan], volumes: 1870 [untitled]
- The Parasol Protectorate - series [Gail Carriger »2009], volume 3: Blameless
- O Peregrino - Em busca das crianças perdidas [Tibor Moricz] PT
- Persuasion... in Space! [Jane Austen, W. Bill Czolgosz]
- The Pirate Queen of Manchester Square [James Essinger]
- Pistols, Corsets and Flying Privateers [Nathalie Gray]
- Pride and Platypus: Mr. Darcy's Dreadful Secret [Jane Austen, Vera Nazarian]
- The Ratbridge Chronicles - series [Alan Snow »2005], volume 2: Here Be Monsters #2
- Shimmer: The Clockwork Jungle Book [anthology, ed. George Mann]
- The Sky Done Ripped [Joe R. Lansdale, sequel to Zeppelins West »2001]
- Steampunk! An Anthology of Fantastically Rich and Strange Stories [anthology, ed. Kelly Link, Gavin J. Grant]
- Steampunk Live! A Retrosfuturist Dream - study [Oliver Lowe]
- Steampunk Quarterly - e-zine [anthology]
- Steamside Chronicles [Clair Cullen]
- Strangely Beautiful - series [Leanna Renee Hieber »2009], volume 2: The Darkly Luminous Fight for Persephone Parker
- Tales of the Shadowmen - series [anthology, ed. Jean-Marc & Randy Lofficier], volume 5: The Vampires of Paris
- Temeraire - series [Naomi Novik »2006], new volume: Tongues of Serpents
- Triple Realm - series [Stephen Hunt »1994], volume 2: The Fortress in the Frost
- Utopia X [Jeff Warshaw]
- Vampire Empire - series [Clay & Susan Griffith], volume 1: The Greyfriar
- The Voyage of the Plunger [Richard Senate, sequel to Flight of the Hercules »2009]
- Weird Tales - magazine [ed. Stephen H. Segal, Ann VanderMeer], issues: Steampunk Spectacular (Spring 2010)
- Wolta [Krzysztof Piskorski, sequel to Zdraa »2008] PL
20.0000 siècles sous les Mers - series [Richard D. Nolane, Patrick A. Dumas], volume 1: L'Hhorreur dans la Tempête

Allan Quatermain et les Mines du roi Salomon - series [Clivier "Dobbs" Dobbreml, Dim D.], volume 1: Tome 1 (untitled)

Amazing Screw-On Head and Other Curious Objects [Mike Mognola, spin-off »2002]

Arrowsmith - series [Kurt Busiek, Carlos Pacheco »2003], volume 2: Behind Enemy Lines

Ash - series [François Debois, Krystel Robin], volume 1: Tome 1 (untitled)

Bram Stoker's Death Ship [Gary Gerani, Stuart Sayger]

Billy the Kid's Old Timey Oddities - series [Eric Powell, Kyle Hotz »2005], sequels: Buzzard [short stories]

Clockwise: The Adventures of Teen Einstein [J.S. Earls, Pat Potter, Juan Chavarriga]

Decathexis [Jan Wieczorek, Agata Cholewa, based on the novel] PL

Defoe - series [Pat Mills, Leigh Gallagher, in 2000 AD], volume 4: A Murder of Angels

Elle - series [Elle Chouraqui, Aj], volume 1: Tome 1 (untitled)

The Further Adventures of Blake and Grimes [Glenn McQuaid, Brahm Revel, sequel to I Sell the Dead »2009, based on the movie]

Grandville Mon Amour [Bryan Talbot, sequel to Grandville »2009]

Grands Anciens - series [Jean-Marc Lainé, Bojan Vukic], volume 1: Tome 1 (untitled)

Greystorm - series [Antonio Serra, Gianmauro Cozzi »2009], volume 8: Ai confini della terra

Gunbreed - series [Angel Fuentes, Alberto "ac_osorio" Cortes »2009], volume 2: Haunted Guns

Hansel & Gretel [Douglas MCT, Ulisses Perez] PT


Holiday [Bill Woodcock, Gregory Giordano]

Lady Mechanika [Joe Benitez]

The Marquis - series [Guy Davis »1997], new volume: The Midwife

Mister Hyde contre Frankenstein - series [Clivier "Dobbs" Dobbreml, Antonio Marinetti, Gérald Parel »2010], new volume: Tome 2 (untitled)

A peça que move o Mundo [Estevao Ribeiro] PT

Pedro Steckecilo: Mexican Fugitive [Peter Steckley, Chelsea Anderson]

Pikowyj Tuz - series [Vjacheslav Valevskij, Irina Chernova], volumes: Kukolnik, Pikowyj Tuz, Solnechnyj gorod RU

Poe [J. Barton Mitchell, Dean Kotz, 4 issues]

Pride and Prejudice and Zombies [Tony Lee, Cliff Richards, based on the novel »2009]

Rewolucje - series [Mateusz Skutnik], new volume: Na morzu PL

Sherlock Holmes & Les Vampires de Londres - series [Sylvain Cordurié, Vladimir "Laci" Krstic »2010], volume 2: Tome 2 (untitled)

The Seven [Chris Gutierrez, Tess Fowler, 7"issues]

The Sixth Gun [Cullen Bunn, Brian Hurtt, ongoing series]

The Sons of Liberty [Alexander Lagos, Joseph Lagos, Steve Walker]

Triple Realm - series »1994, new volume: The Ruffer & the Highwayman [Stephen Hunt, Andrew Tolley, based on the short story]

Tyrannosaurus West [Silent Devil Productions]

Uchronia - series [Jerome Felix, Alex "Kram" Crampon-Tourcoing »2004], volume 2: Le retour de Tome Topelius FR

The Visionnaire [Ulf Imwiehe, Dario Carrasco Jr.]

Waterloo 1911 - series [Thierry Gloris, Emiliano Zarcone »2008], volume 2: Welly, le petit FR

X-Men - series [various »1996], new volume: Astonishing X-Men: Ghost Boxes [Warren Ellis, Alan Davis, Olivier Copiel, 2 issues]

Aquanef - miniatures game [Matthew Hartley, Steve Blease]

Battle Site Zero - RPG [Mark Ryberg]

Brimsteam - LARP [Ryan Alin, Kaz Stine, Phil Ferrara, Nick Trombinio]

Cthulhu by Gaslight - RPG [William A. Barton »1986], new supplements: Cthulhu Britannica: Folklore [James "Grim" Desborough], Shiva in Silvered Glass [Kevin Ross]

Fantapunk - RPG [Marcos Archanjo] PT
- Fantom Empires - series of gamebooks [Jon Sutherland, Gary Chalk »2005], new volumes: Her Majesty's Tank Hercules, The Mask of Malhotep, The Plague Masters, The Case of the Hertfordshire Leopard
- Fellowship of the White Star - RPG, d20 campaign [Victor Long et al. »2009], new volumes: Professor Gordan's Grimoire
- Forgotten Futures - RPG [Marcus L. Rowland »1993], new supplement: FF11: Planets of Peril
- Girl Genius GURPS - RPG [Phil & Kaja Foglio, based on the comics »2001]
- Gnemo - card game [Mark Ryberg, Tom Kidd, based on the setting »2000]
- Hive, Queen and Country - RPG, system FAST [Terry Sofian]
- Katana: Samurai Steampunk - RPG, system Savage Worlds, system M&M Superlink [Sean Preston]
- Machina Obscura: A Steampunk Adventure - RPG [Florian Liedtke]
- Machyna - RPG, system Zen [Katherine H., Del E.]
- Newsies and Pickpockets - RPG [Miguel de Luis]
- Nochnaja Ohota - board game [13 Rentgen] RU
- ShOSA: Super-Heroes of Steam-Punk Age - RPG [Jarosław Kopec] PL
- Space 1889: Red Sands - RPG campaign, system Savage Worlds [William Reger, Tony Lee, conversion]
- Skruszone Krainy - RPG [Shakaras] PL
- SpirosBlaak - RPG, system d20 »2003], new supplement: SpirosBlaak Technology [Steven Trustrum]
- Steam 1888 - RPG, system Saga [Tomas Arfert, Johan Danforth] SE
- Tekronicum - RPG [Piotr 'Jagmin' Rasiński] PL
- A Touch of Evil: The Supernatural Game - board game [Jason C. Hill]
- Transylvania - RPG scenario [Mahyar Shakeri] FR
- Triangulis - RPG [Łukasz Gad, Michał Mikolajczyk, Sławomir Zarzecki, Karol Grębski] PL
- Victoriana - RPG »2003], new supplements: Faces in the Smoke, Jewel of the Empire [Walt Ciechanowski], War of the Worlds [James "Grim" Desborough]
- Wolsung: Magia Wieku Pary - RPG [Artur Ganszyniec, Maciej Sabat], new supplements: Lypose: Miasto, Mgl, Maszyna; Almanach Nadzwyczajny: niezbędnik Damy i Dzentelmena; W pustyni i w puszcz
- Aetheria - MOOG [Ed Falconer, Traith]
- Air: Aerial Steampunk Online RPG - MOOG [Matthew Gray et al.]
- Aqua: Naval Warfare - [Games Distillery, Microsoft]
- Clockwork Symphony - MOOG [The Clank Crew]
- Dark Cloud - series [Level 5, SCEA »2000], new volume: Dark Cloud 3 JP
- Echo Bazaar - MOOG [Failbetter Games]
- Gatheryn - MOOG [MindFuse]
- Inquisitor: The Samael's Book - [Openoko Entertainment] PL
- Me and My Airship - [Joel Moktar]
- Metronome [Team Tarsier] SE
- Mitalwar [Ateliers Futurn] FR
- Nostalgia no Kaze (Nostalgia) [Ignition, Tecmo, Red Ent.] JP
- Pervagus - MOOG [Jake Woodbury]
- Ravensdale [Spellbound]
- Recoil: Retrograd (Urban Mysteries) [ZeitGuyz]
- Shades of Violet [Fly Games, Haini]
- SteamFront - MOOG [Brandon Harris] KO
- SteamPunk Online - MOOG [anonymous]
- A Vampyre Story 2: A Bat's Tale [Autumn Moon, Crimson Crow]
- Westlands: Age of Steam - MOOG [(Re)Animation GDS] RU
- Zombie Waaras [Pastel Games] PL
- Circumnavigator - LP [Escape the Clouds]
- The Deadeye Kid - series of online audio dramas [Julie Hoverson »2008], new episodes: Haunting Melody
- The First Men In The Moon - radio play [Mark Gatiss, Damon Thomas, based on the novel by H.G. Wells]
- Narval - band [Vincent, Jocelin et al.], record: Steamwalkers and Ashes [LP]
### The Pirates of Penzance - opera [W.S. Gilbert, Arthur Sullivan, adapt. Ian Field, Grahame Jeerb]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>20,000 Leagues Under the Sea: Captain Nemo</strong></td>
<td>[McG, Randall Wallace]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Adventures of Luther Arkwright</strong></td>
<td>[Sophie &amp; Kevin Patrick, based on the comics]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **Un Conte de la Voie Ferraille**                       | [animation [Mael le Mee, Aurelien Police]]                                  | FR
| **The Left Hand of Darkness**                          | [Guillermo del Toro]                                                         |
| **Mark Twain's Greatest Adventure: It's a Matter of Time** | [Verne Nobles]                                                              |
| **Nemo**                                               | [Christophe Gans, Mathieu Lauffray]                                         | FR
| **Realms of Copper and Steel**                         | [animation [Nicholas Anderson]                                              |
| **Shanghai Dawn**                                      | [?, sequel to Shanghai Noon »2000]                                          |
| **Transylvania**                                       | - TV series [Stephen Sommers], spin-off to the movie Van Helsing            |
| **Les Tribulations de Karl Blanchard**                 | - series [Thomas Lesourd, Benjamin Salley »2007], volume 2: Le Mystère de l'Horloge Pariente | FR
| **Zeppelin**                                           | - animation [Igor-Alban Chevalier, John Williams, Vanguard Films]           |
| **A vos Souhaits**                                     | [Fabrice Colin, sequel to A vos Amours »2000]                               | FR
| **Black Lord**                                         | [Vincent Bruegge, Ronan Toulohoit]                                          | FR
| **BloodHound**                                         | [Jean-Christophe Deveney, Tregis]                                           | FR
| **Construct Mechanus**                                  | [Christopher Shy, Keith Arem, based on the RPG »2002]                       |
| **DC Elseworlds**                                      | - series [various »1989], volumes: Batman: Aces High, Jokers Wild [Chris Weston] |
| **Edgar Rice Burroughs'A Princess of Mars**            | [Dan Taylor, Ted McKeever, 5 issues]                                        |
| **Frankenstein: Overdrive**                            | [Steve Niles, Milix]                                                         |
| **The Gunslinger and the Clockwork Girl**              | - online strip [Doyle]                                                      |
| **Moonshine**                                          | [Dan Curtis Johnson, Jeff Johns]                                            |
| **The Risk Society**                                   | - series [Andrew Watson, Paul Davidson], volume 1: The Morpheus Stones      |
| **Terra Exodus**                                       | - online strip [Otto Uhrwerk van Germain]                                   |
| **Les Tribulations de Karl Blanchard**                 | - series [Gabriel Quesnel, based on the series of movies], volume 1: Le Télésostéen | FR
| **WarMachine: Chronicles**                             | [Rob Baxter, Matt Wilson, Logan Lubera, 3 issues, based on the miniatures game »2003] |
| **The Wonderverse**                                    | - series [Jona & Jason Kottler, Raine Szramski »2003], volume 2: Legends    |
| **Arcanum: Kolonizacja**                               | - LARP [BBRI-5, based on the computer game]                                | RU
| **City of Clocks**                                     | - RPG, system d20 [James Kneivitt]                                          |
| **Cloudships of Iron**                                 | - miniatures game [Balin DeLoach]                                           |
| **Construct Mechanus: 101 Clockwork and Magical Prosthetics** | - RPG supplement [Philip J Reed]                                          |
| **Deadlands Reloaded**                                 | - RPG »2006], Dime Novels: Fear No Evil [Jens Rushing], O Pandora [Jens Rushing] |
| **God Save the Queen**                                 | - RPG [Pawel Marcisz]                                                       | PL
| **Silur**                                               | - RPG [Hubert "Saise" Spala]                                                | PL
| **Spacebuckler**                                       | - RPG, system d20 [Mike Martinez], supplements: Blades and Broadsides [Christian MacLeod], The Great Work [Andrew L. Montgomery], Mysteries of Venus [John LeMaire] |
| **Zero Zero**                                          | - RPG, system d20 [Mark Ricketts, Bryan Talbot, based on the comics The Adventures of Luther Arkwright] |
| **Deadlands**                                          | - Headfirst, based on the RPG                                               |
| **Dreadnought**                                        | [Ocean Software, 1996]                                                      |
| **Edge of Twilight**                                   | [Fuzzyeyes Studio, 2009]                                                    |
| **Nightmare Creatures 3: Angel of Darkness**           | [Ubisoft, Kalisto »1997]                                                    |
| **SLC Steampunk**                                      | [Ted Choc, Chris Patton, Miles Thomason]                                    |
| **SteamPunkOnline**                                    | - online game [Eliia, Kristof]                                              |

---
ANNUAL NUMBER OF TITLES* (STEAMPUNK + DIESELPUNK)

The first use of the term DIESELPUNK

The first use of the term STEAMPUNK

* New titles/series-lines only. For sequels, spin-offs and follow-ups add approx. 100%.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Authors/Contributors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1977</td>
<td>Wizards</td>
<td>animation [Ralph Bakshi]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1978</td>
<td>The Devils of D-Day</td>
<td>[Graham Masterton]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980</td>
<td>The Night Boat</td>
<td>[Robert R. McCammon]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1981</td>
<td>Indiana Jones</td>
<td>- series [Steven Spielberg, George Lucas], volumes: Raiders of the Lost Ark [Steven Spielberg, George Lucas, Philip Kauffman, 1981], Indiana Jones and the Temple of Doom [Steven Spielberg, George Lucas, 1984], Indiana Jones and the Last Crusade [Steven Spielberg, George Lucas, Menno Meyjes, 1989], Indiana Jones and the Kingdom of the Crystal Skull [Steven Spielberg, David Koepp, Jeff Nathanson, 2008]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The Keep</td>
<td>[F. Paul Wilson]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1982</td>
<td>Saint Germain</td>
<td>- series [Chelsea Quinn Yarbro, more ep. »S-1981], volumes: Renewal [1982], Tempting Fate [1982], Midnight Harvest [2003]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The Rocketeer</td>
<td>[Dave Stevens, 8 issues 1982-1995]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1984</td>
<td>Nineteen Eighty-Four</td>
<td>[Michael Radford, based on the novel by George Orwell]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1985</td>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>[Terry Gilliam, Tom Stoppard, Charles McKeown]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cloudbusting</td>
<td>- music video, song by Kate Bush [Julian Doyle]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### 1987

- **Blackhawk** - series [Howard Chaykin], volumes: *Blood & Iron* [1987], *Red Snow* [1988], *Iron Dreams & Bloody Murder* [1988]
- **Arkham Horror** - board game [Charlie Krank, Richard Launius, Sandy Petersen, Lynn Willis, based on *Call of Cthulhu* RPG], remake: *Arkham Horror* [Kevin Wilson, Richard Launius, 2005], expansions: *Dunwich Horror* [Kevin Wilson, Richard Launius, 2006], *Curse of the Dark Pharaoh* [Robert Vaughn, 2006], *The King in Yellow* [Kevin Wilson, Robert Vaughn, 2007], *Kingsport Horror* [Kevin Wilson, Richard Launius, 2008], *The Black Goat of the Woods* [Daniel Clark, Kevin Wilson, Michael Hurley, Tim Uren, 2008], *Innsmouth Horror* [Kevin Wilson, Richard Launius, 2009]

### 1988

- **Smooth Criminal** - music video, song by Michael Jackson [Colin Chilvers]
- **The Domination** - series [S.M. Stirling], volumes: *Marching Through Georgia* [1988], *Under the Yoke* [1989]
- **Rocket Ranger** [Cinemaware]

### 1989

- **Express Yourself** - music video, song by Madonna [David Fincher]
- **The Wolf’s Hour** [Robert R. McCammon]

### 1990

- **WerewolfSS** [Jerry & Sharon Ahern]

### 1991

- **The Rocketeer** [Joe Johnston, Danny Bilson, Paul De Meo, based on the comics]
- **The Rocketeer** [Atari, NovaLogic, based on the movie]

### 1993

- **Indiana Jones and the Sky Pirates** [Martin Caidin]
- **Kishin Heidan** [Masaki Yamada]

1994

The Shadow [Russell Mulcahy, David Koepp, based on the comics]
Nevermore [William Hjortsberg]

1995

Believe - music video, song by Elton John [Marcus Nispel]
La Cite des Enfants Perdus [Jean-Pierre Jeunet, Marc Caro, Gilles Adrien]
Doc Sidhe [Aaron Allston], sequel: Sidhe-Devil [2001]
Air Power: Battle in the Skies [Rowan Software, Mindscape]
Prisoner of Ice [Chaosium, Infogrames]

1996

I Biplani di D'Annunzio [Luca Masali]
Broken Axis [Ted Nomura, Ben Dunn]
Dieselpunk Chronology

**Mythos** - CCG [Charlie Krank, based on Call of Cthulhu RPG], expansions: Expeditions of Miskatonic University [1996], Cthulhu Rising [1996], Legends of the Necronomicon [1996], The Dreamlands [1997], New Aeons [1997]


**1997**


Podbój księżyca [Przemysław Truściński, Michał Jabłoński] PL

**1998**

**Dark City** [Alex Proyas, Lem Dobbs, David S. Goyer]

Die Flut - music video, song by Joachim Witt & Peter Heppner [Philipp Stolzl] GE

Nick Fury: Agent of S.H.I.E.L.D. [Rod Hardy, David S. Goyer]

Socialdemokraten auf dem Monde [Ronald M. Hahn] GE


**Mysterious Earth** - RPG, system Shadow Bindings [Joseph Teller]

Grim Fandango [LucasArts]

**1999**


**Dusted** - music video, song by Leftfield feat. Roots Manuva [W.I.Z.]


### 2000

**Fade** [Eugenio Mira]

**Kaze o Mita Shonen (The Boy Who Saw the Wind)** - animation [Kazuki Omori, Shu Narijima]  

**Sturmvoigel** a.k.a. **Komandos verhnen mira** [Andrey Lazarchuk] RU

**Crimson Skies Preview** [Howard Chaykin, David Tischman, Brian Ching, based on the computer game]

**Gigantor** [Ted Nomura, Ben Dunn, David Hutchison, 12 issues 2000-2001]


**Agharta: The Hollow Earth** [Stefan Gadnell, Anders Backman, AniWare, IQ Media]

**Crimson Skies** [Zipper Interactive, Microsoft, based on the board game]. Xbox conversion: Crimson Skies: High Road to Revenge [FASA, Microsoft, 2003]

**The Mummy** [Konami, Universal, Rebellion, based on the movie]

**Ring of Red** [Konami] JP

**Sky Gunner** [Sony] JP

**Walking Together On The Yellow Brick Road** - radio drama [Chiaki J. Konaka, based on the TV series The Big O] JP

### 2001

**Constant Payne** - animation [Micah Wright]

**It's Not The End of the World?** - music video, song by Super Furry Animals [Laurent Nicolas, David Nicolas]


**Ministry of Space** [Warren Ellis, Chris Weston, 3 issues 2001-2004]

**Neoronauts** [Gordon Rennie, Frazer Irving, 9 ep.]

**Obergeist: Ragnarok Highway** [Dan Jolley, Tony Harris, 6 issues 2001], prequel: Obergeist: The Empty Locket [1 issue 2002]


**Sky Gunner** [anonym., based on the computer game, online strip, 4 ep.] JP

**Adventure!** - RPG, system Storyteller [Greg Stolze, Warren Ellis et al.]

**Gear Krieg** - RPG, system Silhouette [James Maliszewski, based on the miniatures game], supplements: Superscience [Alex Rhodes, Marc-Alexandre Vezina et al., 2001], Heroes &

Luft Krieg - miniatures game [Chris Hartford, Marc-Alexandre Vezina, based on the miniatures game Gear Krieg], supplements: Luft Krieg Companion [Marc-Alexandre Vezina, Chris Hartford, 2002]

Mars & Venus at War - RPG, system QAGS [Kevin Butler, Leighton Connor]


Progear no Arashi [CAVE, Capcom] JP


2002


Stargate SG-1 - TV series [more ep. >5-1999], episodes: Meridian [Will Waring, Robert C. Cooper, 2002], Shadow Play [Peter DeLuise, Joseph Mallozzi, Paul Mullie, 2002]


Pumpkin Scissors [Ryoutarou Iwanaga, ongoing series 2002-...].JP

Children of the Sun: A Dieselpunk Fantasy - RPG [Dan Ross, Lewis Pollack]

Pulp Heroes - RPG, d20 supplement [David Noonan]

Rugged Adventures - miniatures game [Kurt Hummitzsch, Robert Murch], supplements: The United States Rocket Corps [2003], Pulp Tools of the Trade [2006]

Shades of Earth - RPG, system Iridium [William Corrie III]

BloodRayne [Terminal Reality, Majesco]

Iron Storm [4x Studio, Wanadoo], PS2 conversion: World War Zero [Rebellion, Wanadoo, 2004]

Syberia [Benoit Sokal, Microids], sequel: Syberia II [2004]

Kombinat: Ostatni koncert Republiki - stage musical [Wojciech Kościołniak, Grzegorz Ciechowski]

2003

Animatrix: A Detective Story - animation [Shinichiro Watanabe, Manjio Ooshio]

Last Exile - animated TV series [Koichi Chigira, 26 ep.]

Paolo Parente's Dust - setting for miniatures games [Paolo Parente, Christopher "mink" Morrison, Guglielmo Yau], supplements: Sourcebook [2005], Axis Sketchbook [2005]

Paradigm Noise [Hiroki Taniguchi, based on the TV series The Big O]

La piel fria [Albert Sánchez Piñol] CT

The Adventures of Mia [Enrico Casarosa, 2 issues 2003-2004]


Robur - series [Randy & Jean-Marc Lofficier, Gil Formosa], volumes: De la Lune a la Terre [2003], 20,000 Ans sous les Mers [2004], Voyage au centre de la Lune [2005]

Sillage - series [Jean-David Morvan, Philippe Buchet, more ep. »S-2000], volumes: Artifices [2003]


Crimson Skies: Collectable Miniatures Game [WizKids, based on the computer game]

Crimson Sky Privateers - card game [Lloyd Krasner, based on the board game]

GURPS Weird War II - RPG [Kenneth Hite, William H. Stoddard]

Luftwaffe 1946 - RPG [Jonathan M. Thompson, Michael Scott, based on the comics]

Pulp Zombies - supplement for All Flesh Must Be Eaten RPG [Jeff Tidball, James Lowder]


Air Rush [Akella, Interactive Vision]

Battlefield 1942: Secret Weapons of WWII [Electronic Arts, Digital Illusions]

2004

Rex Steele: Nazi Smasher - animation [Alexander Woo, Matt Peters, Bill Presing, Dan Blank, based on the comics]

Sky Captain and the World of Tomorrow [Kerry Conran]

The Arcanum [Thomas Wheeler]

Sky Captain and the World of Tomorrow [Kevin J. Anderson, based on the screenplay]

Wojna runów [Marcin Mortka]

Captain Gravity and the Power of the Vril [Joshua Dysart, Sal Velluto, 6 issues 2004-2005]

Captain Spectre and the Lightning Legion [Tom Floyd, online strip 2004-...]

Crypto - series [Philippe Menvielle, Olivier Martin], volumes: Mokélé Membé [2004], Kraken [2005], Sasquatch [2006]

Fables - series [Bill Willingham, Mark Buckingham], volumes: War Stories [2004], War Stories dansant [2004], Vlad [2006], Les trois singes [2007]

Kangchoele Daeji (Another World War II) [Hyo-Seop Moon]

The Light Brigade [Peter Tomasi, Peter Snejbjerg, 4 issues]

Paolo Parente’s Dust - series [Paolo Parente, Christopher "mink" Morrison, based on the setting], volumes: Kosha [2 issues 2004-2005, reprinted as Paolo Parente’s Dust 2 issues 2007]

Adventures in Science - RPG [Vincent Diakuw]

Against the Reich! - RPG, system OctaNe [Paul Elliott]


Lemuria - RPG, system d20 Modern [Anders Blixt, Krister Sundelin]

Steampunk Mafia - RPG, system RED 8 [Jay Steven Anyong]


**Flying Legion Air Combat Challenge** [Blitz DS Games, based on the movie **Sky Captain and the World of Tomorrow**]

**The Mummy: Animated Series** [Light and Shadow, Universal, based on the TV series]

---

**2005**

- **1942** [Kelvin Tong] **JP**
- **The Call of Cthulhu** [Andrew Leman, Sean Branney]
- **Pervye na lune** [Aleksandr Gonorovskij, Ramil Jamaleev] **RU**
- **Pervyj Otrjad** - music video, song by **Ligalize** [Daisuke Nakayama] **RU**
- **Schweine** - music video, song by **Glukoza** [Andrei Evdokimov] **RU**
- **Dogs of War: A Novel** [Steve Rutenbeck]
- **Fiends of the Eastern Front** - series [David Bishop, based on the comics], volumes: **Operation Vampyr** [2005], **The Blood Red Army** [2006], **Twilight of the Dead** [2006]. Spin-off: **Fiends of the Rising Sun** [2007]
- **The Guild of Specialists** - series [Joshua Mowll], volumes: **Operation Red Jericho** [2005], **Operation Typhoon Shore** [2006], **Operation Storm City** [2008]
- **Atomika** [Sal Abbinanti, Andrew Dabb, 12 issues 2005-...]
- **BattleHymn** [B. Clay Moore, Jeremy Haun, 5 issues 2005]
- **Common Foe** [Keith Giffen, Shannon Eric Denton, Jean-Jacques Dzialowski, Federico Dallocchio, 5 issues 2005-2007]
- **Eden** - series [Herman Cabrera, François Maret], volumes: **La descente de Zanoo** [2005], **Balade céleste** [François Maret, 2006] **FR**
- **Lost Squad** [Chris Kirby, Alan Robinson, 6 issues 2005-2007]
- **Ronces** - series [Jean-David Morvan, Nesmo], volumes: **Racines électriques** [2005], **Fleurs de néons** [2007] **FR**
- **Top 10: The Forty-Niners** [Alan Moore, Gene Ha]
- **U-29** [Rotomago, Florent Calvez] **FR**
- **Wondercity: Il College Delle Avventure** - series [Giovanni Gualdoni], volumes: **Il Talento di Roary** [Giovanni Gualdoni, Stefano Turconi, 2005], **Un'ombra sul collegio** [Giovanni Gualdoni, Graziano Barbaro, 2006], **Il fuoco del drago** [Giovanni Gualdoni, Ettore Gula, 2006], **Terra alla Terra** [Giovanni Gualdoni, Stefano Turconi, 2006], **L'Uomo Elettrostatico** [Giovanni Gualdoni,
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Alessandro Bilotta, Stefano Turconi, Vincenzo Cucca, 2006], **L'Ultimo Doge** [Giovanni Gualdoni, Teresa Radice, Stefano Turconi, Graziano Barbaro, 2007], **Special Arktik No 0: I Talenti** [anthology, 2006] IT


**Pulp Era** - RPG [Michael Smith, Jon Richardson]

**Pulp Hero** - RPG, system Hero [Steven S. Long], supplements: **The Golden Idol of Sukral** [Steven S. Long, 2005], **Pulp Heroes, Volume I: The Raven and the Midnight Brigade** [Steven S. Long, 2005], **Pulp Heroes, Volume II: Captain Battle and the Science Police** [Steven S. Long, 2005], **Masterminds And Madmen** [Rob Hudson, 2005], **Thrilling Places** [Rob Hudson, 2006], **Thrilling Hero Adventures** [Steven S. Long, 2009]

**Atlantis** [Big Fish Studios], sequel: **Atlantis Sky Patrol** [2006]

**Call of Cthulhu: Dark Corners of the Earth** [Headfirst, Bethesda Softworks, 2K Games]

**Shadow Hearts** - series [Sacnoth, more ep. »S-1999«], volumes: **Shadow Hearts: From The New World** [Nautilus, Aroz, 2005] JP


### 2006

**Ain't No Other Man** - music video, song by **Christina Aguilera** [Bryan Barber]

**Counting 5-4-3-2-1** - music video, song by **Thursday** [Artificial Army]

**Der Soldat** [Ron MacLellen]

**Elephants Dream** - animation [Bassam Kurdali, Pepijn Zwanenburg, Andreas Goralczyk, Ton Roosendaal]

**Horror of War** [Peter John Ross, John Whitney, Philip R. Garrett]

**Like U Crazy** - music video, song by **Mates of State** [Robert Schober]


**The Spider & the Fly** [Ron MacLellen]

**SS Doomtrooper** [David Flores, Berkeley Anderson]

**Devil Summoner: Kuzunoha Raidou tai Shibito Ekishi** [Osamu Kabuki, based on **Shin Megami Tensei: Devil Summoner** computer games] JP

**Frankenstein: The Shadow of Frankenstein** [Stefan Petrucha]

**Retro Pulp Tales** [anthology, ed. Joe R. Lansdale], follow-up: **Son of Retro Pulp Tales** [ed. Joe R. Lansdale, Keith Lansdale]

**Shadows in the Mist** [Brian Moreland]

**Shamballah** [Artur Szrejter] PL

**Abra Cadaver: The Afterlife Adventures of Harry Houdini** [Dwight L. MacPherson, Mr. Exes, 4 issues 2006-...]

**Grunts** [Keith Giffen, Shannon Eric Denton, Matt Jacobs, 3 issues 2006-2007]

**Łódź podwodna** [Alim Vigelov] PL

**War of the Undead** [Bryan Johnson, Walter Flanagan, preview + 3 issues 2006-2007]


**Cold City** - RPG [Malcolm Craig], supplements: **The Dossier** [Malcolm Craig, Paul Bourne, 2007]

**Hollow Earth Expedition** - RPG [Jeff Combs], supplements: **Secrets of the Surface World** [Jeff Combs et al., 2007], **Mysteries of the Hollow Earth** [Jeff Combs et al., 2009]

**Tannhäuser** - board game [William Grosselin], supplements: **Opération Novgorod** [2007], **Deadalus** [2008] FR

**Zombieskrieg 848** - miniatures game [Steve Blease, Matthew Hartley]


**Iron Grip** - series [IstoX], volumes: **The Oppression** [Half Life 2 mod, 2006], **Warlord** [Quake III conversion, 2008], expansion: **The Winter Offensive** [2008]
2007

Anna - music video, song by Koridor [Maksim Rozhkov] RU
La Antena [Esteban Sapir] ES
Code Guardian - animation [Marco Spilito]
Coupé Court [Pascal Chind] FR
Dam Wars [Henry v. Keiper]
Der Goldene Nazivampir von Absam 2 - Das Geheimnis von Schloß Kottlitz [Lasse Nolte] GE
Honking Antelope - music video, song by Serj Tankian [Roger Kupelian]
Inwestuj tam, gdzie wiesz - commercial of PKO/Credit Suisse [Kot Przybora], sequel: Specjaliści od długoterminowych inwestycji [2007] PL
Madame Tutli-Putli - animation [Chris Lavis, Maciek Szczerbowski]
Never Walk Alone... A Call To Arms - music video, song by Megadeth [anonym]
Perfect Creature [Glenn Standring]
The Soldier [Shaun Robert Smith]
Tin Man - TV series [Nick Willing, Craig Van Sickle, Steven Long Mitchell, based on the novel The Wonderful Wizard of Oz by Frank Baum, 3 ep. 2007]
Werewolf Women of the SS [Rob Zombie, fake trailer of the movie Grindhouse]
You're Not Alone - music video, song by Saosin [Popcore]
The Adventures of the Scarlet Shroud [Chris & William Carney, collection]
Blue Devil Island [Stephen Mark Rainey]
A Dark and Deadly Valley [anthology, ed. Mike Heffernan]
Double Danger Tales - series [anthology, ed. Ron Hanna], volumes: Doctor Satan & The Black Bat [2007]
The Eternal Warrior [Tim Jones], prequel: The Wandrian [2007]
HebrewPunk [collection, Lavie Tidhar]
Impossible Territories: An Unofficial Companion to The League of Extraordinary Gentlemen - Black Dossier [Jess Nevins, online, based on the comics]
30 Days of Night: Red Snow [Ben Templesmith, 3 issues 2007-..]
The Clockwork Girl [Sean O’Reilly, Kevin Hanna, Grant Bond, 4 issues 2007-2008]
The Immortal Iron Fist - series [Ed Brubaker, Matt Fraction, more ep. »S-2006], volumes: Annual #1 [Ed Brubaker, Matt Fraction, Dan Brereton, Howard Chaykin, 2007]
Lawa [Piotr Kowalski, Rafal Gosieniecki] PL
**Dieselpunk Chronology**

- **The League of Extraordinary Gentlemen** - series [Alan Moore, Kevin O'Neill, more ep. »S-1999], volumes: **Black Dossier** [2007]
- **The Mummy: The Rise & Fall Of Xango's Ax** [Joshua Jabcuga, Stephen Mooney, movie prequel, 4 issues 2008-...]
- **Night Owls** - online strip [Peter Timony, Robert Timony, 2007-...]
- **The Overman** [Scott Reed, Shane White, 5 issues 2007-...]
- **Les Portes de Shamballah** - series [Axel Mazur, Cyril Romano, Pierre Taranzano], volumes: **L'Aube Dorée** [2007], **Ordo Templis Orientis** [2008] **FR**
- **Smoke City** - series [Mathieu Mariolle, Benjamin Carré], volumes: **Tome 1** [2007] **FR**
- **Smuggling Spirits** [Ben Fisher, Mike Henderson, online strip, 105 ep. 2007]
- **Tin Man** [Stuart Moore, SiJu Thomas, based on the TV series]
- **Battleground Weird War II** - miniatures game [Brian Cottrell]
- **Boomtown Planet: Saturday Edition** - RPG [Rich Parkinson]
- **Dust** - board game [Sparticaco Albertarelli, Angelo Zucca, based on the setting **Paolo Parente's Dust**]
- **Legacy of Justice** - RPG, system M&M Superlink [Fred Graves, Jon Gibbons]
- **Spirit of the Century** - RPG, system Fate [Fred Hicks, Rob Donoghue, Leonard Balsera]
- **UFO Interception** - series of miniatures games [MAJIC Miniatures], volumes: **Roswell 1947** [2007], **Rhineland 1945** [2008]
- **Aurora: The Secret Within** [BluMial Studios, Lexicon Ent.]
- **BioShock** [2K Games], sequel: **BioShock 2** [2010]
- **Blazing Angels 2: Secret Missions of WWII** [Ubisoft]
- **Operation Darkness** [Success] **JP**
- **Robert D. Anderson & Das Erbe Cthulhus** [Homegrown, JoWooD] **GE**
- **War Front: Turning Point** [10TACLE Studios, CDV Software] **GE**
- **The Scarifiers** - series of audio dramas [Simon Barnard, Paul Morris], volumes: **The Nazad Conspiracy** [3 ep. 2007], **The Yule Lads** [1 ep. 2007], **Mr Crowley's Christmas** [1 ep. 2007], **The Devil of Denge Marsh** [3 ep. 2007], **For King and Country** [2008], **The Curse of the Black Comet** [2009]
- **Thermidor** - musical project [Jorge "J" Oliveira], records: **1929** [LP, 2007]

**2008**

- **Hour of Emptiness** - music video, song by **White Flame** [Timo Vuorensola]
- **Joheun Nam, Nappeun Nom, Isanghan Nom** (The Good, the Bad, the Weird) [Jee-woon Kim, Min-suk Kim] **KO**
- **K-20: Kajjin niju menso den** [Shimako Sato, based on the novel by So Kitamura, spin-off to comics **Niju-Menso no Musume**] **JP**
- **Kombajn** - commercial of **Olej Kujawski** [Iwo Zaniewski] **PL**
- **Niju-Menso no Musume** - animated TV series [Nobuo Tomizawa, Koichi Horikawa, based on the comics, 22 ep. 2008-... ] **JP**
- **Outpost** [Steve Barker, Rae Brunton]
- **The Sky Crawlers** - animation [Mamoru Oshii, Chihiru Ito, based on the novel] **JP**
- **Challenger** - series [Jeff Deischer], volumes: **The Winter Wizard** [2008]
- **Le commando des immortels** [Christophe Lambert] **FR**
- **The Explosionist** [Jenny Davidson]
- **K-20: Kajjin niju menso den** [So Kitamura, spin-off to comics **Niju-Menso no Musume**] **JP**
- **Pulp Heroes** - series [Wayne Reinagel], volumes: **More Than Mortal** [2008]
- **The Rook** - series [Barry Reese], volumes: **Volume One** [2008], **Volume Two** [2008], **The Bleeding Hells** [2008], **Volume Three** [2009], **Volume Four** [2009]
- **War Eagles** [Carl Macek, Merian C. Cooper]
- **Wybór** [Michał Gunia] **PL**
- **Ampney Crucis Investigates** - series [Ian Edginton, Simon Davis], volumes: **Vile Bodies** [6 ep. 2008]
Anna Mercury - series [Warren Ellis, Facundo Percio], volumes: **Prepare For Launch** [2008], *The Cutter* [#1-5, 2008-...]

La conquête de Mars - series [Grégory Jarry, Otto T.], volumes: **Le premier homme sur la lune** [2008], *Germania* [2008] **FR**

Corpus Hermeticum - series [various, more ep. »S-2009], volumes: **Les larmes du désert** [Mathieu Missoffe, Serge Fino, 2008] **FR**

Das Łódź - online strip [Rafał Bąkowicz, 2008-...] **PL**

Esperanto [Otto Gabos] **FR**

Four Eyes [Joe Kelly, Max Fiumara, 7 issues 2008-...]

Indiana Jones - series [various, based on the movies], volumes: **Indiana Jones and the Kingdom of the Crystal Skull** [Jackson Miller, Luke Ross, 2 issues], **Indiana Jones and the Tomb of the Gods** [Rob Williams, Steve Scott, 4 issues 2008-...]

Lohris des Dawnhills - series [Nori, Lylian, Dune], volumes: **Première Cantilène: Le Messager des Brumes** [2008] **FR**

El muerto d’Zabalaletta [Diego Agrimba, Dante Ginevra] **ES**

Marvel Noir - series [various], volumes: **X-Men Noir** [Fred Van Lente, Dennis Calero, 4 issues 2008-2009], **Spider-Man Noir** [David Hine, Fabrice Sapolsky, Carmine Di Giandomenico, 4 issues 2008-2009], **Daredevil Noir** [Alexander Irvine, Tom Coker, 4 issues 2009], **Wolverine Noir** [Stuart Moore, C.P. Smith, 4 issues 2009], **Luke Cage Noir** [Mike Benson, Adam Glass, Shawn Martinbrough, 4 issues 2009], **Punisher Noir** [Frank Tieri, Paul Azaceta, Tim Bradstreet, Antonio Fuso, 4 issues 2009], **X-Men Noir: Mark of Cain** [Fred Van Lente, Dennis Calero, 4 issues 2009-2010], **Spider-Man: Eyes Without a Face** [David Hine, Fabrice Sapolsky, Carmine Di Giandomenico, 4 issues 2009-2010], **Iron Man Noir** [Scott Snyder, Manuel Garcia, 4 issues 2010-...]

Moksha - series [Marco d’Amico, Roberto Ricci], volumes: **Frank** [2008] **FR**

Mutafukaz - series [Guillaume "Run" Renard, Bicargo], volumes: **It Came from the Moon!** [2008] **FR**

Resistance 2 #0 [Dan Abnett, Andy Lanning, C. P. Smith, based on the video game], prequel: **Resistance** [Mike Costa, Ramón Pérez, C.P. Smith, 6 issues 2009]

The Sadhu - series [various, more ep. »S-2006], volumes: **Wheel of Destiny** [Saurav Mohapatra, R. Manikandan, 5 issues 2008-...]

Tajemnica doktora Wolfa [Tomasz Truchan] **PL**


AE-WWII: Retro Sci-Fi - miniatures game [Darkson Designs], expansions: **Occult Expansion: Soldiers of the Shadow War** [2009]

Daring Tales of Adventure - series of RPG sourcebooks, system Savage Worlds [Paul "Wiggy" Wade-Williams], volumes: **To End All Wars and Chaos on Crete** [2008], **Web of the Spider Cult** [2008], **Treasure of the Templars** [2008], **The Talons of Lo-Peng** [2008], **Sky Pirates of the Caribbean** [2008], **The Palladium Peril** [2008], **The Twelfth Gate** [2008], **Terror of the Z-Bomb** [2008], **Island of Terror** [2009], **Kingdom of the Blood Gods** [2009], **The Hands of Kali** [2009], **Legacy of Tunguska** [2009], **The Devil's Chalice** [2009], **The Sword of Avalon** [2009], **The Sword of Avalon** [2009], **The Muramasa Curse** [2009], **Empire of the Black Pharaoh** [2009], **Savage Worlds Handbook: Perilous Places & Serious Situation** [2009]

GURPS Thaumatology: Age of Gold - RPG [Phil Masters]

LEGO: Indiana Jones - blocks [LEGO Group, based on the movies]


Ravaged Earth: The World of High Powered Pulp - RPG, system Savage Worlds [Eric Avedissian, Sean Preston]

Secrets of the Third Reich - miniatures game [Andy Cooper, Jim Bailey, John Bailey]

Tannhäuser: Field Ops - card game [Christophe Boelinger, based on the board game] **FR**

Dracula 3: La Voie du dragon [Kheops Studio, Microïds, more ep. »S-1999] **FR**

LEGO Indiana Jones: The Original Adventures [LucasArts, based on the blocks], sequels: **LEGO Indiana Jones 2: The Adventure Continues** [LucasArts, 2009]

On the Rain-Slick Precipice of Darkness [Hothead Games, Penny Arcade]

Senjo no Valkyria: Gallian Chronicles (Valkyria Chronicles) [WOW Entertainment, Sega] **JP**

The Sky Crawlers: Innocent Aces [Namco, based on the movie] **JP**
### 2009

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Game/Project</th>
<th>Developer/Author/Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dod Sno</strong> [Tommy Wirkola]</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Matrix of 1933</strong> [Sopmylo]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pervyj Otrjad (First Squad)</strong> - animation [Yoshiharu Ashino, Mihail Shpric, Aleksej Klimov, based on the music video]</td>
<td>RU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Reign of Death</strong> [Matthew Savage]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Suzy</strong> - music video, song by Caravan Palace [Jiwee]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Way It Was Meant To Be</strong> - commercial of Ilta-Sanomat [Magnus Renfors]</td>
<td>FI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ambergris</strong> - series [Jeff VanderMeer, more ep. »D-1996], volumes: Finch [2009]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Frankia</strong> [Jean-Luc Marcastel, 3 volumes 2009]</td>
<td>FR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lobster Johnson: The Satan Factory</strong> [Thomas E. Sniegoski, based on the comics Hellboy]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lwów</strong> [Andrzej Pilipiuk]</td>
<td>PL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Millennials</strong> - series [Sarah Jane Stratford], volumes: The Midnight Guardian [2009]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>New Amsterdam</strong> - series [Elizabeth Bear, more ep. »S-2007], volumes: Seven for a Secret [novella, 2009]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Obiekt R/W0036</strong> [Tomasz Bękowski]</td>
<td>PL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ofensywa szulerów</strong> [Jakub Ćwiek]</td>
<td>PL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Out of the Depths</strong> - online story [Andrew J. Wilson, 4 ep. 2009]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Queen of the Iron Sands</strong> [Scott Lynch, online story 2009-]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Resistance: The Gathering Storm</strong> [William C. Dietz, based on the video game]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Sisterhood of the Rose</strong> [Jim Marrs]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tales of the First Occult War</strong> [Kevin Cooney]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Wilczy Legion</strong> [Adam Przechrzta, expanded from the short story 2008]</td>
<td>PL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>World War of the Dead</strong> [Eric S. Brown]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>La Brigade Chimérique</strong> - series [Serge Lehman, Fabrice Colin, Gess], volumes: Tome I [2009], Tome II [2009]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The End League #9</strong> [Rick Remender, Ashley MacDonald]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Wave</strong> - series [various], volumes: Batman/Doc Savage Special [Brian Azzarello, Phil Noto, 2009], First Wave [Brian Azzarello, Rags Morales, 6 issues 2010-....]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ignition City</strong> [Warren Ellis, Gianluca Pagliarani, 5 issues 2009]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Marvels Project</strong> [Ed Brubaker, Steve Epting, 8 issues 2009-....]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sierpień</strong> [Rafał Bąkowicz]</td>
<td>PL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WheelJack Union</strong> - online strip [Mike Odum, 2009-....]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Adventurers: The Temple of Chac</strong> - board game [Frédéric Henry, Guillaume Blossier]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Bones of Chinatown</strong> - RPG supplement, system Savage Worlds [Dave Olson]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Incursion</strong> - miniatures game [Jim Bailey, based on the game Secrets of the Third Reich]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mauser Earth</strong> - miniatures game setting [Smart Max]</td>
<td>FR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WarsaW</strong> - RPG [Julien Heylbroeck]</td>
<td>FR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Guns of Icarus</strong> - online game [Muse Games]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Saboteur</strong> [Pandemic Studios, Electronic Arts]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stalin protiv Marsjan (Stalin vs. Martians)</strong> [BWF, DreamLore, N Game Studios]</td>
<td>RU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Wolfschanze II</strong> [City Interactive]</td>
<td>PL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Caravan Palace</strong> - musical project [Charles Delaporte, Arnaud Vial, Hugues Payen], records: Caravan Palace [LP, 2009]</td>
<td>FR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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2010

- 1945A [Ryan Nagata, George Edelman]
- Demony Leningrad [Adam Przechrta] PL
- Ghosts of Manhattan [George Mann]
- American Vampire [Scott Snyder, Stephen King, Rafael Albuquerque, ongoing series 2010-...]
- Block 109 [Vincent Bruegas, Ronan Touhoat] FR
- Turf [Jonathan Ross, Tommy Lee Edwards, 5 issues 2010-...]
- We Will Bury You [Brea & Zane Grant, Kyle Strahm, 4 issues 2010-...]
- Dark Void [Airtight Studios, Capcom], prequel: Dark Void Zero [Other Ocean Interactive, Capcom, NDS conversion]
- Mistbound - series [W!Games], games: Greed Corp [2010]

UPCOMING

- The 4th Reich [Shaun Roberts Smith, expanded version of The Soldier »2007]
- The Arcanum [Randall Wallace, based on the novel »2004]
- BioShock [Juan Carlos Fresnadillo, John Logan, based on the computer game]
- The Clockwork Girl - animation [Kevin Hanna, Sean O'Reilly, based on the comics »2007]
- Hardkor 44 - animation [Tomasz Bagiński, Łukasz Orbitowski, Tobiasz Piątkowski] PL
- Iron Sky [Timo Vuorenosla, Johanna Sinisalo]
- Lost Squad [Stephen St. Leger, James Mather, based on the comics »2005]
- Max Neptune and the Menacing Squid [John Garside, Colin Fleming, Jerry Renek]
- Outpost 2: Red Zone [Steve Barker]
- Project Arbiter [Michael Chance]
- Return to Castle Wolfenstein [Roger Avary, based on the computer game »2001]
- Sorsvonalak (Thelomeris) [Hatvani Balázs] HU
- Stone's War [Marko Mäkilaakso]
- Warren Lich [Shaun Rana, Ramin Chirazi]
- The Whisperer in Darkness [H.P. Lovecraft Historical Society]
- Worst Case Scenario [Richard Raaphorst, Bart Oosterhoorn, Miguel Tejada-Flores]
- Crazy Taylor [Anthony Stevens]
- Pulp Heroes - series [Wayne Reinagel »2008], new volumes: Khan Dynasty, Sanctuary Falls
- The Rook - series [Barry Reese »2008], new volumes: Claws of the Rook; Volume Five; Rabbit Heart
- Rosée de Feu [Xavier Mauméjean] FR
- The Snow Queen [Jenny Davidson, sequel to The Explosionist »2008]
- Athena Voltaire - series [Paul Daly, Steve Bryant »2002], new volume: Legend of Mu-King [4 issues]
- Chassix [William O'Neill]
- First Wave - series [various »2009], new volumes: Doc Savage [Paul Malmont, Howard Porter, ongoing series], The Spirit [Mark Schultz, Mortat, ongoing series]
- Marvel Noir - series [various »2008], new volumes: Weapon X Noir [Dennis Calero, 1 issue]
- Mercy [Steve Ahluquist, Kataryzna Wintersheim]
- Là où vont les morts - series [Jean-Pierre Pécou, Jovan] FR
- Paolo Parente's Dust - series [Paolo Parente, Christopher "mink" Morrison »2004, based on the setting], new volume: Dust Wars [Christopher "mink" Morrison, Davide Fabbri, Paolo Parente, 3 issues]
- Smoke City - series [Mathieu Mariolle, Benjamin Carré »2007], new volume: Tome 2 FR
- Time Bomb [Jimmy Palmiotti, Justin Gray, Paul Gulacy]
- War Eagles [Mark Finn, Alan Brooks]
- War of the Undead 2: Monster Holocaust [Bryan Johnson, Walter Flanagan]
- Warsaw [Pawel Nowakowski]
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Werewolf Women of the SS [Rob Zombie, Dave Hartman, based on the movie »2007]
Wondercity - CCG [Mabelle Sasso, GG Studio, based on the comics »2005] IT
The Zeppelin Age - RPG [Marcus Rowland]
Aeronauts - MMOG [JC Entertainment] KO
Dino D-Day - Half-Life 2 mod [Digital Ranch Interactive]
Spider-Man: Shattered Dimensions [Beenox, Activision]

CANCELLED

Automatons [Ed Solomon, Chris Matheson]
Noir - RPG [Bartosz Kubera, Michal Pliszka] PL
Lost Continents - MMOG [Keith Baker, John Blakely, VR1]

"War of the Worlds - Martian Tripod War Machines Attacking London" © Robert Czarny
EARLY TAKES

Wacko victorian fantasies.

**K.W. Jeter & Michael Berry, 1987**

Everything Jules Verne could have written.
Everything H.G. Wells should have written.
Everything A. Conan Doyle thought of but never published because it was too fantastic.

**Frank Chadwick, 1988**

TECHNOLOGICAL SCI-FI

How the past would have been different if the future had happened sooner.

**Douglas Fetherling**

Modern technology as depicted using an earlier form of technology.

**MobyGames**

Science fiction which has a historical setting (esp. based on industrialized, nineteenth-century society) and characteristically features steam-powered, mechanized machinery rather than electronic technology.

**Oxford English Dictionary**

A genre of literature, film or television that applies science fiction to historical periods to reimagine how technology might have developed differently and what that would have meant for society in general.

**Aaron Wherry**

Steampunk constitutes a special case among alternative histories, a science fiction subgenre that postulates a fictional event of vast consequences in the past and extrapolates from this event a fictional though historically contingent present or future.

**Steffen Hantke**

STEAMPUNK VS CYBERPUNK

Well, you know what cyberpunk is, right? Always takes place in some dark, dystopian FUTURE. Steampunk is similar to that in theory, except that it takes place in a dark, dystopian PAST.

**Disembodied_Brain**

Cyberpunk: "High-Tech Low-Life".
Steampunk: "Low-Tech High-Life".

**Anonymous**

RETROFUTURISM

Cyberpunk emerged as a genre that allowed writers to look forward - even if only 20 minutes into the future - while what I am calling retrofuturism represented a genre that allowed people to look backwards, examining older myths and fantasies against contemporary realities.

**Henry Jenkins**

Retro-futurism has been proven almost entirely wrong about future predictions. [...] And I suppose that one could argue steampunk’s been proven wrong also, but there's a difference of course, where retro-futurism, when it was created, didn't know that it was wrong, while steampunk, being created after the period it's set in, had always known to be wrong about their depictions, because those depictions have been of the past.

**Nick Ottens**
DEFINING STEAMPUNK

SPECULATIVE FICTION

Any sf... set in any version of the previous century from which entropy has been banned as a metaphorical governor of the alternate industrial revolution of choice.

John Clute

Steampunk is helping to bring us back to the days when the subgenre categories didn't matter so much and it was all just a big lurching conceptual mass of "weird fiction".

Stephen H. Segal

Steampunk is a re-envisioning of the past with the hypertechnological perceptions of the present. Unfortunately, most so-called "steampunk" is simply dressed-up, recreationary nostalgia: the stifling tea-rooms of Victorian imperialists and faded maps of colonial hubris.

Catastrophone Orchestra and Arts Collectiva

Victorian Steampunk is any work of modern Science Fiction which is: set in the Victorian-Edwardian period; imitates the style, themes, and content of Scientific Romance, Gothic horror, and Imperialist Adventure; and may use characters from those genres as well. Fantasy Steampunk is any Sci-Fi which combines elements of Fantasy and the Industrial Revolution, mixing magic and steam power.

Cory Gross

It's not as important to know what the time period was exactly like as it is to know what it WASN'T like.

Don F. Muchow

Steampunk is an entirely modern aesthetic born of disenchantment with the world-that-is and a desire to create an ephemeral world-that-never-was. It combines the Victorian, the modern, and the fantastic.

Sister Shuriken of Sweet Reason

AESTHETIC

Steampunk no longer examines context and history but now looks ironically at its own roots, tropes and cliches.

Michael Moorcock

I'm of the opinion that discussing steampunk as a genre or sub-genre is wrong-headed. Like rock and roll, steampunk is a style, not a substance: Jake Von Slatt "steampunked" a laptop; Tim Powers "steampunked" the time travel story in The Anubis Gates; Alan Moore and Kevin O'Neill did the same for superhero teams with The League of Extraordinary Gentlemen; and to bring our discussion back to rock and roll, Abney Park can be said to "steampunk" rock music.

Mike Perschon

The idea of steampunk as dark pseudo-Victorian fun.

Jeff VanderMeer

Steampunk uses the techniques of collage (change of context, crossover, mash-up, anachronism) to create new, enhanced versions of the 19th century, and to make them "cool" for contemporary audience.

Krzysztof Janicz
STEAMPUNK LINKS

ESSENTIALS

  http://voyagesextraordinaires.blogspot.com/2008/08/history-of-steampunk-part-i-from.html

- **Gothic Steam Phantastic**, by Jack Schlimazlnik [website, since 2003]
  http://www.xs4all.nl/~vanip/gsp/gsp.htm

- **Steampunk Central**, by Sarah O'Donoghue [website, 2000-2002, offline]
  http://www.geocities.com/sarahlegend
  http://www.angelfire.com/tv/sarahlegend

- **Steampunk Month on Tor.com**, by various [articles, 1-31 Oct 2009]

- **Steampunk Scholar**, by Mike Perschon [blog, since 21 Dec 2008]
  http://steampunkscholar.blogspot.com

- **Steampunk: Victorian Adventurers in a Past that Wasn't**, by Cory Gross [website, 2001-2007, offline]
  http://www.geocities.com/SoHo/9094/STEAM2.html

- **Steampunkopedia**, by Krzysztof Janicz [website, since 2006]
  http://republika.pl/steampunk/opedia.html

- **The Gatehouse**, by Nick Ottens [website, since 2008]
  http://www.ottens.co.uk/gatehouse/steampunk.php
  http://www.ottens.co.uk/gatehouse/dieselpunk.php

- **The Heliograph**, by Mike Grant [1996-1999]
  http://www.sottisier.co.uk/heliograph

- **Lost Continent Library Magazine**, ed. by Walter Bosley [2008-2009]
  http://lostcontinentlibrary.blogspot.com

- **The Primgraph**, ed. by Alesia Markstein & Saffia Widdershins [since 2008]
  http://primgraph.blogspot.com

  http://www.printedpoison.com

- **Steampunk Magazine**, ed. by Kate Khatib, Margaret P. Killjoy [since 2007]
  http://www.steampunkmagazine.com

- **Steampunk Tales**, ed. by Evelyn Kriete [since 2009]
  http://www.steampunktales.com

- **Utopies #1: Le Siecle de Jack**, ed. by Le Korrigan [2004]
  http://chrysopee.free.fr/Utopies/index_Utopies.php?art=Affiche_numer0&ID=1

  http://www.jimskipper.com/victoria

  http://www.thewillowsmagazine.com

- **Would That It Were**, ed. by Don F. Muchow [2000-2004, offline]
  http://www.wouldthatitwere.com

---

E-ZINES & ANTHOLOGIES

- **Dial P For Pulp!**, ed. by David Drage [podcast, since 2007]
  http://www.ironmammoth.talktalk.net/dialpforpulp/

- **The Drink Tank Presents: The Steampunk Issue**, ed. by Christopher J. Garcia [2005]

- **EgoPHobia #18 / Experiment: Steampunk**, ed. by Adrian Ioniță [2008]
  http://www.egophobia.ro/18/experiment.html

- **EgoPHobia #21 / Invitat: Steampunk**, ed. by Adrian Ioniță [2009]
  http://www.egophobia.ro/21/invitat.html

- **Exhibition Hall**, ed. by Christopher J. Garcia [since 2009]
  http://www.efanzines.com/ExhibHall

- **Gatehouse Gazette**, ed. by Nick Ottens [since 2008]
  http://www.ottens.co.uk/gatehouse/gazette

- **The Heliograph**, ed. by Mike Grant [1996-1999]
  http://www.sottisier.co.uk/heliograph

- **Lost Continent Library Magazine**, ed. by Walter Bosley [2008-2009]
  http://lostcontinentlibrary.blogspot.com

- **The Primgraph**, ed. by Alesia Markstein & Saffia Widdershins [since 2008]
  http://primgraph.blogspot.com

  http://www.printedpoison.com

- **Steampunk Magazine**, ed. by Kate Khatib, Margaret P. Killjoy [since 2007]
  http://www.steampunkmagazine.com

- **Steampunk Tales**, ed. by Evelyn Kriete [since 2009]
  http://www.steampunktales.com

- **Utopies #1: Le Siecle de Jack**, ed. by Le Korrigan [2004]
  http://chrysopee.free.fr/Utopies/index_Utopies.php?art=Affiche_numer0&ID=1

  http://www.jimskipper.com/victoria

  http://www.thewillowsmagazine.com

- **Would That It Were**, ed. by Don F. Muchow [2000-2004, offline]
  http://www.wouldthatitwere.com
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>URL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>Le Steampunk: Fantasie a vapore... ou néologisme de fantaisie?</em></td>
<td>Mr.C [Le Cafard Cosmique, 2005]</td>
<td></td>
<td>FR <a href="http://www.cafardcosmique.com/Le-Steampunk-de-Fantasy-a-vapeur">http://www.cafardcosmique.com/Le-Steampunk-de-Fantasy-a-vapeur</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Le Steampunk: Fantasie a vapore... ou néologisme de fantaisie?</em></td>
<td>Mr.C [Le Cafard Cosmique, 2005]</td>
<td></td>
<td>FR <a href="http://www.cafardcosmique.com/Le-Steampunk-de-Fantasy-a-vapeur">http://www.cafardcosmique.com/Le-Steampunk-de-Fantasy-a-vapeur</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
STEAMPUNK LINKS

- Victorian Supplement, by Jakar Nilson [Colonel Marbles' Miniatures Masterworks, 8 May 2004]
  http://marbles.fothersunite.com/vsf_men_1.html

  http://katedra.nast.pl/artykul/4153/W-krainie-parowej-rewolucji


ENCYCLOPAEDIC ENTRIES

- Steampunk, by Paul McFedries [Word Spy, 12 July 2002]
  http://www.wordspy.com/words/steampunk.asp

- Steampunk, by Jesse Sheidlower [SF Citations for OED]
  http://www.jessesword.com/sf/view/327

- What is Steampunk [Ether Emporium, definitions]
  http://etheremporium.pbworks.com/WhatgisSteampunk

PAPERS & PRESENTATIONS

- Industrial Evolution: Steampunk’s Predecessors and Present, by Rachel A. Bowser & Brian Croxall [conference paper, SLSA 2008]
  http://www.litsci.org/slsa08/slsa08-653.pdf

- Mutation and Innovation: Excess in Steampunk Fiction and the Presence of the Gothic, by Rebecca Onion [LX 2009]

- Steampunk Anime: Scientific Romances in the Land of the Rising Sun, by Cory Gross [Otafest 2009]

- Steampunk - the new Genre, by James Roy [Children's Book Council of Australia Conference, 2003]

- Le Steampunk: une machine littéraire à recycler le passé, by Jean-Jacques Girardot & Fabrice Méresté [Cycnos Vol.22 #1, 15 Nov 2006]
  http://revel.unice.fr/cycnos/document.html?id=472

- A Survey of Fireside Science Fiction, by Rod Bennett [Cornerstone Festival, 2004, offline]

ARTICLES

  http://www.neovictorianstudies.com

- The Semantics of Words & the Antics of Fashion: Addressing "Victorialism", by Ay-leen the Peacemaker [Beyond Victoriana, 7 March 2010]

- The age of steampunk, by Peter Bebergal [The Boston Globe, 26 Aug 2007]

- The (alternate) future of steampunk, by Natania Barron [The Aldersgate Cycle, 21 July 2009]

- Authority, Legitimacy, and Voice: Defining Steampunk, by Alexander Kraft [Datamancer, 2008]
  http://www.datamancer.net/Kraft-steampunk.htm

- Blowing Off Steam, by Catherynne M. Valente [Ecstatic Days, 28 Nov 2007]

- Bruce Sterling Interview, by Lon S. Cohen [Matrix, 22 May 2008]
  http://www.matrix-online.net/bsigma/website/matrixonline/Matrix_Features_7.aspx

- The Case for Steampunk Romance, by Heather Massey [Dear Author, 1 Sept 2009]
STEAMPUNK LINKS

- Clockworks and Carbon: The Fantastical Escapades of the Steampunk Aesthetic, by Kyshah Hell [Morbid Outlook, 2009]

- Countering Victoriorialism, by Jayme Goh [Silver Goggles, 7 March 2010]
  http://silver-goggles.blogspot.com/2010/03/countering-victoriorialism.html

- Defining Steampunk, by Nick Matthews [Nick's Musings, 12 Nov, 2009]

- DIY Tinkerers, the Steampunk Subculture, and a New Anthology, by Robert Bee [IroSF, 6 Aug 2008]
  http://www.irosf.com/q/zine/article/10446

- Does Steampunk Have Politics?, by Dru Pagliassotti [The Mark of Ashen Wings, 11 Feb 2009]
  http://drupagliassotti.com/2009/02/11/does-steampunk-have-politics

- Does Steampunk Have an Ideology?, by Dru Pagliassotti [The Mark of Ashen Wings, 13 Feb 2009]
  http://drupagliassotti.com/2009/02/13/does-steampunk-have-an-ideology

- An Electrodynamic Engineer's Primer, Russ Matthews [Eating My Words, 21 June 21 2007, offline]
  http://www.eatingmywords.org/2007/06/21/for-ease-of-use/

- Essai de typologie faisant appel à Roger Caillois, by Maitresinh [Club Renouvier: Gentlemen uchroniste, 1 Sept 2008] [FR]
  http://clubrenouvier.free.fr/SPIP/spip.php?article3


- "From the Wilds of America" - Analyzing the Idea of "British Colonial America" in Steampunk, by Ay-leen the Peacemaker [Tales of the Urban Adventurer, 26 June 2009]
  http://dmp.dreamwidth.org/1098.html

- In Defense of Victoriorialism, by Nick Ottens [The Gatehouse, 11 March 2010]
  http://www.ottens.co.uk/gatehouse/steampunk_articles-6.php

- The Intersection of Race and Steampunk: Colonialism’s After-Effects & Other Stories, from a Steampunk of Colour’s Perspective, by Jayme Goh [Racialicious, 24 Jun 2009]

- Komiks - ostatni bastion Verne'a?, by Krzysztof Janicz [Nautilus #21, May 2002, repr. Retrostacja] [PL]
  http://steampunk.republika.pl/bast01.html

- Lace Wars Sci-Fi?, by abdul666 [MCristoby by LaceW, 6 Sept 2007]


- The Mechanical Kingdom, by Cory Gross [Voyages Extraordinaires, 28 March 2010]
  http://voyagesextraordinaires.blogspot.com/2010/03/mechanical-kingdom.html

- The memories of our future: Steampunk in gaming, by Michael Thompson [Ars Technica, 28 May 2008]
  http://arstechnica.com/gaming/news/2008/05/steampunk-video-games.ars

- Möge der Dampf mit Euch sein, by Matthias Reppisch [Anduin #78, Nov 2002] [GE]

- The new urban fantasy. Same as the old urban fantasy?, by N.K. Jemisin [Ecstatic Days, 9 Dec 2009]

- Odjazdowy XIX wiek, Krzysztof Janicz [Retrostacja, 2003-2010] [PL]
  http://steampunk.republika.pl/defin01.html

- Of Alternate Nineteenth Centuries, by Nader Elhefnawy [IroSF, 3 July 2009]
  http://www.irosf.com/q/zine/article/10562

- On The Popularity of Steampunk, by Jeremiah Tolbert [Jeremiah Tolbert, 9 May 2008]
  http://www.jeremiahtolbert.com/on-the-popularity-of-steampunk
STEAMPUNK LINKS

- Pump Up The Volume: The Sound of Steampunk, by Kim Lakin-Smith [Matrix Online, 20 June 2008]
  http://www.matrix-online.net/bsfa/website/matrixonline/Matrix_Features_4.aspx

- Reclaiming the Machine: An Introductory Look at Steampunk in Everyday Practice, by Venetta Uye [Neo-Victorian Studies 1:1, Autumn 2008]

- The Roots of Steampunk, by Matthew Delman [Free the Princess, 5-30 April 2010]
  http://freetheprincess.blogspot.com/search/label/The Roots of Steampunk

- Steam Dream, by Sharon Steel [The Boston Phoenix, 19 May 2008]
  http://thephoenix.com/Article.aspx?id=61571

- Steaming Celuloid, by Martin McGrath [Matrix Online, 30 Jun 2008]
  http://www.matrix-online.net/bsfa/website/matrixonline/Matrix_Features_3.aspx

- Steampunk & Race, by Dru Pagliassotti [The Mark of Ashen Wings, 16 July 2009]
  http://drupagliassotti.com/2009/07/16/steampunk5race

- Steampunk & the Industrial Novel, by Dru Pagliassotti [The Mark of Ashen Wings, 12 May 2009]
  http://drupagliassotti.com/2009/05/12/steampunk-the-industrial-novel

- Steampunk a bitewniaki, by Urbik [Cytadela, 10 Jun 2007] PL

- SteamPunk: A List of Themes, Settings, and Devices, by EvilEgg [Writing.Com, 2007]
  http://www.writing.com/main/view_item/item_id/12491325SteamPunk5A5List5of5Themes

- Steampunk and VictorienTalism Assessed, by Ay-leen the Peacemaker [Beyond Victoriana, 14 March 2010]
  http://beyondvictoriana.com/2010/03/14/beyond-victoriana-17-5-steampunk-and-victorienTalism-assessed

- Steampunk’d, Or Humbug by Design, by Randy Nakamura [Design Observer, 7 July 2007]
  http://observatory.designobserver.com/entry.html?entry=7057

- Steampunk FAQ, by Cherie Priest [The Clockwork Century, 13 Sept 2009]
  http://theclockworkcentury.com/?p=302

- Steampunking Asia, by Ay-leen the Peacemaker [Beyond Victoriana, 22 March 2009]

- Steampunk Is The New Black, by Heather Massey [The Galaxy Express, 22 Sept 2008]
  http://www.thegalaxyexpress.net/2008/09/steampunk-is-new-black.html

- Steampunk: la SF dans le rétro, by Marc Madoura [Mauvais Genres, April 2002, offline] FR
  http://www.mauvaisgenres.com/steampunk.htm

  http://www.nytimes.com/2008/05/08/fashion/08PUNK.html

- Steampunk on MTV, by Cory Gross [Voyages Extraordinaires, 12 Oct 2008]
  http://voyagesextraordinaires.blogspot.com/2008/10/steampunk-on-mtv.html

- Steampunk: origines et histoire, by Barbara Morse [Territoires Alternatifs, Dec 2002, offline] FR
  http://calypsofactory.lautre.net/terraltern/zoom3/zoom3.htm

- Steampunk: Plateau or Catching Breath?, by Cory Gross [Voyages Extraordinaires, 12 June 2009]

  http://www.time.com/time/magazine/article/0,9171,1945343-1,00.html

- Steampunk Romance Watch, by Heather Massem [The Galaxy Express, 8 March 2009]
  http://www.thegalaxyexpress.net/2009/03/steampunk-romance-watch.html

  http://www.arte.tv/fr/Echappees-culturalles/tracks/2925424.html
  http://www.arte.tv/de/Kultur-entdecken/tracks/2925424.html

- Steampunks, or just a bunch of "steamed weenies" at BB?, by Offlogic [Offlogic’s Weblog, 13 April 2008]
  http://offlogic.wordpress.com/2008/04/13/steampunks-or-just-a-bunch-of-steamed-weenies-at-bb

- Steampunk’s subculture revealed, by Damon Poeter [San Francisco Chronicle, 6 July 2008]
  http://www.sfgate.com/cgi-bin/article.cgi?f=/c/a/2008/07/06/LVL211GOO2.DTL
STEAMPUNK LINKS

- The Steampunk Timeline of Futures Past, by G.D. Falsken [Jaborwhalky Productions]
  http://www.jaborwhalky.net/Site14/The%20Steampunk%20Timeline%20of%20Futures%20Past.html

- Steampunk v detailah, by Sergey Apresov [Popularnya Mechanika, Aug 2007]
  http://www.popmech.ru/article/2026-stimpunk-v-detailah

- Steampunk - w starym ciele młody duch?, by Agnieszka Falkowska [Chip Online, 9 Dec 2009]

- Steampunk: What it is, why I came to like it, and why I think it'll stick around, by Cherie Priest [The Clockwork Century, 8 Aug 2009]
  http://theclockworkcentury.com/?p=165

- Tech Know: Fast forward to the past, by Mark Ward [BBC News, 30 Nov 2009]
  http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/technology/8376028.stm

- Technology Gets Steampunk'd, by Andrew Swerlick [The Emory Wheel, 5 Nov 2007]

- Third Life: My sordid steampunk past, by Miller Copeland [In The Grid, 5 Dec 2006]

- "The Tomorrow That Never Was": Retrofuturism in the Comics of Dean Motter, by Henry Jenkins [Confessions of an Aca-Fan, 18-25 June 2007]
  http://www.henryjenkins.org/2007/06/the_tomorrow_that_never_was_re.html
  http://www.henryjenkins.org/2007/06/the_tomorrow_that_never_was_re_1.html
  http://www.henryjenkins.org/2007/06/the_tomorrow_that_never_was_re_2.html
  http://www.henryjenkins.org/2007/06/emphimera_vs_the_appocalypse_r.html

  http://2008.gogbot.nl/themajn

- Verne Among the Punks, Or "It's Not All Just a Victorian Clockwork", by Howard V. Hendrix
  http://jv.gilead.org.il/studies/volumes/02/HTML/Hendrix.html

- Victorian Fantasy, by R.L. LaFevers [The Enchanted Inkpot, 18 May 2009]
  http://community.livejournal.com/enchantedinkpot/12210.html

- Vihri Dieselpunka, by Mihail Popov [Mir Fantastiki, 27 Dec 2005]
  http://www.mirf.ru/Articles/art552.htm


- Was ist Steampunk? & Steampunk in den Medien, by Leo Frayer [Anduin #99, July 2009]

- Why I Hate Steampunk, by Audrey Soffa [Fantasy Magazine, 14 May 2008]
  http://www.fantasy-magazine.com/2008/05/why-i-hate-steampunk

- William Gibson, post by Thomas Maddox [rec.arts.sf-lovers, earliest Web citation, 1 Jan 1990]
  http://groups.google.pl/group/rec.arts.sf-lovers/msg/5fde6b3f9a3c7d63
In the early 1900s *ragtime* was a favourite musical style and a driving force for the nihilistic subculture of Steam-Punks, famous for their funny bicycles and anarchist murals. The following collection of sheet music represents two Steam-Punk subgenres of ragtime: *rag and roll* (popular in the metropolitan state) and *ragga* (widespread mostly in colonies).

"Babylon by Ass" collects songs from the repertoire of The Wallers Ragtime Band, written by Mr. Robert N. Marley. This is a fine example of Carribean version of rag (ragga).

"The Great Rag 'N' Roll Swindle", a legendary anthology of the most energetic ragtimes performed in decadent London pubs. The book was banned in the UK until 1907. In this late Edwardian copy an obscene photograph of Mr. Lydon was replaced by a lady's portrait.

"Maple Leaf Ragga" (1899, usually abbreviated as "Maple Leaf Rag") was probably the most popular ragtime composed by Mr. Scott Joplin. A gossip says the leaf wasn't exactly from a maple tree...
No retro-Future